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Surnrnary

This thesis discusses the problem of synthesizing optimal heat exchanger networks.

It may be divided into two parts. Part I concentrates on the generation of cost

optimal networks which exhibit rnaxirnum energy recovely (MER). A method has

been presented for estimating the minimum number of shells required by the network,

for a given value of minimum approach temperature, Lt*¿n. This va,lue of Lt*¿n

is assumed to be constant for each heat exchanger unit present in the network.

Assuming an exponential cost ecluation, a range in which the global optimum value

of Li^¡n is likely to be found is predicted independently and a pri,ori of the detailed

design. A methodoiogy based on the concept of "degree of criss-crossing" is also

presented to achieve the predicted shell targets and the minimum network area

target, resulting in cheaper capital cost designs. FinaIIy the problem of designing

MER networks, the data for which exhibits multiple pinch points is discussed.

As the capital cost of any network is dependent on the number of units, the problem

of devising systematic methods to evolve network topologies featuring close to the

minimurn nurnber of units has been investigated in part II. Normally to achieve

this, energy has to be 'transferred' across the pinch point. As a consequence, the

final design features two approach temperatures - exchanger minimum approach

temperature, AtB^¿n and netwolk heat Ìecovery approach temperature Aú¡¡-¿r, (the

pinch point Aú-¿, ). The latter approach temperature establishes the total utility

consumption of the netrvork.

In Part II, two approaches are proposed to synthesize networks with the character-

istics discussed above. In the first approach, the energy consumption of an initially

XXV



Summary XXVI

synthesized MER design employing the standard pinch design method, is relaxed. A

mixed integer non-linearÌ programming model is proposed and a systematic method

for energy relaxation based on 'best-f.rst' search strategy is developed. Limitations

inherent to this approach have been identified.

In the second approach, the concept of a "pseudo-p'inch point)' is proposed. Uti-

lizing this concept, simple and elegant network designs can be generated by hand

calculations even for complex industrial problems. It has the advantage of keeping

the designer in the "driving seat" so that he can, with his expertise and knowledge

about the process, create practical designs.

Finally, a systematic design procedure to handle designer imposed constraints is

presented. To account fot matclt, constraints, heat has to be transferred across the

unconstrained thermodynamic pinch point. However, the standard pinch design

method fails to generate systernatically solutiJns to such networks. Furthermore,

the basic principles employed by the pinch design method are also invalid under the

imposed møtching constraints. The proposed new method is based on the idea of

individual "stream heat cascading".

Plausible concepts worth further investigation are also reported. These include,

extension of the pseudo-pinch concept to heat and power integration, integration of

distillation columns and total plant integration. The pseudo-pinch point concept can

also be modified to develop systematic procedures for retrofrtting. The concept of

a dominant pinch point for sirnplifying the clesign procedure when designer imposed

constraints are involved is also presented. The idea of further extension of this

concept to practical total plant integration is a,lso covered.

In this thesis, design methodologies and philosophies are developed and discussed so

that the insights gained during this study can be practically applied to the design

of complex industrial problems. These insights are simple and reflect a fundamental

understanding of the process synthesis problem. The concepts and the metliods

reported are ideal for the future development of a real time expert system for total

plant integration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The major elements of most chemical plants can be represented as illustrated in

Figure 1.1. In this plant the raw materials are converted into products. This con-

version takes place in the "heart" of the plant, the reactor. The reaction products

are separated from the unreacted raw materials (normally recycled), impurities (un-

desired products or by-products) and the desired pure products. This activity is

perpetuated at the expense of energy either in the form of heat or power.

In a typical integrated plant, the raw materials are heated/cooled to the appropri-

ate reaction temperature. I{eat may be added/removed to carry out the reaction

at the correct conditions of temperature and pressure. The product separation is

achieved by heat addition (to a reboiler in a distillation column) and removal (from

a condenser of the distillation colurnn). The products may be heated/cooled to the

correct temperature for storage and transportation. Thus, at all times heat is either

added or removed to a variety of process streams by utilities or by heat exchange be-

tween process streams. In an integrated plant this is normally achieved with a heat

exchanger network, (IIEN). A large fraction of the capital cost of many petrochemical

1
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Figure 1.1: Representation of a typical chemical plant
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Chapter 1 Introduction

plants is attributed to heat recovery networks

The aim of a process designer is to synthesize a nearlcost'optimal-configuration. This

indicates that a proper trade-offbetween the capital invested and the operating cost

of the plant should be achieved. The capital cost mainly depends on the number

of units utilized to satisfy the objectives. A substantial part of the operating cost

usually depends upon the utilities consumed. To reduce these costs, the process

designer should aim for an economic combination having a neaï theoretical minimum

number of heat exchanger units and airn to recover the maximum possible heat with

them. Futhermore, the designer should also investigate operability factors. An

obvious way to recovet heat is by exchanging it between hot process streams and

cold process streamsl in addition to the heating and cooling by utilities.

To satisfy the above objectives it is important to synthesize a good heat exchanger

network. The problern is highly cornbinatorial in nature and a large number of

alternatives exists. Westerberg [158] has noted, "one can enumerate 47 different

structures for exchanging heat among two hot and two cold streams where one

disallows the splitting of any of the steams, where no two streams may exchange

heat between them more than one time, and where each match must involve heat

transferring only from a hot stream to a cold stream ... if one has three cold and

two hot streams the number of alternatives is 847." This combinatorial nature has

also been noted by several other researchers. According to Ponton and Donaldson

[12a] fol a problem involving ly'¡,o¿ hot streams and N.o¡¿ cold streams the number of

different topologies possible are of the order of (If¿o¿ x N*¡¿)l. Thus, for a typical

complex industrial situation eg. a crude pre-heat train having fourteen hot streams

and eleven cold streams, the ma,gnitude of the number of topologies would be 154!,

a vely large number. Linnhoff [88] has reported similar results. He has proposed a

formula which accounts for the utility matches neglected by Ponton and Donaldson.

According to his calculation, fot an eight stream problem having the same number

of hot and cold strea,ms, a total of 2.3 x 1087 different topologies are possible.
lHot 

"tr"ams 
are defined as the streams which are to be cooled and cold streams are defined as

the streams which are to be heatecl.

3
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As noted earlier, tlie capital a,ld operating cost of the network contributes a con-

siderable fraction to the profitable and economic operation of a plant. Furthermore,

due to the existence of a large number of alternatives it would appear to be highly

rewarding to be able to synthesize cluickly and systematically the best possible aJ-

ternatives.

Again, operability and flexibility characteristics of a heat exchanger network influ-

ence the flexibitity of any chernical plant [4+]. Different heat recovery networks have

vastly different operating characteristics. Ilence, one of the aims of this study is

to develop systematic rnethods to identify a number of different alternative designs

having comparable near optirnum overall costs.

Considerable developments have been made during the last decade due mainly to

the efforts of Linnhoff and his co-rvorkers. A breakthrough has been made and a

new 'Pinch. Technology' has evolved. It has been successfully applied to process

integration [90] whicli encompasses overall plant integration and includes heat ex-

changer networks, heat and power netrvorks, and thermal integration of distillation

columns etc. While 'Pinch Technology' has proved to be effective, it is not complete

and there are certain fundamental questions 'rvhich have yet to be investigated. Un-

justified but plausible heuristics have been used. The main thrust of this study is

to justify these heuristics rvherever possible or to replace them by developing for-

mal systematic methods. Of the many questions raised in the üterature survey (see

chapter 2), this thesis atternpts to ansrver the follorving:

1. How do we target fol the minimum nurnber of shells ?

2. I{orv do rve predict the optimum value of Atr,.;n ?

3. I{orv to design for minimum capital cost for a given level of maximum energy

recovery ?

4. I{orv ùo handle rnultiple pinch situations ?

5. How to reduce systematically the number of units in a given initial design with

a minimum energy penalty ?

4
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6. How to identify systematically all the feasible designs for a given energy re-

covery and minimum exchanger approach temperature ?

7. How to implernent systematically designer imposed constraints on stream match-

ing in the synthesis of IIEN ?

5



Chapter 2

Literature Survey

2.L Introduction

The problem of heat exchanger netrvork (HEN) synthesis has been studied by a

number of researchers. An excellent revierv of the developments that iook place

prior to 1981 is given by Nishida et al. [109], Stephanopoulos [140] and Westerberg

[158]. A summary of the developments that took place before 1981, followed by a

detailed review ofdevelopments that took place after that year, are presented in this

chapter. A detailed discussion of tlie published papers and the va¡ious,approaches

used for solving the IIDN synthesis problem is also presented. Finally, problems

requiring investigation are identified and those which will be pursued in this study

are outlined, and the approach employed in the present study is introduced.

6
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2.2 Problem Formulation

Masso and Rudd [105] in 1969 formulated the heat exchanger network synthesis

problem as follows:

"Taslc Constraints.' There is a total of Nr¡r.o* liquid process streams

N"o¿¿ of which are to be heated, while the remaining Nhot : Ncold -
N"tu"o^ streams are to be cooled. Associated with the ith stream are its

flow rate, u¿, input temperature ?j, output temperat:ue, Tj , and heat

capacity, cþ, aII in consistent units. The available auxiliary heat transfer

media are saturated steam and cooling water. The steam is avaliable at

any flow rate at a pressure p", and is allowed to give up only its latent

heat /". Cooling water is also avaliable at any flow rate at a temperature

T!, and is allowed to undergo changes up to a maximum temperature

T*.

Unsgnthesized System: The unsynthesized system has input information

consisting of a stream descriptions given above, and additional data rep-

resenting further constraints to be listed below.

Eristing Technology; The ecluipment includes heat exchangers of shell-

and-tube type operating as counter-current, single-pass units. For the

fluids and conditions prevailing, average overall heat transfer coeffi.cients

UnørUn, alnd U6 are achievable for heat exchange between any two

process streams, steam heating, and water cool-ing, respectiveiy. For

heat exchange, heating, and cooling, the minimum allowable approach

temperature diference s are Lt *¿n r * At 
^in *, and Lt 

^¿nc, 
respectively.

The equipment undergoes maintenance checks and repairs resulting in ó

hours of downtime per year.

Economics; The economics of the system, or any part of it, are rep-

resented by yearly costs and are determined by using the information

that follows. Heat exchanger cost as a function of its area is given by a

correlation of the form C, : o Ab, where ø and b are constants. Cooling

7
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water costs C-o¡", $/kg and steam costs C"¿"o^ 9lkg. Operating and

other costs are neglected. Total costs amortizing linearly ovet a period

of M years.

Synthesis Objectiue: The objective is to structure a system capable of

performing the prescribed tasks at minimum yearly costs."

This formulation was adopted in the subsecluent studies reported on HEN synthesis.

For most practical situations it is an overly simplified formulation and its limitations

will be discussed in chapter 5. Howevet, the specifi,cation closely represents the

information typically avaliable to a designer from a process flowsheet which has not

been 'integrated'.

Various representations exists for the IIEN problem. These are detailed in Figure 2.1

[109]. In this thesis the last representation, Figure 2.ld, the temperatureinterval or

tlne grid diagram proposed by Linnhoff and Flower [96] will be used for illustrating

the networks developed. The hot streams (being cooled) run from left to right

and the cold streams (being heated) run frorn right to left. Stream matches are

represented by circles on each of the streams connected by a vertical line.

An important modification of the temperature - enthalpy diagram (Figure 2.1a)

[159] was proposed by Umeda et al. [154] and will be discussed in the next section.

2.3 Synthesis Algorithm

There are three major steps reported in literature for synthesizing networks.

1. Target setting (establishing lower bounds on the search space)

2. Design/synthesis of an initial network.

8

3. Evolution of the initial designed network to produce a final practical design.
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This philosophy has been a,cceptccl l¡v practising engineers as one of the best strate-

gies for solving the IIÐN syltl-Lesis problem. Targets provide tlie stimulus to generate

better designs and establish coulìclence in the evolved network.

2.4 Targets

Targets are establishccl priol to clesign. Presently, three targets are easily established.

For a givel stteam system these a,r'e

1. The rnaxirnum erel'gy tlra,t is recoverable (minirnum utility consumption) for

a given value of Atn in (trnelgv talgets).

2. Minimum networh hea,t e,rchallgel alea (Area target).

3. Minimurn number of heat excha,nger units (Unit target).

These are practical targets. 'Ihe 1ìrst target (minimum energy consurnption) can

always be achieved, albeit rvith some aclclitional capital cost. The minimum network

area can be approached. I{orvever, the last of the three viz. minirnum number of

units is problem dependent a,ncl ca,u normally be achieved at the expense of em-

ploying utilities in excess of the th.eoretical minimum required, or by using excessive

aÌea.

2.4.I Energy Targets

Three bounds on the erÌergy targets can be predicted. A bound [109] can be derived

from the First Law of thermoclyna,mics based on the difference between the hot and

cold utilities used. Accorcling to this law,

Qn-Q"=constant

where, Q¿ is the tota,l liot utilit,.l, usecl a,nd Q" is the total cold utility used.
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Another lower bound that accounts for the portions of hot streams colder than any

existing cold process streams (or cold streams hotter than any existing hot pro-

cess streams) was predicted by Rathore and PowerslI2Tl, Nishida et aJ. [112], and

Grossmann and Sargent [46]. However, exact targets can be established by the

methods of Umeda et al. [15a] and Linnhoff and Flower [96]. Umeda et al. modi-

fied the temperature-enthalpy diagram illustrated in Figure 2.1a. Its construction

is illustrated in Figure 2.2. A composite curve can be obtained for both the hot

and cold process streams. These composite curves can be shifted in the horizontal

direction till they are verticaTly Lt^¿napart at some point on the ordinate. This

modiflcation helped in targeting prior to design, the minimum energy requirements

and identifying the 'bottleneck' in a process design which precludes further heat

integration (Figure 2.3). Using the composite curves for a given value of ô;t^in,

the utility quantities predicted are the absolute minimum required to solve the heat

recovery problem. The minimum cold and hot utility requirements are Q "*¿n 
and

Qn^¿n respectively. Another important feature of this diagram is the pinch point

which is the 'bottleneck'for process integration. It is the point where the compos-

ite curves a.re Lt^¿napart. This point was also identifled by Linnhoff and Flower

[96] using the problem table algori,thm. The identification of the pinch point had

a great impact on the fundamental understanding of the HEN synthesis problem

and has led to the development of effective and efficient design procedures. These

sophisticated techniques were first proposed in a crude form by Hohmann [56]. A

'cumulative heat deficit' rnethod was also proposed by Raghavan [126] for setting

energy targets. These methods for preclicting the targets are best suited for hand

or graphical calculations and are in essence a simple heat balance.

Cerda et al. [20] and Papouljas and Grossmann [117] used mathematical program-

ming methods to predict this target. Cerda et al. formulated the problem as a "net-

work flow" rnodel in linear programrnilg and extended the method to include stream

matching constraints and match dependent At^inva,lues. Townsend and Linnhoff

[152] have modifled the problem table analysis to include the latter situation. Papou-

lias and Grossmann have formulated the targeting problem as a "trans-shipment"

model. The analogy proposed by them is that "heat can be regarded as a com-
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modity that is sliipped from the hot streams to cold streams through temperature

intervals that account for thermodynamic constraints in the transfer of heat." Pa-

poulias and Grossmann have extended their formulation to include the constrained

stream matching case. It should be noted that if Atrninis the same for all matches

then one can easily demonstrate that the problem table analysis of Linnhoff and

Flower is a sub-set of the above two models. Futhermore, an algorithm similar to

the problem table analysis does not exist for constrained stream matching cases.

2.4.2 Problern Partitioning for Predicting the Energy Targets

AII the above analytical metliods require that the problem data be partitioned into

temperature intervals. For the îeasibility analysis, Hohmann divides the stream sys-

tem into temperature ranges. These ternperature ranges are defrned by the temper-

ature constraints for all the source and sink streams. To obtain a set of temperature

intervals for the analysis the convention has been adopted that the minimum ap-

proach temperature Lt^¿nis added to all the sink stream temperature points. This

ensures that the Lt^;n constraint is never violated [56]. A new temperature interval

is generated each time a stream (source or sink) is encountered as the stream starting

temperature list is scanned downwards through the temperature range. Similarly, a

new range is also started whenever the terminal temperature of a stream is reached.

The same temperature langes are used for the problem table analysis. The temper-

ature interval generation is illustlated in Figure 2.4. This partitioning scheme was

employed by Linnhoff a,nd Flower [96] in the problem table analysis. Grimes [43]

modified this interval cleation procedure. lle notes that if all the streams are rep-

resented as a single straight line on the ternperature - enthalpy diagram (assuming

a constant Cr) then only the stream inlet temperatures need be considered to solve

the minimum utility problern. These rules for generating the temperature intervals

were subsequentlv generalized by Cerda et al. [20] since one of the aims of energy

targeting is to locate the pinch point. They proposed
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f . if a pinch point exists, it occurs at the'corner points' (kinks)l for either the

hot or cold composite curves;

2. not all corner points can be pinch points.

They have suggested simple lules to locate the corner points and that the stream

system need only be divided at these colner points. Further, they noted that no

temperature need be considered if it is out of range i.e. if it is along the merged

stream and is more than Ltr,,in, above or below any of the temperatures spanned by

others. These rules help in reducing the number of temperature intervals obtained

by Holrmann's proceduteby 50%. It may be concluded that for methods using only

a global value of Lt^¿nthe rnetliod of Cerda et al. is the best.

A simple modification is recommended by Cerda et al. [20] to handle match depen-

dent Al-¿,, values. However, the number of partitions used increases enormously by

implementing this modificatiol. To account for rnatch dependent ô,t*¿n, Townsend

and Linnhotr ll52l have suggested the concept of Aú ¿contribution'. In this method

the hot stream temperatures are reduced by their corresponditg Lt^¡ncontribution

and the cold stream temperatures are increased by their respective contribution.

Employing this approach the modiflcation suggested by Cerda et al. for generating

tlre temperature intervals with a global At^incannot be used as their rules are no

longer applicable. Townsend and Linnhoff have suggested that the original temper-

ature intervals suggested by Hohmann be employed for the problem table analysis.

For the case of a global Lt^¿n, they have recommended that Lt^¿n/2 be added to

all the cold stream starting ar-Ld target temperatures and the same quantity sh,ould be

subtracted from the hot strearn terminaf temperatures. This is because the individ-

ual contributions simply become Lt^in 12. The actual stream data is now modifled

and all the temperatures can be represented on a single modified temperature scale.

A problem table analysis on these modifred temperature will give the same energy

targets.

1Co.n"r points are where the composite curves change slope due to a change in the (Co) values

i.e. where streams enter ancl leave the composite line or phase change takes place.
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2.4.3 Area Target

The concept of an area target was introduced independently by Hohmann [56] and

Nishida et al. [110]. Both assumed an eclual heat transfer coefficient for all the

streams and that each differential element of heat for all the streams is exchanged

in a manner similar to that for two streams in an ideal counter-current exchanger.

This type of heat transfer is referred as "vertical heat transfer" [151]. The area

target can be easily obtained from the composite curves by dividing it at the 'kink'

points and substituting the value of the relevant variables into the equation 2.1

A*in (2.r)

where the subscript j refers to linear courter-current section of the composite curve

as indicated in Figure 2.5.

The target value obtained by the above ecluation is only very approximate for practi-

cal purposes because of the a,ssumption of a constant overall heat transfer coefficient

for all the streams. Townsend and Linnhoff [151] modified the above target to in-

clude individual fi1m heat transfer coeffi.cients. They have suggested the following

formula (refer to Figure 2.5):

:#?( Q¡
ATIM¡

A*¿n : D D
k

lqnl
h

(2.2)
J

k
l

They have claimed that practical designs can be produced which have a total area

within +70% to tL\% of this target. llowever, Saboo et al. [130] have noted that

this formula can overestimate the target area when the stream film heat transfer

coefÊcients are significantly different. To improve this target they have proposed

the use of a simple transportation model in linear programming (tP).

In the above methods for area targeting Townsend and Linnhoff, and Saboo et al.

have assumed that the composite curves represent a single 'super' hot and 'super'

cold stream exchanging heat ir a single 'supert exchanger. Practical networks consist
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of individual units ar-Ld the formula for area calculations for each unit should contain

a temperature difference correction factor. Ilence, to predict a precise area target,

an effective logaritl-rmic mea,n tempela,tute difference (LMTD) correction factor, -F¿

should be included in the above ecluation. Another limitation of the above formula

is that it assumes a single global Ltn infor all the rnatches. An area target which

features individual At*¿non ea,ch exchanger is still to be developed. Furthermore,

as will be noted later, the linal clesign often has an energy consumption greater than

the minimum requirernent which lesults in higher overa,ll LMTD values and hence

tends to reduce the requilecl alea. Therefore, although the above minimum area

target is effective as a first apploximate, a precise area target for practical networks

is yet to be developed.

2.4.4 Minirnum Nurnber of Units

The concept of minimum nuurb<r' of' units was first proposed by Hohrnann (1971)

[56] . He deflned the "qna,si-l.lrinin.lrrrrr" nurnber of units for a stream systern as

Unrin=N"tr"o^-L (2.3)

where, U*¿nis the mininurn numbel of units, N"tr.o^ is the total number of streams

including hot and cold utilities. I'Ie also noted that a networh may have more

than quasi-minirnum number of units if "heat load loops" exist. Later, Boland and

Linnhoff [16] proposed a rnole generalizecl equation based on Euler's theorem from

graph theory.

Minimum number of ulits : Total number of streams

+ Independent heat load loops

Number of separate cornponents (2.4)

LIrnir,=N"tr.o^'lL-s (2.5)
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The term 'L' in equation 2.S represents the total number of heat load loops present

in the network. A loop is a closed path through the network, and its effect is

to increase the total nurnber of units. For a network to have minimum number of

units, the total lumber of loops must be zero. Practical systems are usually analysed

as independent problems witb. s = 1, that is '¿sepanate components" is treated as

a distinct subnetwork. Substituting 0 for 'L' and 1 for 's' in the equation 2.5,

equation 2.3 is obtained. This ecluation is a good predesign target. A network

satisfying this target often is tlie optimum design because it is likely to approach

rninimum capital cost [91],

Similar targets (based on matches and not on units2) using mathematical pïogram-

ming techniclues have been reported by Papoulias and Grossrnann [117] and Saboo

et al. [130]. Both b,ave used mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models to

predict the minimum number of rnatches required and have employed the trans-

shipment model. Papoulias and Grossmann divide the problem at the pinch points

and also implement the constraint that the network should feature maximum en-

ergy recovery. Saboo et al. do not divide the problem at the pinch point. Their

formulation increases the size of tlie MILP but provides the flexibility (gained from

incremental utility inputs) crucial fol solving practical problems. Thus, it allows

the designer to specify more than the rninimum amount of heating and cooling with

consequently fewer loops which il turn results in a lower and better tnumber of

matches' target. However, neither of these models can be used to predict the mini-

mum number of units for a,n a priori specified level of energy recovely. This problem

was originally identifled by Linnhoff in his thesis [88]: "There is clearly a challenge

for future work in identifying an aìgorithm which based on stream data, will predict

the smallest possible number of units."

The above discussion has reviewed three irnpot'tant targets. Ilowever, there are two

more important targets for a, net'work solution which have not been considered in

the literature. They are

2Motches and units are separate entities. The number of matches witl be less than or equal to

the number of heat exchanger units.
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4. Shell target

5. Optimurn value of At^¡n

2.4.5 Shell Target

Industrial heat exchanger units a,re ma,cle up of multi-pass sheli-and-tube units. The

number of shells rec¡rired by the rretwork plays a signifrcant part in the cost of the

final design. When this projcct rva,s sta,rted the concept of shell targeting did not

exist in the literature. It is a,n intporta,nt aspect of I{EN analysis and has been

completely ignored to <la,te chie lly beca,use a majority of the researchers have used

Masso and Rudd's [t0S] modcl rvhich ¿rssumes that each unit is made up of a single

shell. In this thesis a method rvill be proposed to obtain this target.

2.4.6 Optirnun-^ Value of At*¿n

Tlre objective of the clesigner is to optimize the fir-ral network design. At*¿nis an

important parameter in the ctcsign of HEN. As this parameter fixes the area and

the utility requirements, whìch a,re the prirne variables for optimizing the total cost

of the network, there is a la,rge incentive to fincl its correct optimum value ¿ priori

to design. Doing so, will recluce the post-design optimization plocess as the initial

network generated is lil<ely to bo cluite close to the final global optimum.

Assuming a constant overa,ll heat tla,nsfer coefficient for all the streams, Ifohmann

[56] proposed a methocl to cletennine the optimum value of A,t^in. Later Ahmad

and Linnhoff [3] have rerroved the a,bove assumption by employing the area targeting

formula of Townsend and Linnhoff [151]. They have assumed that each exchanger

unit is made up of a, single shell arrcl certain unspecified simplifying assumptions are

made in otder to combine t,lrc ¿u'ca. a,ncl the units target in terms of actual costs.

Linnl-Loff and Ilindmalslr [91] scarclt lor the optirnal pinch approach temperature

using the pinch design ¡:rethorl b-r' co.ting severa,l partial designs on the basis of
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changes in the pinch rnatch costs. Floudas et al. [29] applied the "golden section"

search method in an outer'loop of their proposed synthesis procedure and used total

design costs.

Li and Motard [82] have rna,de unrealistic assumptions in deriving a formula for

predicting the optimum value of Lt^¿n. They substitute straight lines for the hot

and cold cornposite curves above and below the pinch point. This is clearly an over

simplification. Futhermore, all these methods have assumed that each unit is a single

shell exchanger. So, th.e values predicted by these methods could be fallible for the

generation of globally-optirnal but practical networks. It is proposed to include an

investigation of the problem of finding the correct optimum value of Lt*¿nin this

thesis.

2.5 Design

The design procedure for network generation has follorved the strategy outlined by

Masso and Rudd [105]. They have shorvn that the principle of problem decompo-

sition holds promise as a practical mearì.s of system synthesis. They had envisaged

that ". . . synthesis may be gainfully approached by development of techniques for

progressively breaking large problems into smaller, mole manageable, subproblems

. . ." The solutions to the subproblems are then combined and refined to a practi-

cal but near optimal solution by using evolutionary rules. Almost all the methods

proposed to date have followed this approach. The HEN synthesis problem is parti-

tioned into temperature intervals (each of which generates a different subproblem) by

the methods outlined in one of the previous sections. Other models for sub-problem

generation have been proposed, basecl on cornpleted and uncompleted design sec-

tions [81,105]. Modiflcations of these basic partitioned strategies depended in each

case upon the individual rnetliods selected for evolving the designs.

Selection of matches takes place in palallel or a sequential manner. Nishida et al.

[109] have classifled the matching algoritluns as 'secluential match decision algo-

rithms' and 'simultaneous match design algorithrns'. Some of the algorithms devel-
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oped after this review was published featured a simultaneous and sequential strategy

for deciding stream matches [91].

2.5.L Sequential Match Decision Algorithms

This class of algorithms [109] is based on various search mechanisms by developing

a search tree. Heuristic rules are used for further generating the nodes to be inves-

tigated e.g. branch and bound or depth first search strategies. Table 2.1 lists the

variety of search strategies (SS), of heuristics for selecting the next match (HR), of

match restrictions (MR), and of heat selection rules (HS) used by various algorithms

[10e].

Total and partial enurneration techniques in cornbination with what turned out to be

a fallible "look ahead" procedure was proposed by Pho and Lapidus [121]. I(afarov

et al. [69,68] have also reported a similar method. This method is not suitable for

synthesizing complex networks as the search tree becomes excessively large. Branch

and bound strategy has also been recommended by others [81]. However, this strat-

egy used the erroneous heuristics IIR-1 to HR-4 to select matches, and a lower bound

based on one of the following for guiding the search:

1. annuaüzed cost

2. utilities

3. number of units

4. a combination of the above.

A case study employing depth frrst search strategy is reported by Jezoeski and Hahna

[65] which used bounds on utilities and the number of units for generating the search

tree. It generated l-11,382 nodes for finding the solution to a,20 stream problem and

the computing time recluired was large.

Dynamic programming metliods have been also been investigated by Westbrook
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SS-1:

SS-2:

SS-3:

SS-4:

IIR-1:

ER-2:

HR-3:

HR-4:

Table 2.1: Sequential match options [109]

Search StmtegY EmPloYed

Total Enumeration.

Branch and Bound.

Heuristic.

Others.

Eeuristics Ased (I! SS'3 Dtnploved)

Select hot st¡ea,m with highest inlet temperature and cold

Select hot st¡eam with coldest target temperature a¡rd cold

stream with coldest irùet temperature'

Select match giving least value of A1o,'

Select match giving least value to estimated upper bound on

overall network cost.

24

Match Restrictions

MR-1: Disallow strea¡n sPlitting'

MR-2: Disallow strea,m/stream rematching (cycling)'

MR-3: Disallow if match precludes predicted minimum utility usage'

MR-4: Disallow if match precludes network having predicted fewest

number of units.

Strcrrm fleat Selection Dæísíons (h = lor Eot Strcam, ¿ = lor Cold Stream)

HS-l lr, c Take heat from or supply heat to hottest end of

6trea.m.

HS-2 lr, c lb.ke heat from or supply heat to coldest end of

stream.

HS-3 ll, c Take heat from or supply heat to intermediate portion

of 6tream.
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[157] and I{ama [49]. Ila,ma uses the collected temperature difference derived by

Nishimura and Yagi [113] using Pontryagin's rnaximum principle as the match se-

Iection criterion :

(2.6)

The secluential approach fol deciding the strearn matches normally requires sophis-

ticated cornputer prograrns ¿r,ncl a satisfactory explanation as to why the evolved

networks are allegeclly optirlal ca,nnot be obtained. Moreover, the designer has no

control over the svnthesis a,nrl cvolrrtion of the netrvork.

2.5.2 Simultaneous Match Decision Algorithrns

Matchir-Lg decisions for tliis type ol algoritlirns fall into two categories. The flrst is

based on mathematical progra,mming ploceclures. The second is the thermodynamic

combinatorial (TC) aJgolithrrr of I'lowel ancl Linnhotr [33].

Mathematica,l progra,mming rnorlels solve some forrn of a linear program. The as-

signment algorithrn of LP was l)roposed by three authors [19,75,77]. It only gives

the possible matches. The designcl is left to actually assign the heat loads and place

units into an appropriate corfigura,tion. Tliis type of problem has a very large solu-

tion space and a specification of a, system for precise minirnum utility consumption

cannot be systematically achicvect [22].

The mixed-integer'linear progla,rnming (MILP) approach has been reported by I{e-

lahan and Gladdy [70], Cercla arrd Westerbcrg [22], Papoulias and Grossnann [117]

and Saboo et at. [130]. \4¡hilc Iiela,ha,n anrl Gladdy have employed the adaptive ran-

dom search procedule, Cerd¿r, a,ncl Westclberg relax the MILP formulation to form a

transportation model ancl solve it, usìng the "reverse stepping stone algorithm". Pa-

poulias and Grossmarìn proposecl tìre tra,ns-shipment model which was subsequently

modifred by Saboo et al. The solution to the model was obtained using the computer
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program TINDO [134]. This latter approach has proved to be quiet effective

2.6.3 Simultaneous and Sequential Match Decision Algorithms

Linnhoff and Hindmarsh [91] used this approach in the development of the pinch

d,esign method. The problem is divided first into two independent subproblems at

the pinch point with the resuit that heat is not transferred across this point. This

division was first suggested by Grimes [a3]. Each subnetwork is then designed inde-

pendently. Explicit rules (Co rule) are avaliable for simultaneous stream matching at

the pinch point [91]. This method also indicates when stream splitting is required

at the pinch point. The remaining match.es i.e. the non-pinch matches are then

placed secluentially. No explicit rules have been proposed for these decisions. The

complete network is obtained by merging the two subnetworks. The initial design

thus obtained is then evolved to a final near optimal design solution. This procedure

is the most popular design method and has proved to be successful in the develop-

ment of the so called "Pinch Technology" for process integration in rvhich employing

the pinch principle i.e. heat should not be transferred across the pinch, systematic

methods have been developed for generating effective designs leading to substantial

energy savings [90]. Detailed discussion of this method is presented at appropriate

places in the thesis.

2.6 Network Evolution

A number of methods have been presented in the literature to aid the simplifrcation

of an initially generated netwolk. The simplilication process normally reduces the

total number of units in tlie networl< and where possible lemoves stream splits.

Shah and Westerberg [135] suggested three rules which should be repeatedly applied

to make modifications on the initial network and the subsequently evolved designs.

The algorithm was to make a small change, if it led to an improvement, move to

the improved network and lepeat [109]. Nishida et al. [112] also reported three
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evolutionary rules which rnust be applied in nurnerical order to a complex network

having minimurn area obtained using their procedure [110]. As the initial network

has minimum area, it norrnally has a la,rge number of small units and stream splits.

In the evolutionary development (BD) procedure proposed by Linnhoff and Flower

[96] a set of ten rules based on the concept of "freedom", F:

F:CPilATs-Lt^¿n) (2.7)

is enunciated. (CP¡ is larger C, of the two streams associated with a match and

A?s is the smallest actual ternpelature difference within the exchanger.) These

rules are used to derive a flnal network from the initial network generated by the

temperature interval (TI) rnethod [96].

Strategies to break loops in networks generated by the TI method have also been

developed by Su and lVIotard 11421. Their method is a more general-ized scheme

that subsumes the evolutionary rules proposed be Nishida et al. [112]. Colbert [25]

employs Su's method in a synthesis method similar to TI and is discussed in detail

later.

Grimes ef aI. l42l suggested seecling the network with dummy exchangers to inves-

tigate and to evolve alternate designs. Wood et al. [160] have employed stream

splitting and by-passing to achieve both minimum number of units and maximum

energy recovery sirnultaneously. In the pinch design method, Linnlioff and Hind-

marsh [91] remove a unit by increasilg tlie total energy consumption of the initial

network.

Lastly, Floudas et aI. [29] genera,te a superstructure derived from the matches ob-

tained on solving the MILP trans-shiprnent rnodel of Papoulias and Grossmann

[117]. They solve a non-linear pÌogranì to derive the final network design. Saboo et

al. [130] use additiona,l constla,ints couplecl with the trD rules to evolve the network

obtained from the solution of the MiLP rnodel.

Al1 the design methods discussed above ca,n be broadly classifled into trvo categories:
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1. Mathematical programming rnethods

2. Systematic evolutionary methods

The synthesis techniques based on rnathematical programming aim to produce a

network of minimum cost satisfying a specific set of constraints. However, so far

these methods seem to have problems producing 'practical networks'for industrial

problems. The systematic evolutionaly methods develop an initial network which

is modified towards a final optirnal network. In the last five years, systematic evo-

lutionary methods seem to have been accepted as the best available methods for

generating networks. They are fairly simple to comprehend and implement.

Methods reported until now have assumed that a good network has a single global

Lt*inand that it features maximum energy recovery. However, Colbert [25] and

his group (SimSci) have tal<en a different approach. Th.ey assume that an optimal

industrial network will feature an energy consumption greater than the minimum

recluirernent corresponding to the rninimurn exchanger approach temperature. This

approach has been totally ignored in the general literature and will be discussed

later in this thesis (see chapter 4).

A detailed discussion of some of tlie above papers is plesented in the thesis when

warranted.

2.7 Total Plant Integration

The pinch design method an<l the pinch principle have led to the development of

strategies for total process plant integration. Systematic procedures have been iden-

tifled for process modiflcation [90], heat and powerintegration [26,LI6,7521, heat in-

tegratiolL of distillation columns [7,8,55,85]. These ideas have been further extended

to evaporators, flash systems, and chemical reactors [72]. Insights into development

of procedures for retrofitting existing plants are presented by Tjoe and Linnhoff

[1a9] and Jones et aI. [66]. A lot of wolk has been reported in the area of designing
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flexible and operable IIEN. As the scope of this thesis is limited to the synthesis of

steady state HEN the above areas have not been discussed in detail but plausible

extensions of the methods developed during this study are detailed in Chapter 7.

2.8 Avenues for Further Investigation

This review of the literature indicates that synthesis of HEN's is becoming a mature

field of investigation. However, many cluestions are still unresolved. In the IChemE

guide on 'Ptocess Integration for the Efficient Use of Energy', Linnhofl et al. [100]

have identified the following list of questions:

1. How do we properly erploit process fl,eribilities (such as reaction temqteratures,

distillation columr¿ pressure antl refl,ur ratio, side stream take-off points, etc) ?

2. How do we design Jor good operability ?

3. How do we allow systenr,atically 'in our designs for constra'i,nts such as forbictden

and imposed matcltes ?

l. How can we target rnore precisely for capital cost than by simply Ttredicting the

"nu,mber of unitst' ? How can we take into account indiuidual stream film heat

transfer coeffici,ents, material of construction, engine size and fficiency, etc ?

5. How can rue deal properly with, the problem of trade-offs in comqtler desi,gn ?

How can ue guess the best ualue for at*¿n ? How can we trade-off the number

of units against stream splits against total surface area aga'inst energy ?

6. How can ue ertend the techniqu,es so as to giue us good systematic procedures

away from the pinch point ?

7. Hou do we modify the techniques so that theg become enqtticitly applicable to

"retrofit" clesigns ?

These questions are solely based on tl-Le stud¡' of the pinch design method and its
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extensions. In addition to the above cluestions, the review presented in this chapter

has raised the following new cluestions:

1. How can we systematically evolve designs from a given initial design without

using unjustified heuristics ?

2. In actual networks, units are made up of multi-pass shell-and-tube heat ex-

changers. How can we target for the minimum number of shells and achieve it
in actual practice ?

3. Since much of the significance of the pinch concept is lost if energy consump-

tion is relaxed (ie. one is allowed to use nrore energy than the minimurn) [t5]

and since the pinch design method has overly restrictive matching rules, do

different topologies, having cornpetitive capital-energy costs but possibly su-

perior operability characteristics, remain undiscovered ? It is very important

to assess these different potential topologies as each topology may have vastly

different operating characteristics [44].

The goal of this study is to investigate the c¡restions 3,41516 proposed by Linnhoff

et al. [100], in addition to the latter three questions put forward by the author.

2.9 Overvie\ ¡ of the Thesis

In the author's opinion, the design philosophy elucidated by Linnhoff and co-workers

is the best of the current methodologies because it provides detailed insights. Hence,

care has been taken when developing new procedures to ensute that they provide

fundamental insigirts and do not rely heavily on 'black box' computing. Computers

should be only employed as a computational tool (including symbolic computation).

The methods developed are flexible, practical, and the designer remains in complete

control over the development of the design. Justifled targets have been set ahead of

design to aid in the identification of an optimal search space.
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To aid the reader in follorving(understanding) the concepts proposed in this dissei-

tation the following outline of the thesis is presented.

Chapter 3 considers the shell targeting problem and proposes a design method

for identifying an optimum value of Lt^inprior to design with some simplifying

assumptions. Currently an ambiguity exists in the established pinch design method

when the problem data features multiple pinch points. A method is suggested to

overcome tliis ambiguity. Primarily, this chapter emphasizes the development of

optimal designs featuring maximum energy recovety.

Chapter 4 discusses the problern of energy relaxation of an initial MER design.

A detailed study of the existing heuristics for evolution of the the initial design

is given. Formal justification ot counter examples aïe presented to invalidate the

existing energy relaxation heuristics proposed in literature. A systematic method

based on the 'best-first' search techniclue [129] of Artificial Intelligence is proposed

to overcome the fallible existing heuristics.

Chapter 5 presents the results of an investigation into the problem of synthesizing

networks which feature energy consumption greater than the minimum required

corresponding to a practical global Lt^¿n. A new design method is developed

based on the concept of a pseudo-2tinch. The proposed design method retains the

advantages of the existing pinch design method but has considerable advantages.

All possible topologies for a given energy consumption together with a given value

of minimum exchanger approach temperature are cluickly identified.

Chapter 6 details the systernatic implementation of designer imposed matching

constraints. A new design metliod based on the matching rules identified in chapter

5 has been developed.

Finally, in Chapter 7 conclusiolLs and recommendations for future work have been

reported. Plausible concepts for a nurnber of problems warranting further investiga-

tion and not discussed in the literature review are presented. These are particularly

important in the development of a strategy for total process integration.
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Synthesis of Optirnal Maximum

Energy Recovery Heat

Exchanger Networks

3.1- Introduction

A problem in the design of HtrN's is the prediction of the total minimum number

of shellsl required in a network. In the established network-synthesis procedures

[100], each exchanger unit is assurned ( without verification ) to be a single shell.

Howevet, the estimated capital cost of the final design changes drastically on relaxing

this assumption. This becomes a necessity when the design is considered in greater

detail and actual shells are determined. Cost estimation based on the individual-
1It is assumed that shell ancl tube type heat exchangers are used, A unit is a composite assembly

of TEMA shells. Shell in this thesis refers to a TEMA shell.

32
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shell areas in an actual design leads to a proposal for an optinum design which

is different to that obta,ined rvhen assuming single-shell units. However, a flnal

design with minimum numbet of shells ard units is likely to be closer to the global

optimum. Hence, a target for minirnum number of shells should be set so that the

design engineer has some guidelines to identify better designs.

The pinch-design method [100] advocates that a design with minimum number of

units and maximurn energy lecovely ( MBR ) is likely to be the optimum. Despite its

simplicity and power, this heuristic is sornewhat rnisleading. Comparison between

the solutions of the celebrated literature problems reveals that multiple solutions

exists satisfying these criteria but possessing different total annual costs. It is sug-

gested that these differences can be resolved by basing cost estimation upon the

number of shells recluired rather than the number of units. This is a more realistic

procedure and has been neglected in the current design methodologies. Addition-

ally, a method is proposed to achieve the targets for the minimum number of shells

required by the network. The method developed is easy to implement and should

enable the designer to cluickly and confidently identify an optimum design.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the general trend of cost curves as a function of At*¿n. It
can be shown that as the value of At^;n increases capital costs decrease and the

operating ( utilities ) costs increase. Thus, there will be a value of Lt*¿n for which

the total annual cost of the netrvork is rninimurn. Thermodynamic principles and the

value of Lt*in can be used to set targets for minimum heating and cooling utilities

required for designing a netrvork [100]. As tlie amount of utilities required is known,

the minimum costs of the utilities (botli hot and cold) can be calculated before

synthesizing the network. I{owever, capital cost cannot be estimated in advance of

design and so the optimum value of Lt*¿n cannot be determined prior to design. As

a result, all the design approaches reported in üterature follow the procedure outlined

in Figure 3.2. A search is ma,de ovel a lar.ge of Lt*¿n values until the optimum is

found. To minimize these iterations, it is necessary to ideltify as narïow a range as

possible in which the optimum va,lue of At*¿n is likely to be found. Hohmann [56]

and Ahmad [3] have reported the existence of techniclues for estimating the value

of A't^¿n, but neither have provided details of their method. In this chapter, a
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Figure 3.1: Cost curves in a HEN

straightforward and easily understood alternative method for the prediction of such

A.trni,- values is described.

Industrial problems often feature multiple pinch points. Systematic design rules have

not been reported in current literature for the design of such problems. This chapter

also discusses the MER netrvork synthesis procedure for handling such problems.
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Final Design
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Figure 3.2: Existing overall design procedure [100]
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3.2 Shell Targeting

Targets can be set for minimum number of units, minimum utility consumption

and minimum netwotk area. Methods for finding these targets are well established

[100,151]. Howevet, methods for setting targets for the minimum number of shells

have not been reported in literature todate. In this section, a systematic procedure

for shell targeting is developed. This will provide a guide for flnal optimization of

the network.

Consider a four stream ploblern, the r-Letworl<s for which are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

For tlris problem, Umin : 2, as a subset ecluality exits. Two different designs with

tuo units are possible. Network ( a ) recluires only two shells, whereas network ( b )

recluires four shells, as a cor.ì.sequence, the latter will have a greater capital cost. The

difference in the number of shel1s l¡etween both the designs results from the different

levels of temperature at which the exchangers are placed. Ilence, the minimum

number of units can be predicted independently of the actual matches

but the nurnber of shells required in the network is dependent upon the

stream matches.

In Table 3.1, target values are reported for the nurnber of units, number of shells

( predicted using the method described below ) and the minimum-area requirement

for a variety of literature problems. The reported solution values for the problems

are also included. The total annual cost of the solutions based on the area per unit

and area per shell ( calculated using ecluation 3.2 and ecluation 3.3 on page 50 ) are

reported. A minirnurn IMTD correction factor of 0.8 was assumed for calculating the

number of shells required by an exchanger. The cost data is tabulated in appendix A.

Two designs have been reportecl in literature for the well documented problem 4sp1

(Table 3.2). Design 1 [81] utilizes 5 units and 10 shells. Design 2 [56] has 5 units

and I shells. Both these designs have minimurn nurnber of units and are maximum

energy-recovery designs. The total area recluired by design 2 is less than design 1 and

the cost, based on both shells and units, is less than design 1. Thus, a design which

contains minimum number of units and features maximum energy recovery, may not
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Figure 3.3: Networks for example 3.1
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Table 3.1: Comparison of target values for units, shells, and area with the actual

design values reported for literature problerns

Problem

Targets

Design Reference

Solutions Costs x102

Units Shells Areal Units Shells ,4.rea Shell Unit

4sp1 5 I 54 1

2
Lee (1970)

Eohmann (l9Zt)
5

5

10
o

79
66

290
282

273
268

4sp2 4 L4 2L I
9

.)

4

Linnhoff
Nishida
Linnhoff
Linnhoff

(1e78)
(re77)
(1e78)
(1e78)

7

6

4
4

L4
16
15

18

30
27
36
28

259
260
273
270

217
204
r99
195

5sp1 5 L2 130 I
2

Masso (1969)
Nishida (1977)

5

5
t2
13

174
186

42L
423

388
386

7sp1 I 16 217 1

2

Masso (1969)
Linnhoff (1978)

8
t

18

16
290
277

L074
996

l02l
946

7sp2 I 10 92 I
2

Linnhotr (r978)
Masso (1969)

?
I

l0
L4

109
r34

297
317

282
291

7sp( I 26 28 I Papoulias (1983) 10 25 36 7679 7582

lOspl 10 T7 2t2 I
2

3
4
5

Nishida (1977)
Linnhoft (1979)
Linnhoff (1979)

Su (1e83)
Papoulias (1983)

10

l0
10
r0
l0

l9
19

2L
l8
q2

276
255
27t
254
296

t5t2
1445
1569
1{86
1513

l{r9
r406
t522
r449
1456
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Table 3.2: Data for problem aspl [81]

Ltø^;n: 10 K

necessarily be the optimum design. A similar situation exists for the problems 4sp2,

7sp2 and 10sp1-. Problem 5sp1- provicles a,n interesting example. The design based on

criterion of number of units favours the solution of Nishida et al. [112]. However, for

a shell based design, Masso and Rudd's [105] network, is shown to be optimal. From

the above examples, it can be concluded that a design featuring minimum number

of units, minimum number of shells and whose total area 'is close to the minimum

targeted, areais likely to be the optimurn. It therefore seems apparent that a target

for the minimum number of shells is requited to readily identify the final optimum

design. In the following section, a techniclue is developed for estimating the quasi-

minimum number of shells required in a HEN.

3.3 Estimation of Number of Shells in a Heat-Exchanger

Network

The balanced composite curves can be considered to be the " operating lines " for

a network and may be used for shell targeting.

Stream

Numbel

Ce\tw lI<)
""("c) "r('C)

c1

h2

c3

lì4

7.62

8.79

6.08

10.55

60

160

116

249

160

93

260

138
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3.3.L Estirnation for Total Number of Shells Required by the Cold

Strearns

o Commencing with a cold stream target temperature a horizontal line is drawn

until it intercepts the hot composite curve. From that point a vertical line

is dropped to the cold composite curve. This section, defined by the hori-

zottal line represents a single exchanger shell in which the cold stream under

consideration gets heated without the possibility of a temperature cross. In

this section, th.e cold stream rvill have at least one match with a hot stream.

Thus, this section implies that the cold stream will require at least one shell.

This procedure ensures an adecluate logarithmic mean temperature correction

factor as explained in Appendix B.

r Repeat the procedure until a vertical line intercepts the cold composite curve

at or below the starting temperature of that particular stream.

o The number of horizontal lines will be the number of shells the cold stream is

likely to recluire to reach its target temperature.

o Repeat the procedure for all the cold streams.

o The sum of the number of shells for all the cold streams is the total number

of shells required by the cold streams to reach their respective target temper-

atures.

Problem 4sp1 will be used to illustrate tl-Le methods developed. Figure 3.4 shows

the procedure for the cold stream 3, in problem 4sp1, which requires 5 shells. An

analogous procedure can be utilized for the hot stream.

3.3.2 Estirnation for Total Number of Shells Required by the Hot
Strearl. s

r Starting from the hot-stream initial temperature,drop a vertical line on the

balanced composite curve until it intercepts the cold composite curve. From
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this point construct the steps in the form of horizontal and vertical lines until

a horizontal line intercepts the hot composite curve at or below the hot stream

target temperature.

¡ The number of horizontal lines will be the number of shells recluired by the

hot stream for heat exchange in the network.

o Repeat the procedure for all tlte hot streams.

¡ The sum of the number of shells required by the hot streams will be the total

number of shells required by the hot streams to reach their respective target

temperatures.

The quasi-minimum number of shells required in the network would be the max-

imurrr of either the total nurnber of shells required by the hot streams or the total

number of shells required by the cold streams. Bell [12] has reported a similar pro-

cedure for estimating the number of shells required in a heat exchanger. Ahmad

et al. [1] have proposed an analytical rnethod for finding the number of shells in a

single unit. Their method is based on the stepping-off procedure of Bell. Details of

how their method is applied for shell targeting in heat exchanger networks has not

been reported.

This procedure, for large values of Lt^¿n may predict the quasi-min'imum number

oJ shells less than tlte minintum number of units for a marinxurn energy recouery

networlc. Hence, the target of minimum number of units for a MER network should

be used as a lower bound for quasi-minirnum number of shells. Application of this

method to a variety of problems has resulted in prediction of the minimum number

of shells to an accuracy of plus/ninus one shell (see Table 3.1).

3.4 Synthesis of Multipass Heat Exchanger Networks

In the previous section, a method for establishing a shell target was pïoposed. Here

a new factor has been <leveloped to help in achieving the above shell target in a
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MER network. The synthesis is carried out by employing the pinch design method.

Whenever a decision has to be made between matching options, the proposed factor

shall be used for the selection of a match.

The procedure for calculating the target number of shells required in a HEN assumes

that there will always be a match in the horizontal section which defines a shell on

the composite curves. Consider a stage for a cold stream as shown in Figure 3.4. In

the final design, a hot stream from section A rnight be matched with a cold stream

in section B or a hot stream of section C may be matched with a cold stream in

section B. To achieve the shell target, it is necessary th.at a hot stream in section

B is matched only with a cold stream in the same section. This implies that the

matches should be placed 'uerticctl'against the composite curve. A'vertical heat

transfer' [1-51] takes place in the network if all the matches are placed vertical against

the composite curve. Such a network will have minimum area as the temperature

potential is properly distributed arnong all the matches. However, in the final design

matches are seldom vertically placed resulting in a 'criss-cross' heat transfer taking

place in the network (see Figure 3.5). In such a situation, the temperature potential

is not properly utilized resulting in the use of excess area and number of shelis. To

cluantify this criss-cross phenomena,, a scalar function 'criss-cross factor'is defined

AS

" Ato - Lt"ccÍ- E x100 (3.1)

where,

ccr

Atu

Ato

is the criss-cross factor,

is the LMTD if the exchanger is vertical when

placed against the composite curves,

is the actual LMTD of the exchanger in the network.

The value of A'tu can be evaluated based on either the change in the hot stream
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temperature or the cold stream temperature. To illustrate the calculation of the

value of Aúr, considet an exchanger match for the problem 4sp1 in which the hot

stream is cooled from 160oC to gSoC and the cold stream is heated from 60oC to

137oC. Hence, the value of Aú, is27.7 K. If this match was placed vertically against

the composite curves, the LMTD will be 58.25 K. Thus, the ccf based on hot stream

for this match would be -52.45. The cold stream can also be used as the basis for

calculation in a similar way. In the following discussion the value of. ccf will be

based on the hot stream ternperature of the match.

The sign of ccf gives a good indication of the effect of the match on the deviation

from the concept of vertical heat transfer. It also indicates which exchangers are

responsible for the excess area usecl in the network. A negative value of the factor

indicates that the temperature potential is not properly utilized and so extra area is

required for the match. Furthermore, such a match may be responsible for the usage

of extra shells in the network. A positive value indicates that excess temperature

potential is used and so less area and number of shells may be used for the match.

Hence to achieve the targets, rnatcl'Les should be placed in such a way that the

absolute value of ccf is near zelo.

This factor will now be used to illustrate the synthesis procedure by solving the

problem 4sp1. Fol this problern, the pinch point is 24goc-239oC. The network

above the pinch point consists only of a heater. There is only one pinch match

below the pinch point. Tliis match cools the hot stream 4 to 178"C. For designing

the remaining netrvork no guidelines are avaliable. Two options are possible. First,

strearn 4 is matched with stream 1 to satisfy stream 4 and then stream 2 is matched

with stream 1. The seconcl option is to match stream 2 with stream 1 to 'tick-of'
stream 2 and then rnatch stream 4 with stream 1. The resulting topologies are

illustrated in Figure 3.6. Fol option 1 the values of ccf for unit 3 and 4 is -47.43 and.

26.9 respectively. For option 2 the value of ccf for unit 3 and 4 is -40.91 and -52.45

respectively. Flom these va,lues the designer can mal<e the appropriate judgement

for selecting the matches. Unit 3 in both the design option has approximately the

same value of ccf . llowever, unit 4 in design option 1 has the value of ccl closer to

zero and so this option is selectecl. This option is ir¡lact the optimal design with the
I
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target nurnber of shells and the least area network

Liu et al. [103] have proposed an iterative method for synthesizing multipass heat

exchanger networks. Their method solves the problem initially as one which employs

only single-pass services by using the thermo-economic approach of Pehler and Liu

[120]. Secondly, with the resulting heat transfer areas of single-pass services, the

minimum-cost multipass services, which achieve the same design objectives (with

the same values of the heat capacity ratio and thermal efficiency) are located by

finding the required number of shells and the IMTD correction factor.

Linnhoff and Vredevetd [90] have proposed the use of the A.tf t. curve. Their method

would give similar results, but the matches are placed by the designer on his judge-

mental value and intuition. The proposed rnethod removes this lirnitation by em-

ploying a quantitative factor which helps in evaluating the different options.

3.5 Capital - Energy Tlade Off in Heat Exchanger Net-

works

Figure 3.1 shows the general trend of the cost curves observed in the design of a

heat-exchanger networl<. Ahmad and Lilnhoff [3] have observed that the actual cost

profiles have discontinuities, illustratecl in Figìrre 3.7. The complex nature of the

actual profiles results from the change in nurnber of units with respect to Lt*¿n,

This in turn has a very strong influence on the capital cost of the network. They have

reported that as the value of the Lt,nin changes, the stream determining the pinch

point likewise changes and discontinuities are observed. This is shown as Figure 3.8

in the energy-targeting plot, the area-targeting plot [151] and the units-targeting

plot. Based on the above observations and certain simplifying assumptions ( e.g. to

combine the minirnuln area targets and minimum number of units target ), Ahmad

and Linnhoff [3] proposed that the optimum vaJ.ue of Lt^¿n, depending on the rate

of return, will be located at one of the discontinuities in the targeting curves. In this

analysis it was assumed by Ahmad that each unit would be a single-shell exchanger.
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Problem 4sp1 was analysed using the above procedure. The 'kinks' in the energy-

targeting plot are found when Aú-¿n : 58 I{ and 133 K. ( Ahmad's description does

not consider the possibility of a discontinuity existing at At^¿n : 0 K. ) Hence, by

Ahmad's method tb.e predicted value of the optimum A't^;n will be in the vicinity

of 58 K or 133 K. Actual maxirnum energy-recovery ( MER ) networks designed

for different values of Lt^¿n using the pinch-design method for the same problem

suggest that the above predicted optimum is in fact near zero. Obviously, a practical

limit will exist, eg. a value of Lt^¿n > 5 K might be reasonable, but any method

proposed should be capable of detecting such situations.

The set of annual total costs for problem 4sp1 were obtained using equation 3.2 and

are presented as Figure 3.9.

Nunìt

Cu:ix D alb,r+Cutirity (3.2)
k=L

The minimum-cost network for an actual design was found to have a value less than

3 K. However, as stated above it is assumed that a value of Lt^¿n equal to 5 K

would be the lowest practical value for the network to be operable.

The cost cutves ( calculated using equation 3.3 )

1V"¡r.¡l

c":'i x Ð "Alr i cúirity (3.3)
k=l

for the same designs based, however, this time on the individual-shell areas and

actual number of shells used in the final design, are shown in Figure 3.10. The

optimum value of Lt^in is found to be I K. This is considered to be a more realistic

optimum as it takes into account the total number of shells used in the fina,l design.

This would also seem to be a rnore realistic value from the point of view of general

experience.

It would seem therefore that Ahrnad's method may have two limitations. First,

the assumption that the theoretical optimunL will not be near zeïo, and second,
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that each unit is a single-shell erchanger rather than considering the possibility of

multiple-shell exchanger units with the consequent effects on capital cost.

A new method is proposed to remove these drawbacks. Thaditionally, the simplify-

ing assumption utilized is that capital cost can be estimated by some ( unspecified )

combination of predicted minimum area and minimum number of units. Here, it

is proposed that the capital-cost estimation be based on an ' actual ' design. In

this design, the total area is minirnum. The number of units used represents the

lower bound ( cluasi-minimum ) to the maximum number of units and at the same

time satisfles the minirnum-area target ( predicted using initial estimates of indi-

vidual stream heat transfer coef[cients [151] ). Each unit in this ' superstructure '

will be d,esigned to be an actual single-shell exchanger. With this approach, a rela-

tively narrow range for the optimum value of At*in can be located, as illustrated in

Figure 3.13. The capital cost for a design based on quasi-minimum number of singÌe-

shell exchangers for achieving minimum area in the network will be quite different

from the final design which normally has minimurn number of units. However, the

shape of the cost curves would be expected to be similar for both the 6 superstruc-

ture ' and the flnal desigl. IIence, the cost profile obtained by the proposed method

for different values of Lt*¿n would yield a narrow range for locating the optimum

Lt*¿n.

3.5.1 Quasi-Minirnurn Number of Exchangers for Achieving Min-

irnurn Area and the Superstructure

For the proposed approach, the balanced composite curves ( composite curves which

includes the utilities ) are divided into sections as shown in Figure 3.11. The ploce-

dure is as follows:

On the balanced composite curves, starting with highest cold-stream

temperature a horizontal ljne is drawn to intercept the hot composite

curve. A vertical line is then drawn to intercept the cold composite

curve. This procedure is repeated until a horizontal line crosses the left
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hand ordinate. Vertical lines are also drawn at the 'kink' points on the

balanced composite curve. Bach horizonta,l line between two adjacent

vertical lines then represents a section for vertical matching of streams.

In any of the above sections, the composite-stream enthalpy balances are satisfied

and the target hot-stream temperatule is equal to or greater than the target cold-

stream temperature, hence any exchanger match placed in that section will require

a single-shell only ( refer to Appendix B ). 4 sub-network can then be designed for

each section in which all exchanger units have a single shqll. The minimum number

of units in the sub-network for each section can be found by using Euler's theorem

(see equation 2.5) [100].

The cluasi-minimum nurnber of single shell exchangers for achieving minimum area

for the whole netrvolk is then given by

Sn in = Y.(r*in""., (3.4)
J

The network generated using the above procedure is called the " superstructure ".

The area target reported in Table 3.1 are calculated from the superstructure design

for the problem under consideration. This superstructure can then be used as a

consistent basis for relative capital-cost estimation and comparison. The above

algorithm can be easily programmed and then used to estimate the relative capital

cost of the networl< for different values of Atrn¿n. The prime objective of pelforming

these cost predictions is to obtain a close estimate for the optimum Lt^in for the

final network, not to produce accurate final capital-cost estimates.

The superstructure for problem 4sp1 when At^in = 11 K is illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.12. Figure 3.13 displays the results for cost estimation when this procedure

is applied to problem 4sp1. The optim.un:r Lt*¿n value found is nearly equal to

the actual final-desigl value. Irigure 3.14 shows how the quasi-minimum number of

exchangers for achieving minimum area and the targeted quasi-minimum number

of shells ( discussed in the previous section ) change witl'L respect to At*¿n The
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quasi-minimum solution is one that is close to but not necessarily the optimum. The

erratic nature of the changes il the quasi-minimum number of single shell exchang-

ers for achieving minimun area with respect to Lt^¿n is due to the phenomenon of

" stream slipping " [3] which results in changes in the number of sub-networks for the

particular pair of composite curves being considered. These changes are refl.ected in

the cost curve " noise " and the effects may be amplifred if subset equalities appear

or disappear in the process.

From Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, it can be noted that the optimum lies in the

region where the quasi-minimum nurnber of shells change with respect to A,t*¿n

in a stepwise discontimrous fashion. Therefore, these points of discontinuity ( viz.

the Ltn ¿n values ) provide a useful starting point for initial " superstructure "

construction. The same result has been observed with several other problems under

study. Thus, a method has been developed, which shows considerable promise for the

minimization of total design effort in the global optimum design of heat-exchanger

networks.

Recently, Linnhoff and Ahmad [102] have proposed a SUPERTARGET computer

progÌam for finding th.e optimal global value of At*in. However, they have not

given enough details so that the proposed method can be compared with it. The

same value for the optirnum Ltr',i"-is obtained by the method presented here for the

problem reported by them.

3.6 Synthesis of Heat Exchanger Networks Featuring

Multiple Pinch Points

The pinch design metl-Lod can quickly identify the possible different solutions for

networks having a single pinch point. Often, industrial problems feature multiple

pinch points. This rnay be due to the use of nultiple utilities employed at different

temperature levels or phase change of process strearns taking place. ( An ethylene

plant is reported to have five pinch points [99] ). The composite curves [100] for
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multiple pinch points is shown in Figure 3.15. This pair of composite currles feature

two pinch points. The original problem, according to the pinch division philosophy,

is now divided into three subproblems. Design of regions 1 and 3 can be undertaken

using the pinch design rules. I{owever, an ambiguity exists for region 2. Siirce the

pinch design method advocates to start the design at the pinch, designing from either

pinch points can lead to a " clash ". If region 2 is designed starting from pinch point

1 then below pinch rules have to be employed. On the other hand, if the design

is started from pinch point 2, region 2 will be designed using above pinch rules.

To avoid this " clash ", Linnhoff et al. [100] recommend to start the design at the

most constrained pinch first. But, no guidelines are reported to identify this " most

constrained pinch point ". Furthermore, this heuristic does not help the designer

to systematically design for a region in-between adjacent pinch points. Clearly, new

design guidelines are required.
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Rév and Fonyó [128] trave developed an algorithm which combines the pinch design
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method and the algorithrn proposed by Ponton and Donaldson [124]. This algorithm

identifies the presence of hidden and pseudo pinch points and uses a computer for

synthesizing the network. They claim to have successfully applied it to industrial

scale problems. Here a further new division of the problem is proposed so that the

existing pinch design rules can be employed.

3.7 The (Inverse' Pinch Point

Consider the composite curves illustrated in f igure 3.15. The region 2 can be sub-

divided at the point such that below it

Dcrn, Ðco.

and above it

Dcon.Ðco"

As these conditions are inverse of those at any pinch point, this point shall be

referred as the ' invetse ' pinch point. Furthermore, this point features Aú-o, in

region 2 on the composite curves as illustrated in Figure 3.16. Identification of this

division leads to the removal of the existing ambiguity. Now, the region 2a, can

be designed using the above pinch rules. Similarly, the region 2b can be designed

using the below pinch rules. The division of the synthesis problem at the ' inverse '

pinch point will increase in the total number of units in the initial network but it
simplifles the design procedure. The number of units may then be reduced employing

the algorithm proposed in the next chapter.

If the dual-temperature approach design method ( this design method employs dif-

ferent values for the global network A.tN^,n and the exchanger AtE*,n ) proposed in

chapter 5 is used then the resulting 'pseudo-pinch' points and the 'pseudo-inverse-

pinch' points should be modified in a consistent manner.
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3.8 An Industrial Problern

To illustrate the above method consider the stream data tabulated in Table 3.3 of

a gasoline fractionating plant given by Rév and Fonyó [128]. This problem has one

pinch point at 155.5 "C/135.5 "C assuming a /rt^¿n : 20 K. A near pinch situation

exists due to the entrance of streams B and g at 97.5 oC. Thus, this problem can

be treated as a multiple pinch point problem. The ' inverse ' pinch point occurs at

154.5"C1 96.5 "C. Assuming no constraints, an maximum energy recoveïy design

is illustrated in Figure 3.17. This design has 25 units and 3 stream splits at two

different places in the network. The design with relaxed energy, which can be further

simplified depending on economics, is illustrated in Figure 3.18. It has an energy

penalty of 3122 kW, 2 stleam splits and 23 units. This design is more elegant

and controllable then the design proposed by Rév and Fonyó [128] i[ustrated in

Figure 3.19. Their design has 29 units, 5 stream splits and has an energy penalty of

5053 kW. The design illustrated in Figure 3.19 is unusual as a stream already split

is further split thus making it very difficult to control th.e network.

3.9 Conclusrons

o A method for delineating a small range in which the optimum va,lue of At*¿n

is located has been described. The method involves specification of a " su-

perstructure ". The " superstructure " consists of quasi-minimum number of

single-shell exchangers for a,chieving minimum area and is used as a basis for

lelative cost estimation and comparison. Shell-targeting techniclues have been

shown to help in localizing this optimum. A global optimum value of At^¿n

can then be found close to the actual optimum A.t*in for the final design

network.

o The pinch-design rnethod cannot be used in a similar fashion for cost estima-

tion and hence for locating the optimurn At^¿n, as the network so designed

has at times total area more than 100 % in excess of the targeted minimum

[15 1] .
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Figure 3.18: Relaxed design for the gasoline fractionation plant
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Table 3.3: The gasoline fractionating plant problem [128]

Stream T" "C n"c cekw lK

L

2

3

4

5

6

a
,

8

I
10

11

72

13

I4

L5

2r7.0

97.0

135.0

155.0

180.0

2L0.0

155.5

97.5

97.5

120.0

40.0

65.0

149.5

L64.5

30.0

150.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

154.5

96.5

96.5

50.0

65.0

150.0

150.5

165.5

100.0

148.42

27.32

7r7.25

79.01

42.92

2L.66

28500.0

45900.0

11800.0

117.86

280.80

716.33

12700.0

26500.0

107.11
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o The errors in cost estimation for the superstructure method are relative and

so their effect on the predicted optimum Lt^in is minimal.

o Individual film coefficients rather than overall coefficients are utilized for im-

proved prediction of individual exchanger performance.

¡ The existing pinch-design methodolosy ( illustrated in Figure 3.2 ) has been

modified and improved. The new algorithm is summarized in Figure 3.20.

The simplifrcations should result in savings in design time. Futhermore, new

design methodologies have been proposed to achieve the set targets and to

handle multiple pinch situations.
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Chapter 4

Energy Relaxation in MER
Heat Exchanger Networks

4.L fntroduction

To date most of the design methods proposed for the synthesis of heat exchanger

networks, including the pinch design method, are based on a decomposition and

evolutionary strategy [109]. An initial network is generated, based on heuristics

or on broad thermodynamic principles. This initial network normally contains a

number of units which is large compared to the theoretical minimum and which

represents an excessive capital cost situation. Various heuristic methods are used to

simplify the initial network by reducing the number of units.

In this chapter, a new technique is proposed for the systematic reduction of the

initial (often large) number of units. The reduction in the number of units incurs

an energy penalty. It is assumed that it is desirable to minimize utilities costs

70
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associated with a particular topology so the erìergy penalty incurred on removal of

a unit should be minimized. The rnethod developed will be demonstrated using the

pinch design method only, however, it could be extended to the dual temperature

approach method [25] used in HtrXTRAN.

Given a value of minirnum approach temperature, /rt^¿n, the pinch design method

[91] has proved to be very ef,Êcient for synthesizing an initial network, featuring

maximum energy recovery (MER). In this chapter, a new systematic method using

mathematical programming techniques, namely mixed integer non-linear ptogtam-

ming (MINLP), is proposed for the efrcient reduction of the number of units in

such networks. A loop and path identilication tree algorithm (LAPIT) is presented

to identify systematically the loops present in the network. Consideration of tlie

Ioop-networl< interaction allorvs the determination of the most constrained unit (by

approach temperature) in a loop. The loads of such units may not be increased

without an overall enelgy penalty equivalent to that of the increased load. Hence

these units are targeted for removal. The order of loop breaking is important as it
also affects the resulting energy penalty. AII the loops present in the MER network

are investigated and a conservative estirnate of the energy penalty associated with

the removal of all the units is calculated. For a majority of units, th.e lower bound

on energy penalty can be easily calculated by inspection. A 'best-first'search [129]

is utilized for finding the optinal solution. Promising candidate units featuring the

least energy penalty are considered for removal and the associated energy penalties

are obtained. For the residual topology a NLP/LP is solved. The search space is con-

siderably reduced by using the conservative estimator with the 'best-first'heuristic

search, The procedure is illustrated by applying it to a typical problem.

4.2 Minimum Number of Units and Heat Load Loops

The capital cost of a netwolk depends upon the number of units and the number of

shells present in it as well as the associated pipe work. The goal of unit reduction

concentrates the heat transfer alea on fewer matches with less piping and foundation
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requirements and hence tends to minimize capital requirements for a given level of

energy consumption. A detailed discussion on minimum number of units is given in

chapter 2.

Linnhoff and Hindmarsh [91] suggested that, as the MER design is a combination

of two independent subnetrvorks, equation 2.3 should be applied to both designs

separately. The total for the whole problem "UminMER", is the sum of the U*¿n

for each subnetwork. Targeting for an MER design leads to counting the streams

crossing the pinch twice and so,

U^¿n { UminMER (4.1)

Howevet, as noted earlier, in ecluation 2.5, extra units are due to the presence of heat

load loops in the network. Hence, the number of loops present in a MER network

is,

L=UminMER-Umin (4.2)

The units present in each loop will be on either side of the pinch and so are "cross

pinch loops".

Pinch problems have been designed which achieve both the U*¿n and utility targets

[t0O]. tlrese networks contain exchangers which cross the pinch and have equalCo

values for the hot and cold streamsl. Stream splitting, bypassing, and mixing are

used to achieve these designs. The total area of the network is relatively high and

a large number of shells will be required for the match having the same Co val-

ues. These designs seem to be more appropriate for problems having approximately

parallel composite curves.

lHeat exchangers with 'reqtal Co's " often have unusually large capital cost so the IJ^¿n designs

may not be as desirable as usually indicated,
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4.2.L Loop Identification

To identify loops, St l74I,I42l has proposed a definition of "Ievel of loops". The

"nth level loops" are the loops that involve n hot streams and n cold streams. By

this definition, the first level loops are those loops that involve one hot stream and

one cold stream, the second level loops involve two hot and two cold streams and so

on. The highest loop level possible in a network is the smaller of either the number

of hot streams or cold streams. For a stream to be in a loop, it must exchange heat

in at least two units. This helps to locate the streams involved in forming a loop.

The following loops can be identified in Figure 4.1 :

First level loop : (3,5)

Second level loop : (7,2,3,4), (I,2,5,4)

The maximum number of loops, L^o, present in a network is given by l27l

L^or:2L - | (4.3)

These L^o,Ioops will be cornbinations of the L independent loops and may have

some duplicate loops. It is very difrcult to identify visually all the loops present

in complex networhs. Any heat exchanger network can be represented as a graph.

Gibbs [39] has proposed an algorithm for finding all the loops present in a graph.

However, to apply this algorithm fol heat exchanger networks, the grid diagram has

to be colverted into an Euler diagrarn [100]. The flrst step of the algorithm is to

generate a spanning tree and then to flnd the fundamental loops associated with this

spanning tree (see Appenclix C for glossary). All the loops present in the network

are found by successive stages, and by suppressing all the non-loops that arise at

each stage before going to the next stage

Su [141] has also developed a loop identification algorithm (tIA) for finding loops

in a heat exchanger networh. It is based on the flowsheet loop-finder algorithm
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LOOPS (3,5), (1 ,2,3,4]', (1,2,5,4)

Figure 4.1: Loop levels
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proposed by Forder and llutchison [34]. This algorithm is effective in finding loops

in a network but requires a large number of steps.

As will be noted later, we are interested only in locating loops associated with certain

units during the analysis. IIence, the above algorithrns have to be modified so that

it can be easily used, and all tlie loops associated with an unit can be found from

the grid diagram.

LAPIT, Loop And Path Identiflcation Tree, is a simple method for identifying loops

present in a network associated with a particular unit. It is based on the method

proposed by Paton [119].

The grid diagram can be represented in the form of a matrix. For the design shown

in Figure 4.1 the "grid matrix" is shown below

Unit number

Hot stream

Cold stream

Ht 2 3 4 5 C

s12272r
344333W

Units can be represented by an oldered triplet. The members of the triplet are the

unit number, followed by the hot stream code and the cold stream code. Thus, unit

1 can be represented as (1,1,4). Table 4.1 shorvs all the units associated with each

of the hot and cold streams.

Those units which are not part of any loop are removed from the table e.g. (H,S,3)

and (C,l,W) because S ancl W are only associated with one unit. Witli the help of

this table the loop identification tree can be easily generated. Select a unit say, unit

2 (triplet (2,2,4)). The code for this unit will be placed on the first node level (root)

of the tree. Fol this unit to be in a loop, the second level nodes should have units

linked to its hot or cold streams. Choosing the cold stream 4, the linked unit found

in the above table is (1,1,4). Unit 2 is not included again as it is the root. The tree

is further branched to nocle level three. All the units linked to the hot stream of the
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Table 4.1: Unit Code Table

76

Hot Streams Cold Streams

Stream

Code

Unit

Code

Stream

Code

Unit

Code

S

1

2

(H,S,3)

(1,1,4)

(4,1,3)

(c,1,w)

(2,2,4)

(3,2,3)

(5,2,3)

3

4

W

(Ir,s,3)

(3,2,3)

(4,1,3)

(5,2,3)

(1,1,4)

(2,2,4)

(c,1,w)
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unit on node level two are found. Repetition of units on a branch is not allorved, but

units may appear on mote than one branch. I{ere, the third level node is (4,1,3).

The fourtli level nodes rvill consist of units linked to the cold streams of unit on the

thild level i.e. (3,2,3) and (5,2,3).

If only second level loops are required the branching of the tree can be stopped at

the fourth node level, since a,l nth level loop lvill have 2n units. At each even node,

all the vertices should be investigated to find'if the unit representing the vertex

is on the same hot stream as the root node. Such a vertex should not be further

explored and is called a fathomed vertex. The other vertices are called /iue vertices.

For lrigher level loops, the liue veltices can be further branched in the same way, till
the desired node level is reached. If the tree does not branch further, it indicates

that the unit at the root does not have any higher level loops. This procedure may

then be repeated for all the units in the network. The tree generated in the above

example is shown below:-

Node level

(2 ,2 ,4)

(1,1,4)

(4, 3

1

2

13 )

4 (3,2,3) (5,2,3)

To find the loop(s), simply lìnd the units at the required level node which have the

same hot stream as the root node (in this example stream 2). The loop can be traced

by backrvard chaining (bottom to the top). In the above tree, the second level loops
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are (314,1,2) and (5,4,1,2). I{ere, both vertices on node level 4 arc fathomed. Unit 2

cannot have any higher level loops. The advantage of this method is that once the

tree is generated, all the loops associated with the unit on the first node level can

be cluickly identified; ie. the complexity is proportional to the level of the loop.

Advantage can also be taken of the property of the loops present in the network.

As all the loops are nornally across the pincli point, a set of loops associated with

units either above or below the pinch point will be the set of all loops present in the

network. This stops the generation of additional combinations and thus reduces the

search space.

To compare the above metllod rvith Su's loop identification algorithm consider the

example shown in a grid matrix below

Unit Number 1

Hot Stream 1

Cold Stream 2

2

2

2

3

2

1

4

2

2

b

1

1

LIA (as used by Su [1a1]) recluired 1-4 steps to identify all the loops associated with

unit l-. LAPIT will recluire only 4 steps as the highest level of loops for this problem

is two. I'uthermore, LIA cannot identify paths whereas this may be done by LAPIT.

To identify paths for energy relaxation, the first node level in the tree will be a

heater. The tree will stop branching wlien the unit on any node level is a cooler.

This method can also be used to find paths between disturbances and control points

in the study of operability of networks [93].
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4.3 Procedures for Network Simplification

4.3.L IJse of Paths to Eliminate lJnits

If a unit is on a path between a heater and a cooler, it may be easily eliminated.

The heat load of the unit removed is added to both the utility exchangers thus,

incurring an energy penalty. The unit removed along a path has to be at an even

position with respect to utility heaters and coolers. In Figure 4.1, units 1 and 3 can

be removed along the path (I-I,3,2,1,C), but not unit 2 as redistribution of the heat

load indicates that the heat load on the utility exchangers will decrease.

4.3.2 Loop Breaking

Loop breaking will often allow network simplification with a smaller increase in

utility consumption. Loops can be broken by removal of a unit in a loop and re-

distribution of the load of the unit among the remaining units of the loop [91,100].

Breaking first level loops such as loop (3,5) of Figure 4.1 is achieved simply by adding

the heat load of one unit to the other. When second and higher level loops such as

loop (1,2,3,4) of Figure 4.1 are broken, the heat loads of some units will increase,

while others will decrease. Thus, if the load of unit 1 in Figure 4.1 is X, elimination

of this unit will cause the loads of unit 2 and unit 4 to increase by X and that of

unit 3 to decrease by X. Following such loop breaking, restoration of the individual

exchanger A¿'s to Lt^in is achieved by increasing the utility consumption along a

path (between a heater and a cooler).

The maximum heat load that can be transferred around a loop is decided by the

highest load of the units present in the loop. But, if loops are broken by removing

loads other than the minimum load, the possibility exists that the load of the re-

maining exchangers may become negative. (Su [141,142]avoids consideration of such

an outcome). However, suclt a negative heat load may be changed to zero, either

by moving an appropriate heat load around another loop containing this exchanger

or by energy relaxation along a path. By using this combination of measures, loop
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breaking plus the removal of the negative load unit, two units are removed from the

network. Two units are also sometimes removed in more conventional loop breaking

procedures, as on occasions, restoring violations of At*¿n can only be achieved by

eliminating a second unit along a path. If loop breaking gives a negative heat load, it

is also possible to seed the network with a dummy exchanger laz) aú thus introduce

a loop. This procedure will give a net reduction of only one unit.

These aspects of loop breaking will be illustrated by subsequent examples. Another

important aspect of loop-breaking is the total number of U^¿n designs that have to

be searched for finding the least energy penalty solution. Consider a seven stream

problem [31]. A MER pinch design network for this problem has two flrst level loops,

two second level loops and a third level loop. To find the [/-¿r. design featuring least

energy penalty, by exhaustive search 192 networks would have to be investigated

(see Apper-Ldix C). This numbeÌ assumes tliat the networl< will not be seeded with

dummy exchangers. Moreover, as more than one MER design can be developed, the

number of designs to be investigated is even larger. Clearly, a systematic method

is needed to identify which loops are to be broken and the units that should be

removed, in order that a minimum energy penalty network can be achieved.

The systematic search method of Jones and Rippin [67] could be used to solve this

problem. They demonstrated that the heat loads for MER designs satisfying the

Urn¿n ta,rget may be obtained as solutions to sets of linear (enthalpy balance) equa-

tions for the network. If thele a,re no MBR designs satisfyingthe U^¿n target, Jones

and Rippin [67] sliowed that their procedure can find the minimun enetgy penalty

for U^¿n designs by comparing the penalties of all feasible heat load distributions.

However, the networks so obtained [67] frequently contain the same features as those

discussed by Wood et al. [160] which can lead to large network areas and so may

not be economically acceptable. Ilence, the author considers that the evolutionary

procedure presented here has an advantage in that the designer can control the de-

velopment of the networl< and may retain or remove features such as stream splitting.

In such network developmelt it would be very helpful to lcnow the energy penalty

target for a specified number of units, however to date this is an unresolved problem.
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Figure 4.2: MBR design for example 4.1 [100]

4.3.3 Illustration of Energy Relaxation

A MER design given by Linnhoff and Hindmarsh [91] for a four stream problem

( Table 4.2)is detailed in Figure 4.2. The minimum hot and cold utility requirements

a¡e 20 kW and 60 kW for a Aú-;,. value of 10 I(. The pinch is located at the

temperature of 90 "C fo¡ hot streams and 80 oC for the cold streams. This initial

design can now be modilied to reduce the number of units.
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Table 4.2: Data for example a.1 [100]

Lt^¡n : 10 K

For this network,

UrninMER= (5 - 1) + (4 - L) : Z

The network shown in Figure 4.2 ha.s six units. This is because there is subset

equality for stream 2 and stream 3 above the pinch. Therefore, the overall target

ignoring the pinch for this problem is

Umin:6-1:5

and there is one loop, the first level loop (2,4). To break loops, many heuristics have

been used 1100,112,720,135,141,142]. Ãn established heuristic is to remove the unit

with the smallest heat load [91,100]. In appendix D a new heuristic is proposed for

removing an exchanger in a loop with the least exergy efficiency. However, neither

of these heuristics have any formal justification.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the network evolved for example 4.I, using the Linnhoff's

heuristic rule and restoring ô't^¿n by increasing the utility requirement along the

Stream

Number

cj,(kw/K)
""('c) "r("C)

1

2

3

4

3

1.5

2

4

770

150

20

80

60

30

135

740
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170 90
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135

83

60

c
p

3

1.5

67.5

20

27.s

140

112.5 90

2

4
80

240

a=7.5kW

Figure 4.3: \{NU design rvith. e,.d* for example 4.1 [100]

path (H,2,C). In the above example, unit 4 with a heat load of 30 kW was removed.

This led to an energy penalty (a) of 7.5kW [91]. Designs featuring the same energy

consumption as well as the same topology are obtained by employing the exergy

efficiency heuristic (see appendix D).

To generate an alternative problem, the data used above was altered by changing the

starting temperature of stream 2 to 100oC. This revised data is given in Table 4.3. An

MER design for this data rvith the same topology as that of Figure 4.2,is illustrated
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Table 4.3: Data for example 4.2

At*¿n : 10 K

in Figure 4.4. Removal of the smallest heat load (unit 2) leads to Figure 4.5 which

has an enelgy penalty of 15 kW. However, removal of unit 4 gives the design in

Figure 4.6 with an energy penalty of only 7.5k\ /. So strict adherence to Linnhoff's

heuristic rule has led to an unnecessary energy penalty. The heuristic of removing

the least exergy efficiency indicated that unit 4 should be removed.

The above illustration had a single first level loop. Consider another problem tab-

ulated in Table 4.4. An MER design for the problem is illustrated in Figure 4.7.

There are three loops - (1,5), (1,2,3,4) and (2,3,4,5). S:ul1,41,l42l has recommended

that lower level loops should be given first preference. Table 4.5 details the minimum

energy penalty on breaking the above loops. Employing tÌe Su's heuristic leads to a
I

larger energy penalty. Futhermore, the eneÌgy penalty resulting on removal of a unit

depends upon the associated loop that is broken. I{ence, ali the loops containing the

unit under consideration should be investigated, to determine the minimum energy

penalty.

Stream

Number

ce$w lK)
""("c) "r('C)

1

2

3

4

3

1.5

2

4

170

100

20

BO

60

30

135

140
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Figure 4.4: MER design for example 4.2
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Figure 4.5: MNU design obtained on removing unit 2ftor;. the design illustrated in

Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.6: MNU design obtained on removing unit 4 from the design illustrated in

Figure 4.4
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Table 4.4: Data for example a.3 [91]

Lt*¿n = 10 K

Table 4.5: Minimum energy penalties for example 4.3

Loop Unit Removed akW

(1,5)

(2,3,4,5)

(1,2,3,4)

5

5

1

20

6.7

30

88

Stream

Number

ce$w lK)
""("c) "'('C)

1

2

3

4

2

8

2.5

3

150

90

20

25

60

60

125

100
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Figure 4.7: An MBR design I for example 4.3 [91]
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From the above illustrations, two conclusions can be drawn

a) Removing the smallest unit in a loop does not guarantee a minimum energy

penalty.

b) Energy penalty is dependent on the unit and the associated loop broken.

Due to the above reasons, all the units in a loop will have to be investigated for

the consequent energy penalty. Furthermore, all the possible loops along which the

unit can be removed also have to be investigated. The solution of a mixed integer

non-linear program? as discussed next, will indicate which unit/units to remove and

the subsequent minimum elì.ergy penalty.

4.4 MINLP Formulation

The information available to derive the formulation comes from the MER network

that is to be evolved. It is developed on the same lines as the NLP formulation of

MAGNETS [29]. Inforrnation regarding the following items can be obtained from

the MER network2:

¡ Stream Data:

Let H be the set of all the hot streams and C be the set of a,ll the cold streams.

For every hot stream (process ancl utility) , i e H and j e C, the heat capacity

flow rates Co, and Cro are specifled. The starting and target temperatures

of each hot and cold stream will be denoted by úf , tl,tl and új respectively.

Tlre enthalpy of the hot and cold streams shall be denoted lry Q¿ and Q¡

respectively. .9 and IA are the set of hot and cold utilities. A temperature

drop/rise of 1 K is assurned for any phase changes taking place. The heat

capacity flow rate of the stream undergoing a phase change will then be equal

to the corresponding latent heat of phase change.

2The nomen"la.ture usecl here is limitecl to this section only
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o Matches:

The MER design details the information about the stream matches. A stream

match is a binary variable y¿¡¡. This variable represents the kth exchanger

which matches the hot strearn i and the cold stream j. The value of A¿jn is I
if such an exchanger exists, else it is zero. The heat load of such a match is

denoted by Q¿¡n.

The split stream topology of the MBR network can be characterised by the following

index sets. All the hot and cold streams will be denoted by a common index q,

HC:HUC:{S}

Let the index set (Xn : {¿}) denote the set of / streams associated with each stream

q. The heat capacity of flow rates and the temperatures of these / streams are Cfl,

and tqt.

The splitters and the mixers associated with the stream splits shall be denoted by

the index set ,90 = {s} and Mo : {m} respectively. The splitter so € ^10 
will stand

for the initial splitting point in the stream structure g, while mo e Mn will stand

for the final mixing point in that stream. The following sets of splitters and mixers

with internal input and output streams are also defined:

Slt(") = {tlt € Xo is an inlet to splitter s}

S?u'(") = {Ilt € xn is an outlet to splitter s}

s€5n

Ml* @) = {t lt € Xo is an inlet to mixer rzr,}

løfur{*) = {tlt € Xn is an outlet to mixer rn}

mQMo

The inlet and the outlet strearns to each exchanger is given by
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E#[* : {nf n € X; is the inlet of the hot stream i to unit &}

E#P"' = {plp € X; is the outlet of the hot stream i to unit &}

n?¡l* = {uf u € X¡ is the inlet of the cold stream j to unit fr}

8fi3"' = {r lr € X¡ is the outlet of the cold stream j to unit k}

The MINLP formulation using the above index sets is:

Objective:

mtnlDt Q¿¡**t t ÐQ,¡r
i€s j k ;jewk

Subject to:

Stream Heat Balance:

ttv¿ipQ;ix:Q; ieH

92

jk

dÈ
ttv;i*Q;¡x=Qi ieC

Exchanger Heat Balances:

c;,(ti-ti)=Q;¡r EiIN,PCn€. úfur

Ctr,(tt,-ti) = Q;¡r " e E$I*N,, e E$?ur
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Mínimum Approach Temperature Constraint:

tï-tt,) At^;n "e EI¡IN,, e E$fluT

tï-tL> A,t*;n pe Efffur, ue E?¡f,N

Mass Balance on Splitters:

' 

CÏ,

93

D CÏ,
l€^Sooul(s)

s € 5q, qe HC
¡6s{N(")

Mass Balance on Mirer:

D ct,
teu{N(m)

t Cl, *çAr[q,qeHC
tetvtf;ur(m)

s€,Sq, qeHC

IIeat Balance on Mmer:

t cg,tq,= t cí,tI,
ted't[N(m) teuf;ur(^l

Specification for i,nlet rnass lt'eat capacity flowrates

CÏ, C tesdN(s"),qeHCPq

rvlrere Cpo = {Cr,, i e II, Cr, i e C}

Specífi,cation for inlet and outlet temperatures:

ti = t"¿

if ti is the inlet temperature of the first exchanger on the hot stream i.

ti-t!
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if fi is the outlet temperature from the last exchanger on the hot stream i or is the

outlet temperature from the last mixer on stream i.

if ú/ is the inlet temperature of the first exchangel on the cold stream j

if l/ is the outlet temperature from the last exchanger on the cold stream j or is the

outlet temperature frorn the last mixer on stream j.

Equality constraints on the splits:

le sjN1";,7te sf;ur, s€5q, qe HC

N o n- n eg atiuity con straint s :

IeXnandqeHC

Number of units constraints:

(J,nin { D D Ð yo¡r 1 (J,nin¡,,t øn

tl =t]

tJ, : tj

tT:tl

cl,>0

¿jk

where U^inuøn is the upper limit on the number of units required in the evolved

design.

As noted previously, sometirnes removal of a unit and redistribution of the heat load

may cause a negative heat load on some of the remaining heat exchanger units. To

avoid this, the network is seeded with a dummy utility exchanger, introducing a loop

to remove the negative heat loads [42]. For solving the proposed MINLP, and to
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account for the above mentioned cases, dummy units should be introduced in the

MER topology.

The solution to the proposed MINLP model is not a trivial task. The methods re-

ported in the literature, recommend to convert the MINLP formulation to a NLP, by

selecting some combinations of the binary variables. The same philosophy is followed

here. A 'best-first' strategy is used. By studying the loop-network interactions, the

most constrained units can be identified. This interaction analysis helps in identify-

ing the candidate units for removal. A simple formula is also developed to target for

the minimum enelgy penalty that would result on removal of some candidate units

in a given loop. This estimator, for the lorvel bound on the energy penalty is used to

carry out the 'best-lirst' search.. Ernploying this approach, it should be noted that

split stream designs would involve the solution of a NLP, and unsplit designs can be

transformed into an LP. Bxisting algorithms can then be used to find the solutions

to the reduced problem. At times, it may be possible to obtain the optimal solution

by hand calculations.

4.5 Loop - Network Interaction

In the existing procedure for loop breahing, the loop is isolated from the network,

implying that the loop can be treated as a separate entity. This assumes that the

loop does not interact with the network which clearly is an oversimplification. Thus

it is necessary to investigate loop-network interactions.

The objective of loop-network interaction analysis is to discover certain critical ex-

changers which restrict the process of energy efrcient loop breaking. These are

Type A:

A unit that is located on a stream entering the network and has a temper-

ature difference equal to At*¿n. Such units are often found immediately

adjacent to the pinch and their heat load can only be decreased.
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Type B:

This unit is necessary in the network for one of the streams in this match

to achieve its target ternperature. Therefore the heat load of a unit of

Type B may either be increased or decreased but the unit cannot be

eliminated.

Type C:

On loop breaking, the heat load of the unit removed is added to some

of the remaining units from the loop. However, units of Type C cannot

absorb this load fully and the sulplus must be removed along a path.

The magnitude of this surplus is the lower bound for the energy penalty

following such loop breaking.

These three types of exchangers ate illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Some of the constraints implied in this classification of exchangers have been success-

fully used previously to reduce the search for feasible heat exchanger networks [33].

However, the importance of units of Type A does not appear to have been noted

previously. It should also be noted that, this analysis differs from the calculation of

the freedom of exchangers [00]. Following such analysis, all exchangers at the pinch

would have zero freedorn and therefore could only decrease in load. Whereas here,

a pinch exchanger may increase in load, if the Aú-¿,, violation may subsequently be

restored by energy relaxation along a path involving this exchanger.

If there is a unit in a loop of Type A, it will determine which loads of the units

in a loop may increase (be positive ('+')) or decrease (be negative ('-')). For the

data of example 4.4, given in Table 4.6, an MtrR network is presented in Figure 4.g.

Focussing on the second level loop (r,2,,4,3), unit 2 is of Type A and therefore is

assigned a '-' sign. Hence, the signs of the other units in tliis loop are readily found

by enthalpy balance and are shown on the units in Figure 4.g.

The above analysis is called LOop Network fnteraction and load Transfer Analysis
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TYPE A:

LOAD CAN ONLY DECREASE

TYPE B:

300

200

250

UNIT 1 CANNOT BE REMOVED

TYPE C:

250 200

^t min =10K

230

Unitcan absorb only 10 kW [(240 -230) x 1]

97

PINCH POINT

^t mrn

130

Figure 4.8: Loop-network interaction
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199
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Figure 4.9: MER network for example 4.3
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Table 4.6: Data for example 4.4

Lt^in : 10 K

(LONITA) and locates the exchanger to be removed on breaking a loop as one of

those with a '-' sign. This avoids removal of the other units which may cause large

energy penalties. Furthermore, the searcb. space for targeting the energy penalty

has been reduced to half. An underestirnate for the energy penalty on removal of

a '{' sign exchanger is eclual to the smallest heat load of a '¡' sign unit present in

the loop.

Identiflcation of Type A units also explains why the elimination of unit 2 of load

15kW, from the network of Figure 4.4, leads to an energy penalty of the same

magnitude. Unit 1 is of Type A. Because of the subset equalìty in this match above

pinch, the temperature of stream 1 entering unit 3 is fixed at the pinch temperature.

Thus, the load on stream 3 below the pinch, and hence that of unit 4 cannot be

increased. Therefore unit 4 is of Type C. Adding the load of unit 2 to unit 4 simply

results in an energy penalty equal to the load of unit 2. This same reasoning also

explains why unit 4 should also be eliminated from the design of Figure 4.2.

Stream

Number

ce(kw/K)
""("c)

?r("C)

1

2

3

4

30

45

40

60

280

180

20

t20

60

20

160

260
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4.6 Energy Penalty Targeting

To implement the 'best-first' search strategy for solving the MINLP, a heuristic

function estimating the lower bound on the minimum energy penalty is required

when an unit is removed. LONITA indicates the units in a loop whose heat load can

be decreased. These are the units with '-' sign. At^in will not be violated across

these exchanger units as the heat load of these exchangers decrease. The heat load

of the exchangers with '*' sign will increase, consecluently a Lt*¿n violation might

occur across these exchangers. Futherrnore, as the loop interacts with the network,

other units not in the loop, rnay also violate the Lt^¿n constraint. It is very difÊcult

to identify o, priori such exchanger units. Hence, if we predict the minimum increase

in energy consumption needed to restore the Lt^¿n across the '*' sign units, it will

represent a lower bound on the actual energy penalty.

The energy penalty functions will be illustrated by breaking the second-level loop

in the Figure 4.10. Application of LONITA indicates that units 3 and 4 are the

likely candidates for removal. Let Q3 > Q+. The network, on redistribution of the

heat load in the loop, on removal of unit 4 is shown in Figure 4.11,. It can be easily

observed that the temperatures of the streams entering and leaving the loop will

not change. Only the intermediate temperatures within the loop will inclease or

decrease. Hence, Ilte Ltrn¿n violations across any unit will occur at the positions

detailed in the Figure 4.11. In tl-Lis case, the violation of Lt*¿n will be on the cold

end of unit 2 and the hot end of unit 5. The minimum energy penalty to restore the

approach temperatures actoss these units will be:

Pz : Qz - Q¿ t Cru (Ts * Lt,n¿n - Ts)

Ps : Qs - Qs * Cr" (Tn * A.t^¡n - T6)

EP = max(Pz,Ps)
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Q1
1

'r2

Figure 4.10: Loop (2,4,5,3)
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Figure 4.11: Netrvork with unit 4 removed
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At times, a unit in a loop that is broken, may be on a path. It may be possible

to increase the heat load on such units and thus decrease the total energy penalty.

Tlris change in the energy consumption must be deducted from EP lor evaluating

the lower bound on the consecluent erÌergy penalty, alower bound.

Employing such a simple calculation, a lower bound on the energy penalty can be

easily evaluated. Relations of this type cannot be generalized and will be dependent

on the loop that is broken. llorvever, they can be easily calculated by the designer.

Tlre network, on removal of unit 3 is illustrated in Figure 4.L2. As Qs ) Qa,:unit

4 will have a negative heat load. If unit 4 is at an even position with respect to

the utility units, it can be removed along a path. Another option is to break a

different loop having unit 4. In tlie present case, neither of these possibilities exist.

The network is seeded with a dummy coolet, unit 7. This introduces a new loop

(6,I,2,4,5,7). In this loop, unit 4 has a 'f' sign (as it has a negative heat load)

and has to be removed fi'orn the loop. Assigning the signs to the units constituting

this loop, unit 6 has a'-' sign, indicatilg that its load should be decreased. Unit 4

can only be removed if the heat load of the units having '-' sign is greater than or

equal to absolute value of (Qn - Qe). Assuming this fact is true, the new topology

on redistribution of the heat loads is illustrated in Figure 4.13. The changes in the

topology that have taken place are quite complex. The energy penalty as a result

of these changes cannot be predicted easily. Hence, it is assumed that such units,

if removed, will have no energy penalty. This a very conservative assumption and

implies that during the search, the actual enelgy consumption on removal of such

units from the networl< should be evaluated flrst.

The Co value of split strearns rvill be assumed to be the sarne as the unsplit stream

when evaluating the penalty function. The lower bound on the energy penalty on

removal of a unit with '{' sign in a loop, will be ec1ua1 to the minimum heat load of

all the unit having 'a' sign. The evaluation of energy penalties will be illustrated

by an example.

Consider the network illustrated in Figure 4.14. This network has three independent
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Q1 Q6T2

Q7=0

Figure 4.12: Network with unit B removed and seeded with unit Z
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of the seeded network
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loops :- (2,7,8,5), (2,7,73,72,4,3) and (3,4,12,13,8,5). Application of LONITA to

loop (2,7,8,5) results in a (*,-,*,-) situation. This implies that if units 2 and 8 are

removed then the energy penalty would be 150 kW and 293 kW respectively. As

unit 7 has the largest heat load in the loop (2,7,8,5) it is very difficult to predict the

energy penalty on removal of this unit and so is assumed to be zero. The energy

penalty on removal of unit 5, P5 is

Ps : mar(P2,, Pe)

The value of Ps is zero as it can absorb all the heat load of unit 5.

Pz = 292 - (8.44 x (23I - 227)) : 258.241cW

Hence, the energy penalty on removing urrit 5 would be 258.24 kW. However, stream

3 will be cooled to 174.69'C in unit 7 on redistribution of the heat load of unit 5.

Since unit 7 is on a path it can absorb some extra heat load given by

Pz :7LBl6 x (174.69 - 170) :55.5I2kW

So the actual energy penalty on removal of unit 5 will be 202kW (258.24 - 55.512)

4.7 Best-First Search Procedure

Two important observations liave led to the selection of this strategy for solving the

MINLP model. First, the nurnber of units to be removed is known in advance. This

fixes the depth ofthe search tree. Second, lower bounds on the eneïgy penalty can be

evaluated for a large number of the possible units that can be removed. Futhermore,

the energy penalty always increases with the depth of the tree.

Best-first search is a very popular method for problem solving in Artificial Intelli-

gence systems [129]. It is a way of combining the advantages of both depth-first
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and breadth-lirst search into a single method. At each step of the 'best-first' search

process, we select the most promising of the nodes we have generated so far. The

ptocess starts by evaluating the heuristic estimator or the actual value for each of

the possible units to be removed. We th,en expand the node which has the predicted

least energy penalty to generate its successors. If we reach the U*¿n target we can

quit. If not, all those new nodes are added to the set of nodes generated so far.

Again the most promising node is selected and the process continues. Usually what

happens is that a bit of depth-lirst searching occlrrs as the most promising branch is

explored. But eventually, if a solution is not found, that branch will start to look less

promising than one of the top-level branches that had been ignored. At that point

backtracking occurs and the now more promising but previously ignored branch is

explored. However, the old branch is not forgotten, its last node remains in the set

of generated but unexpanded nodes and the search can return to it whenever the

predicted performance for all the other nodes evaluates to an expected worse value.

When this occurs expansion of the previously abandoned node is restarted.

Consider a hypothetical exarnple to illustrate the above procedure. Figure 4.15

shorvs the beginning of the 'best-flrst' search. Initially, there is only one node, the

MER design, so it will be expanded. Doing so generates the possibility of removal of

three units. The estimates of the energy penalties is calculated for each of these three

new nodes. Since tode D is the rnost promising, it is expanded next, producing two

new nodes, E and F. The heuristic function is now applied to them. At this stage,

another path, that going through node B, looks more plomising, so it is pursued,

generating nodes G and II. But aga,in, when these nerv nodes are evaluated they look

less promising than another path, so attention is returned to the path through D to

E. B is then expanded, vielding node J. At this level three units are removed. Design

J is the solution to the MINLP, as it has the least energy penalty amongst all the

designs investigated. Design E is the solution with two units removed. The above

procedure may repeatedly evaluate the same clesigns. For example, a design can be

evolved by removing two units. The energy penalty associated with this design is

independent of the evolution path. A trail list of the designs already evaluated has

to be kept to avoid such lepetition.
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Figure 4.15: 'Best-first' search
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Exarnple 4.5

Table 4.7 details the data for an eight stream problem. Figure 4.16 illustrates a

MER design for this data assuming a Aú-¿n = 10 K. This MER design has scope

for removing four units. The total number of loops in this design is eleven. There

are two first level loops, a second level loop, and rest being third level loops. As

the objective is to acl-Lieve the minirnum number of units with minimum energy

penalty, the network is seeded with dummy exchanger units, 14,,I5,I6,L7,18. The

total numbet of U^¿n designs that can be derived from the above network (after

seeding with the dummy exchangers) is 4185 (see Ifirchhoff's theorem outlined in

appendix C). LONITA indicates that units 2,4,5,7,8,9,11 are the likely candidates

for removal. The energy penalty targets for the removal of these units are reported

in brackets in Figure 4.17. As estimates of the lower bound for the energy penalties

incurred on removal of units 7 and I cannot be calculated, they are conservatively

assumed to be zero. These two nodes are evaluated flrst. The objective is to find the

actual energy penalties, by solving an LP derived from the original MINLP. Removal

of unit 11 by breaking the loop (4,11) has the minimum erergy penalty target, hence

this node is expanded and the same analysis is carried out again on the resulting

network. Now removal of unit I from the MER design looks the next most promising

step because it has the lowest target energy penalty. The search is continued as

outlined in the previous section until a U^¿n design is obtained. Certain nodes

a.re fathomed as they then lead to previously evolved design topologies and further

expansion would be unprofitable. A U^¿n design with the least energy penalty is

illustrated in Figure 4.18. A total of 68 nodes where investigated as illustrated in

the search tree of Figure 4.I7 and of these only 28 recluired expansion (A systematic

non-heuristic search would have had to investigate a minimum of 4185 topologies).
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Table 4.7: Data for example 4.5

Lt*¿n : 10 I(

4.8 Topology Tbaps

Consider the data of example 4.3 detailed in Table 4.4. Ãn alternative design to

that of Figure 4.7 is detailed in Figure 4.19. Table 4.8 reports the results obtained

by loop breaking for both designs. This design, with six units, following the removal

of unit 4, has an energy penalty of 4 kW while the resulting frve unit design has

an energy penalty of 65 kW. The previous design, with unit 5 eliminated, has an

energy penalty of 6.7 kW for a six unit design and only 30kW for a five unit design.

(Jones and Rippin [67] also found that the minimum energy penalty was 30kW for

a U^in design for this data.)

Stream

Number

ce(kw/r()
""("c) "r('C)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

7.032

8.44

11.816

5.6

9.t44

7.296

6.0

12.0

160

249

227

277

96

116

L40

140

110

138

106

I46

160

2t7

253

250

From this example it can be concluded that different initial MER designs can lead to
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Table 4.8: Summary of designs for example 4.3

different final designs. Moreover, evolution of the network on the initial least energy

penalty path does not guarantee that the next design evolved will also have the

smallest energy penalty. At present there is no method by which we can choose the

best initia,l MER designs for further evolution. This is due to the fact that a topology

trap exists when an MER design evolves. The designer cannot easily switch from

one MER design to the other MER design. This trap may cause the generation of

entirely different designs on loop breaking. (Topology traps have also been identified

[2] in relation to MER designs being dependent on the value of At^¿n). Hence, all

the options should be investigated in detail. The 'best-flrst' strategy outlined above

can be employed to investigate all possible designs evolved from the set of feasible

initial MER designs. The search space would include all the MER designs. Under

such circumstances, the design with minimum energy penalty which can be evolved

from the initial set of designs will be found.

Design 1

( ref. Figure 4.7 )

Design 2

(ref. Figure 4.19 )

Units a (kw) Typu Units a (kw) Type

I

6

5

5

0

6.7

30

30

Split

Split

Split

Unsplit

7

6

5

0

4

65

Split

Split

Unsplit
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Table 4.9: Data for example 4.6l2l

A,tr,"¿n = 10 K

115

Stream

Number

ce(kw/K) 7:("C)
"'("C)

1

2

3

4

5

6

I

8

9

0.10

0.16

0.06

0.40

0.10

0.07

0.35

0.06

0.20

327

220

220

160

100

35

85

60

L4A

40

160

60

45

300

764

138

170

300
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Chapter 3 outlined a method for predicting optimum Lt^in. Ahmad and Linnlioff

[2] also have reported a similar method. An MER design for this value of At*¿n

should require iittle or no optimization. However, the cost equations employed do

not account for the piping foundation and the other extra costs associated with each

unit in a complex configuration. If such additional costs are considered, a smaller

number of units for the same energy consumption is tikely to be a more attractive

alternative. To illustrate this point, consider the data of Table 4.9. Assuming an

exponential cost equation, Ahmad and Linnhoff have reported that the 'optimal'

starting value of Lt^¿n for this problem is 30 K. The same results are obtained

using the method reported in chapter 3. Their final optimised design after evolution

is detailed in Figure 4.20. This design has a hot utility consumption of 27.28 kW.

It has 18 units, 24 shells, one split stream and a total network area of 6.33 m2.

The minimum exchanger approach temperature in this design is 17 K. An alterna-

tive design having the same energy consumption and minimum exchanger approach

temperature is detailed in Figure 4.21. This design has 14 units, 29 shells, no stream

splits and a total network area of 7.527 m2. The topology was evolved by employ-

ing the dual approach temperature design method proposed in the next chapter.

The design has fewer units and is less complex and consequently would probably

be more attractive despite the slight increase in area and shells. Furthermore, it
contains certain matches which are not found by using the pinch design method. It
is very important to identify different topologies as they may have vastly diferent

operability characteristics [44]. Thus, it would seem that due to the existence of

topology traps, and as the final relaxed design is derived from the MER, a number

of attractive alternative topologies would always be missed during the process of

the initial MER design optimization. The designer should be aware of this fact and

hence should investigate all possible alternatives.

4.9 Conclusions

This study has shown that the existing procedure for unit reduction in an MER

(pinch) design network can lead to suboptimal designs with respect to energy as
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unit reduction proceeds. A new stla,tegy ba,sed on the 'best-first' sealch is developed.

This method has been sho'tvr to be efficient in reclucing the number of units with

the least associated energy pena,lty, It is based on the fundarnental understanding

of loop-network interaction rvhich has not been considered in the existing literature.

The insights developed are a considerable aid to the designer, who still remains in

complete control over the evolution of the netwolk. In this chapter, the objective

was to produce a final network design with minimum units but with an energy

requirement as close as possible to tlie initial rninimum energy requirement. It is

the author's opinion that the generation of a globally cost optimum networks still

remains an unresolved problern.

"Topology traps" with respect to the evolution of MER designs have been identifîed.

The process of energy relaxation lemoves units from the initial MER (pinch) design.

Thus, only the networks which could be derived from this initial design are examined.

As units are always removed from the initial design (with the exception of seeding

the network with a durnmy utility exchanger), the number of designs that can be

evolved is predeterrnined and lixed. Potential topologies having entirely different

process-process stream matches, similar levels of energy consumption but lower unit

recluirements, may not be discovered at all. I{ence it is very difficult to prove or

to justify that any network initially gelLeratecl by the pinch method has a globally

optimum topology. This is a lirnitation of the pinch design method and not of the

proposed strategy.

In the pinch design method, the matching rules are overly restrictive at the pinch

point. These restrictive rules are only valid if the network energy consumption

corresponds to the minimum requirement. Once energy is relaxed, the number of

different possible matches increa,ses (see next chapter). The nature of the matches

are cluite different from the "C, rrle" ernployed by the pinch design method. The

designer should be arvare of this fact and rnust try to investigate the different possible

topologies. Ilowever, given that genelation of l\{ER (pinch) design is in common use,

it is suggested that the 'best-lirst' sea,rch techniclue outlined in this chapter enables

the designer to obtain the best possible outcome from an initial MER pinch design

by energy relaxation to achieve unit reduction.
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Little or no further optimization should be required if the initial MER network is

generated at the optimum value of At^¿n as seen in chapter 3 and as reported

by Ahmad and Linnhof [2]. However, in both cases simple cost equations (mainly

exponential cost equations) are used rvhich are not appropriate for analysis in a

situation where better resolution is required. In real )ìfe, a reduced number of

units for a given energy consumption will normally be the most attractive solutiol,

with the exception of the designs featurir-Lg excessive stream splitting, mixing and

bypassing. A globally optimal netrvork will have energy consumption greater than

the MER design but would feature fewer units. This indicates that an efñcient

method is required to predict the best combination of the total network energy

consumption and minimum exchanger approach temperature prior to designing a

network so that üttle or no further optimization is needed. However, both the

methods can locate a good initial value of ô;t^¿n.



Chapter 5

Dual-Ternperature Design

Method for the Synthesis of
Heat Exchanger Networks

5.1 Introduction

Two general approaches to the problem of heat exchanger network synthesis have

dominated the solution methods [109], viz. algorithmic methods [2g,IIT] and evo-

lutionary methods [16,25,91,96,100]. As the problem is to determine the optimal

structure with interconnection of urrits, a so-called combinatorial problem has to be

resolved. This has limited the algorithrnic approach to simpler problems and helce

the evolutiotary rnethods have become dominant in tlie synthesis of commerciaJ.

networks.

121
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As noted before, two such major but cornpetitive techniques are currently employed

in network synthesis. The pinch design method formulated by Linnhoff and Hind-

marsh [91] and the dual-approach temperature method advocated by SimSciTM

[25]. The pinch method is limited by the overly restrictive assumption of a global

Ltr,,infor the network and the individual exchangers. This constraint coupled with

the rigid "Co Rule" neans that a signiflcant sub-set of promising topologies is ne-

glected because tlie possible pinch matches are confined to a sub-set of all the pos-

sible matches. The dual-approach ternperature method of SirnSciTM generat"s a

larger solution set but it is computationally curnbersome. The method referred to

in the following work introduces th,e concept of a pseudo-pinch. This overcomes

the defrciencies inherent in both methods while retaining the advantages. Thus, the

network design is achieved by an eff.cient proceclure, while the features of greater

flexibility and control of the capital-energy trade-off inherent in the dual tempera-

ture approach are retained. Sirnple exarnples are presented to explain and illustrate

the method.

A new cost equation is also introduced to enable evaluation and comparison of the

generated topologies. The equations presented recognize the importance of consid-

ering units to be cornposed of multiple shells for the purpose of capital, installation

and maintenance cost estimation. As rvell, an attempt has been made to account

for the effects of stream splitting in terms of increased networl< complexity and cost.

The problem of penalizing networks with poor operability is considered but a general

solution to such problems is not derived.

The method proposed is both simple, efficient and provides the engineer with a

better understanding of the strategic balance between cornplexity and increased

utility consumption. It will ultirnately lead to simplifications for the inclusion of

multiple thermal utilities, heat and powel integration and enable heavily constrained

problems ( such as retrofi.tting ) to be handled more effectively.
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Figure 5.1: Trade-off considered by Masso and Rudd's formulation

5.2 Deficiencies of the Existing Problem Statement

The problem statement suggested by Masso and Rudd [105] was accepted by most

researchers [16,29,56,91,96,88,112,117], rvho then proposed a variety of different de-

sign algorithms to accomplish the task. Ilorvever, the above formulation is somewhat

simplistic and fails to reflect the complexities of a ¡eal design situation. The trade-

olfs paramount to the aforementioned problem are summarized in Figure 5.1. The

assumption of counter-curient, single-pass shell-and-tube units is overly restrictive.

In actual process sequences, units may possess multiple shells in series to avoid tem-

perature cross-overs aud to sa,tisf.y spa,ce constraints. Therefore, the number of shells

is an important decision variable in the synthesis of the network. As well, practical

networks may feature stream splits to achieve a specified energy consumption. This

factor is neglected in the economic trade-ofIs fundamental to the above formulation.
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Figure 5.2: Trade-offin the modified folmulation of heat exchanger network synthesis

problem

A study of the available literature problems reveals that a variety of design topologies

can be evolved based upon such a rudimentary model for evaluating the annual

costs. Unfortunately, all designs U6,56,96,88,LI2,L4L) for specific problems reported

in the literature have approximatel.y the sa.mc annual cost and consecluently other

considerations rvill influence the lìnal choice of the designer. Clearly, the operability

of the netrvork should be carcfully eva,luated. As is rvell documented, the operability

of a network is strongly influenced by the final network topology [44].

Ilence, the final decision regarding a netrvork should account for all these factors.

Obviously, the decision variables determining the optimal design of a heat exchanger

network should be expanded to carefully consider the economic trade-off between

units, area, energy shells, strearn-splits and topology (operability) as summarized

in Figure 5.2.

SHELTSUNITS

STREAM
SPLITSAREA TRADE.OF'F'
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The economic trade-off between the first five factors viz. units, area, shells, energy

and stream splits can be readily quantifred. However, it is very difficult to associate

a cost with the topology. Ease of operability is a highly desirable goal for any process

design but slightly different topologies have vastly diferent operability characteris-

tics [44] and, given our current knowledge, it is extremely difñcult to consider the

operability of a network in the initial stages of design [18,133,1b3,45,148,11,48,80].

Presently, no method exists by which the operability cost of a network can be easily

estimated or by which poor operability can be penalized. Therefore, a number of net-

works should be genelated each having nearly the same total cost ( quasi-optimal ).

These should be considered for detailed operability studies.

A modified version of Masso and Rudd's formulation is now proposed which accounts

for th.e additional factors highlighted in the previous discussion.

5.2.L Modiffed Problem Staternent

The objective is now Io genero"te all Jeasible networlcs having different topologies

whiclr ate rluasi-oyttimo,I with respect to the total cost.

The physical parameters characterizing the process strearns and utilities remain

unaltered. Ilowever, the equiprnent ava,ilable to the designer will be expanded.

to include ail categories of exchangers (rnulti-pass shell and tube units, cross-flow

exchangers, split-flow arrangements, plate exchangers, etc.). The exchangers can

be constructed in any appropriate material. Associated with each stream is an

individual-film heat-transfer coefficient â;. Tlie contlibution of each stream towards

a heat-exchanget unit minimum-approach temperature is Lt"on.

5.3 Cost Equation: Deficiencies and Rernedy

Different cost ecluations have been proposed for estimating the annual cost C¿ of a

given network. The most popular is the one used in Masso and Rudd's formulation
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given below [112]:

KT

L26

(5.2)

ct: € lT 
, A!ø¿ +\ * ooro +Ð ore,] * 

|Ð D{r¡*s"0,} (5.1)

Here f is the capital-recovery factor recluired to annua,Iize the initial cost of the

network. The value of b in ecluation(4.1) is frecluently assumed to be a fraction

(0.6). Forallvalues of blessthanunity ( o S b< 1),Nishidaet al. [112] have

reported the following inequalities :

"(Abn, 
+ Abn, * Abns+ . . . + Abn,) 2

a(Am I Auz I Arus+ ... + Au*)b

"(Abu, 
+ Abu" I Abss+ . . . + Abn*) )_

a(Am+ Aur)b * o,(A¡¡"+...+ Au;)b *a(A¡y¿*r+...+ Ar^)b (5.3)

These ineclualities suggests tltat "the 'ir¿uestment cost of etchangers can be reduced,

if seueral enchangers can be combined together as a, single one, or a smaller number

of erchangers are used,, keeping the total heat transfer area for the whole network

constant." Linnhoff and Flower [96] have also noted a similar conclusion.

Howevet, this observation has led to a misconception that networks featuring min-

imum number of units are optimal for a given utility consumption. This concept

was first proposed by l{ohmann [56] and later utilized by Boland and Linnhotr [16]

as well as by Wood et al. [160]. I'Iowever, Colbert [25] observed that for shell and

tube exchangers, the total nurnber of exchanger shells may increase or decrease as

the number of units is reduced. This will also change the -F¿ factors and alter the

tota,l area of the network. Therefore, whilst the minimum number of units target is

a useful heuristic, it can be misleading for locating a practical optimal configuration.

Another disadvantage inherent in the above equation and noted by Linnhoff and

Flower [96] is that it predicts the least cost if the total surface area is distributed

as unevenly as possible over a given numbel of separate exchangers. To avoid such
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difÊculty, Linnhoff ancl co-rvolliels [96,88] have recommended the two cost equations

given below:

Cr, = n'Alor,er bouncl * ú

4", { Alorrel bound

Cu: aAbu

(5.4)

(5.5)

wlrere Au : ãrea per unit.

Unfortunately, these eqnations neglect the fact that the number of shells within
a unit a'ffects tl'Le cost, but they ha.ve a pra,ctical basis as smaller exchanger units

will tend to have a, consta,nt ìnsta,ìla,tion cost. As wel1, both of the previous cost

formulations neglect the cost associated with strearn splits, the cost of associated

pipe work, of pumps, ancl the colttrol valves used in the network.

As noted, the capital cost of a network, clepends on the total area, number of ulits
and shells over which it is clistriliuted and the total pipe work recluired. A new cost

equation for predicting the capital cost of a netrvork is proposecl ( Appendix E ).
The equation is based upon the concept of a 'cluster' of exchangers ( Iocated in

reasonably close proxirnity ) comprising the netwotk and it iclentifles three essential

contributions to thc cost, la,mell,

o cost of individual units ( cornposecl of shells ) plus associated local piping and

instruments

¡ installation costs

o additional pipirtg a,ncl nra,intclla,nce costs associated with stream splitting

I{aving a reliable method fot'cosl,irrg nctrvorl<s rvill avoid the developmelt of letworks
which achieve a'n itrapplopria,l,e l,a,r'gct e.g. the lninirnum nurnber of units target is

not always cost elTective [25],
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It is now proposed to employ this new cost ecluation in combination with a new net-

work design algorithm to synthesize and evaluate a wide variety of network topolo-

gies. By way of introduction, let us consider the current ('state of the art".

5.4 Existing Design Procedures

Numerous design methods have been proposed in the past decade for synthesizing

heat exchanger networks (see chapter 2). These design methods can be broadly

classified into two categories:

1. Mathematical programming methods.

2. Systematic evolutionary rnethods.

The search methods 124,29,IL71 based on mathematical programming techniques

require a large amount of computing time even for small problems. They are nor-

mally very complex and require considerable mathematical expertise. However, so

far these methods seem to liave problems in producing 'practical networks'for in-

dustrial problems. The systematic evolutionary methods develop an initial network

with appropriate criteria which is then modifled towards a final optimal practical

network. In the last five years, systematic evolutionary methods have been accepted

as the best available method to generate alternative networks. They are simple to

comprehend and implement.

Two such design methods have become popular among practising engineers viz.

the pinch design method of Linnlioff and Hindmarsh [91] and the dual -approach

temperature method advocated by SimSci"M ¡Z+,251. The essentia,ls of both design

rnethodologies are outlined in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: The pinch design method
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Figure 5.4: The dual-approach temperature design method
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5.4.L The Pinch Design Method

The pinch desigrr rnethod is based on a thelmodynamic analysis of the problem. The

minimum utility recluirements are predicted by employing an enthalpy balance at a
prescribed value of the minimum approach temperature, aú-¿,". This leads to the

identification of the most constrained region of the problem, ' the pinch ,. The pinch

point divides the network into trvo independent subproblems. Bach subproblem

may then be designed independently, commencing at the pinch and developing it by
moving outwards torvards the hot or cold end.

The matches are allocated by follorving a set of heuristic guidelines detailed by
Linnhoff and Hindmarsh [91]. Tlie trvo designs are then merged to give a prelim-

inary network whicli has the predicted minimum utility requirement which is not
particularly suitable for practical application. This preliminary desigl, is an appro-

priate antecedent fo¡ evolution to reduce the number of units usually at the expense

of increased energy consumption. In the previous chapter a technique ( Loop net-

work interaction aJgorithm, TONITA ) to identify the minimunx energy penølty pa,th

along which energy should be relaxed rvas developed. It also found that , topology
traps ' exist during such evolution and as a consequence, the multiple possible de-

signs cannot be readily identified. Furthermore, the final network of the evolution

depends on the particular initial rnaximum energy recovery (MER) design chosen.

Using the above pinch technique, flexibility is lost once the initiat design is generated,

and the a priori prediction of the possible energy penalty and consequent trade-
offs are not possible. Despite these drarvbacks, the method is very widely apþlied.

Reasons for its wide acceptance include :

. The design's partial control over the evolution process

¡ It is easily u*dc.stood a.nd is suited for hand ca,lculations.

o It can be used to identify a restricted set of alternatives quickly [subject to
the limitations mentioned above].
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¡ The ready application of pinch technology to the study of networks in the

general process environment

5.4.2 The Dual-Approach Temperature Method

The dual-approach terr,pera,ture method deflnes two approach temperatures, namely:

Heat recovery appÌoach temperature (IIRAT) and exchanger minimum approach

temperature (BMAT) with HRAT > EMAT. The heat recovery approach tempera-

ture (HRAT) is identical to Lt*¿nemployed by the pinch design method in the sense

that it determines the closest approach of the composite curves and hence the re-

quired input from hot utility. In the dual-approach ternperature method, the values

of HRAT ( and hence hot utility recluilement ) and EMAT are chosen by the designer

before commencing the design. This is in contrast to the pinch design method, which

utilizes a global value of At^¿, ( i.e. IIRAT=EMAT ) and then relaxes the energy

consumption of the r-Letworli (with tlie obvious implication of increase in Alt*¿n).

The name HRAT ( the heat recovery approach temperature ) is the minimum ap-

proach ternperature between the composite curves as illustrated in Figure 5.5. This

term is unwieldy and provides little physical insight, we therefore propose to rename

HRAT as Lt¡¡^¿,-( network minimum aú ). For a given value of A.|N*¡,-(HRAT),

the utility requirement can be deterrnined fronr the composite cuïves. Alternatively,

the problem table 196] can also be employed to calculate this requirement by setting

tlre value of pinch temperature at At^¿n= HRAT ( Lt¡v^¿, ).

Similarly, EMAT ( the exchanger minirnum a,pproach ternperature ), which is the

minimum allowable approach temperature is renamed as At¿^,;r, ( exchanger mini-

mum Aú ). Ltø^¿n (EMAT) must always be less than or eclual to A.tw*¿n(HRAT).

To understand the terrninology, consider the network shown in Figure 5.G. The

total hot utility consumption for the networl< is 4900 kW. Tliis corresponds to the

energy target with Aú7y-¿" (IIRAT) : 32I{ using the composite curves. However,

exchanger 2 has a minimum ternperature approach of 20K. Thus, LtE*in(EMAT)
: 20K for the network.
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The dual-approach temperature method [25] is similar to the temperature-interval

method proposed by Linnhoff and Flower [96]. A¿E-¿,,is used to define the tem-

perature intervals. This division creates a large number of subnetworks which are

then independently designed. The initial design is evolved using either the evo-

lutionary development (ED) rules of Linnhoff and Flower [96] or the formal loop-

breaking procedure of Su [141,142]. This method recluires a computer solution even

for moderately-sized problerns. As well, the problem of topology traps exists and

it is therefore not possible to quicltly identify all possible combinations for given

values of At¡¡^¿nar.d AtB*¿,r. The initial design has a large number of units and

loops. Consecluently, it is more difficult to generate compared with the pinch design

algorithm. Furthermore, ro definite criterion exists for the identiflcation of stream

splits.

I'Iowever, the concept is very powerful as the designer retains complete control over

the energy consumption of the network. This is in contrast to the pinch design

method where the energy consumption increases following loop breaking and is de-

termined by the new topology and not }:y the designer. There is no target with

which to judge whether such an increase is reasonable and so alternative designs

have to be investigated. Another advantage in using the dual-approach tempera-

ture method is the reduction in the number of shells and units. Ap well, unnecessary

stream splits may be avoided, making a nrore practical network with better operabil-

ity characteristics. This may result in substantial decrease (20% ) in the capital cost

for a fixed enelgy consurnption, representing millions of dollars savings in industrial

applications [115].

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 compares the networh simpliflcations and trade-offs inher-

ent in the two methods.

Hete, a new method is proposed rvhich is an amalgamation of these two established

procedures and retains the advantages ofboth these techniques. The method divides

the problem into only two subproblems which can be thermodynamically indepen-

dent, depending on the values of At¡¡*¿rand A,t6^¿,". This results in a substantial

saving in computation effort. It is described in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 5.7: Trade-off's in the pinch design method
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5.5 Pinch Principle and the Pinch Design Method:

Difficulties and Extensions

Umeda et al. [154]and Linnhoff and Flower [96] independently proposed the pinch

principle. Umeda located the pinch using the composite curves. He defined it as the

point of closest approach of the hot and cold composite curves. Linnhoff and Flower

defined the pinch as the point of zero heat flow in the problem table.

Linnhoff and Vredeveld [90], Linnhoff and Hindmarsh [91] have suggested that: " de-

s'igns meeting an energy target erhibit zero heat fl,ow across the pinch. Sub-oytti,mal

designs (with respect to energy consumption) erhittit a heat fl,ow across the pinch

which corresponds to ercess utili,ty consumption of both hot and cold.',

This statement apparently contradicts the philosophy of the existing pinch design

method. As previously noted in Figure 5.3, the pinch design method recommends

relaxing this rnaximun energy recovery network to decrease the capital cost. The

result is an " energ'lJ leakctge " across the '( initial " pinch leading to the apparent

violation of the original pinch. concept [15].

Relaxing the energy ( i.e. increasing the hot utility ) can also be viewed as " pulling "

the composite curves apart. This increases the " passing " hot stream temperatures

or lowers the (( passing " cold streatn temperatures at the new pinch point. Clearly,

tlre new pinch point has a greater ô't,inch than the initial Ltw*inat the pinch.

Boland [15] has also pointed out that " dfficutties d,o erist in terms of hand,Iing

the pinch concept in conteat of global Atw*in and designing the erchangers in the

network witlr difJerent approach temperatu,res ". Here, we propose to modify the

basic concepts and overcome such difÊculty.

The pinch design method divides the network into two independent subproblems.

This division is done at the pinch point where the problem is most constrained [42].

The resulting subproblerns a,re in enthalpy balance. To achieve a capital energy

trade-off, it then relaxes an initial global value of AtN*irfor the network whilst

135
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maintaining a AtB^¿, = ( Al¡r,,¡, )¿n¿tiot as an approach limit for individual ex-

changers. Unfortunately, tlie lesrrlting ' optimal ' network has an energy consump-

tion defined by the new global va,lue of ' A'tNno¿n ' with individual exchangers are

still iimited by the original AtE^i,,. Thus, suppolting the use of two clearly deflned

approach temperatures viz. L'l.N^¿na.nd Aú¿*¿," ( i". HRAT and EMAT as deflned

by SimSci"* [zs] ).

Clearly, these two viewpoints uecd reconciliation and finding a rnethod incorporating

the best features of both metlrods is desirable. The lirnitations of the energy relax-

ation and the necessity for a cornlruter solution could be overcome by combining the

AtN*inand LtB^¿,rconce1:t with the chalacteristics of the pinch design method.

The key simplification of pinch clesign method is the division of the original problem

into only two subproblems rvhich at'e iu enthalpy balance. Such a feature can be in-

corporated into the dual-apploa,ch ternperatule method by defining a pseud,o-¡tinch

as follows.

5.6 The Pseudo-Pinch r(Point"

5.6.1 Location

Initially, two sets of composite culveri a,re generated using Atrv^;nanð, LtB^¡r, with

AtNrninselected such tha,t Al¡,r,;,, ) AIE¡nin. Both sets will have differelt energy

consumptions denoted as (DC).

As At¿rn¿n{ At¡¡^¡n, thelclor.e llC,'¡¡p;,n¡, 1 ECatN,n¿,,

H Ltørn¿n = afrrrir. , therr a siuglc sct ol' composite curves is gelerated, implying

an identical energy corrsumJrtion ¿rnc[ conventional pinch point.

Let us define the e'ergy clilre.ence a ( Figure 5.g and Figure 5.10 ) as

a: EC4lr^¿n - ECAtw,n¡n
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Figure 5.9: Dnclg.v rela,xa,tion rvith heat transfer across the pinch point

New Ptnch rl Q*un+ c þ-

J ôo,*,* " l.-

ENTHALPY

r37

Figure 5.10: Nerv ¡tinch poiut rvith minimum energy consumption + o
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As the network is designecl ernplovirg two approach temperatures, a new interpre-

tation of the problern could be:

As LtBrn¿,-is less than Al¡¿r¿in alì amount of energy a traverses the

Atg*inconventiona,l pinch poilrt. This can be compensated by erìergy

transferred upwards acloss the pinch due to the fact that heat exchange

is allowed at temperatule clifT'elelìces as low as AtE^;nbetween streams.

The maxirnun a,rÌìoruìt of this upward transfer which can be achieved

is the value of a defiriecl a,bove. This represents additional flexibility in

strearn matching by provicliug for upward and downward transfer which

is perrnitted by the reclucccl Atø^;rbetween streams while the total en-

ergy consum¡rtion rema,ils fixecl at ECat*^r,,, which in turn is deflled

by tlre network apploa,ch tempelature A.t¡¡^¿n.

A pseudo-pinch "poiut" (actuall-r, a, set of strea,m temperatures) is deflned so that

the stream temperatules a,1, this "point" allorv the problem to be partitioned as

sl"Lown in Figure 5.11. Thrrs, 1,lte trvo pa,r'ts of the netwolk are in enthalpy balance

with the utility consurnption clotclr.niued by AtN^in. (As explained later there is

no uniclue set so some hetLrisl;ic guiclelirìes ate required). However, the approach

temperatures between the strea,rns at tlre pseudo-pinch point are ) Atz^in. (The

pseudo-pinclr would be the sa,rììe a,s a conventional pinch if ô't¡¡*¿n: At6^¡,'), As

the energy consurnption for Af¡¡rxi?¿ exceeds that for At**inby a, the network may

be considered to have an erìergy 1:enalty cr for designs rvith approach ternperatures

as 1ow as Ltq*¿,"as impliecl bv lìigure 5.11. llhis design procedure proposes meth-

ods for determining the tempcra,tulcs for streams at the pseudo-pinch point. The

networl< designs for these trvo subproblems may then proceed independently as in

the conventional pincJr clesìgn ntethod.

(The terrn pseudo-pinch has a,lso becn used by lùev and Fonyo [128] in work extending

the pinch desigr methocl. 'Ihe.y rtse the expression differently to meal that a real

pinch is ahnost inplied by the original da,ta or arises following the selection of

matches for heat exchange).
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Pesudo-pinch point
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The subproblem above the pseudo-pinch is titled the 6 sink t problem as only heating

utility is recluired. Likervise, the below pseudo-pinch problem is called a' source '
problem.

The changes in slope of the composite curves, which occur at the real pinch point,

require that normally (at least) one hot or cold stream enters at a real pinch point

temperature la2l. Tltis streant,'s starting temperature determi,nes tlrc l¡asis for the

pseudo-pinch "point'. To determine the pseudo-pinch point temperatures with a

at
tI

t
I
I
I
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units of lreat transferrecl a,cross the rea,l pinch point (at LtB*;n ) the following heuris-

tics are used:

1. Pseudo-Pinch Point Ternperatures having Lt : Atø^in

If a hot stream with a starting temperature 7¿" determines the real pinch point

for Lt¡¡^¿nor Ltg^¿n, then this stream is also assumed to be at the pseudo-

pinclr point, with all the cold stream temperatures given by Tn" - Atø^¿n.

Likewise, if a cold stream enttance determines the real pinch point, then the

pseudo-pinch. ternperatnres are given by 7"" I Ltø^in. At times, it may be

possible that different stleams rnay determine the real pinch point the values of

both Aú¡-¿' and LtE^¿n. In such a situation different topologies would result

and all possible conflgurations should be investigated. For all the examples in

tlris chapter, Ltg*¿nis used for finding the stream which determines the real

pinch point.

2. Pseudo-pinch point ternperatures with At ) Atp^¿n

The a units of heat transferred across the real pinch point will increase the

pseudo-pinch point Ar's for some stream combinations. Assuming that a hot

stream detelmines the real pinch point, the possible strategies for allocating

the c units are as follows:

(a) If there are N other hot streams with Th"¿ t T¡"0 then a¿ : o lN is
allocated to each of these strearns so that their pseudo-pinch point tem-

peratnres aLe increased by al( NCTrt ).

This heuristic will be employed in the examples in this chapter.

(b) The temperatures of the other rea,l-pinch point hot streams coulcl be

equally increased by olD¿Cp¿.

(c) The ma,gnitucle of cr¿ could be deterrnined by using rveighting factors, per-

haps inversely propoltiona,l to the strearn lilm heat transfer coefrcients.

(d) Opportunities may exist to assign ai so as to force stream , slipping ,

[102], thereby reducing the talget rninirnum number of units.

(e) Any other strategy whicli divides the problem into two parts which are

in entlralpy balance rvith AÍ8,¿;nþ Lt¡¡*n,.
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Table 5.1; Data for exa,mple 5,217021

3. Altelnatively, if the rea,l pinclr is cletermined by a hot stream then the pseudo-

pinch tempetature of all thc hot streams may be fixed at this temperatur e Thrt,

and the c allocated en-rploying the above heuristics to all the cold streams at

a temperature 7¿", - Atqrrin.

T¡"o is the 'real' pilch tempera,trn'e of the hot stream

Exarrrple 5.2

To illustrate the use of the a,folcruentioned heulistics for distributing o and for

determining the pseudo-pinch l,etrpela,tutes, let us consider a problem proposed by

Linnhoff and Ahmacl [102], The leleva,nt da,ta is presented in Table 5.1.

Stream

Number

c,,(kw/K) 7"("C) 7'("C)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

15ri.3

50.0

23.9

1250.0

1500.0

50.0

466.7

600.0

195

81.3

85

720

L25

56

90

227

40

55

o,)

10

45

40

35

46

B5

75

55

65

165

170
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Let A.t¡¡*¿n: I5 K and Ltn^¡n= 10 I(. The'real'pinch point using Lt6^¿nas

the network minimum a,pproach is determined by stream 4. Hence, the cold stream

pseudo-pinch temperature is 46oC. The pseudo-pinch temperature of stream 4 is

56"C (46 + 10). The value of a is 2478kW. There are five hot streams above the

' real ' pinch of which only three (1,2,3) exist at the pinch, Clearly, these three

streams are the likely candidates to transfer the heat load across the ' real ' pinch.

According to the simplest heuristic for assigning o¿, each of the streams (1,2 and 3)

will transfer an additional 826 kW across the ( real 'pinch. The resulting pseudo-

pinch temperatures are tabulated in Table 5.2. An alternative strategy might be to

force stream 3 to ' slip ' across the ' real ' pinch by assigning ûs = 164g kW. The

residual a (828.9 kW) could then be transferred by streams 1 and 2. Table 5.2 lists

the different possible pseudo-pinch temperatures for these choices. Also included is

the case where the a¿'s are allocated inversely proportional to the individual film

coefÊ.cients å.¿ ( where h1 :h2:hz- 1:3.1 :1.367). Thisexampleillustrates

the complete control and flexibility possessed by the designer when assigning the

pseudo-pinch temperatures to generate and then investigate different topologies.

A counter example where a cold stream deterrnines the pseudo-pinch location can

be derived by reference to Table 5.3.

Here, the cold stream 4 determines the pinch point, so the hot stream pseudo-pinch

temperature is flxed at 140oC (Atø^¡n = 20 K). The cold stream B, in this case is

responsible for the heat transfer across the pinch. The value of a is 900 kW. Thus,

the pseudo-pinch point of the cold strearn 3 will be g7.5oc ( t20 - 900/40 ).
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Table 5.2: Pseudo-pinch temperatures (To, ) for example 5.2

AtN^in: 15 K and LtB*¿r,: 10 K

l. a¿ - o¿f [{'
2. stream 3 'slipped';

3. a¿ allocated inversely proportional to ä¿

Table 5.3: Data for example 5.1

Atg^in: 20 K

r43

Stream

Number

ar¿ Tor(C) al Torf C)
D

a'í Trr("C)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

826

826

826

6L

l¿)

91

56

B5

75

46

55

65

46

414

474

1649

58

64

125

56

B5

75

46

5.5

65

46

1200

400

878

64

64

93

56

85

75

46

55

65

46

Strearn

Number

ceßw lK) 7"("C)
"¿("C)

1

2

3

4

30

45

40

60

280

180

20

120

60

20

160

260
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5.7 Design of the Sink Subproblem

5.7.1 Feasibility Criteria at the Pseudo-pinch

As the problem constraints are relaxed at the 'real 'pinch by passing heat across

it, a wide variety of network topologies can be generated. Let us follow the pinch-

design philosophy of commencing our design at the pseudo-pinch. As there are

only a few essential matches to be made at the pseudo-pinch point, all the options

available to the designer can be readily identifled. The designer, utilizing his process

knowledge and experience can now select the necessary matches. These could include

any imþosed and constrained matches required for a safe, controllable and practical

network or any other preferetÌces the designer may have. To assist the designer, a

set of feasibility criteria are developed below to indicate to the designer when to

split the streams and to guide him in executing the proper trade-offs.

ó.7.2 Number of Process Strearrrs and Branches

In a ' real 'pinch situation, the stream population is compatible with a minimum

utility design only if a pinch match can be found for each hot stream above the

' teal ' pinch' The situation is illustrated in Figure 5.12 where stream splitting is

unavoidable. However, fol the pseudo-pinch situation, splitting may not be necessary

as demonstrated in Figure 5.13. This results frorn the relaxation of the , real ' pinch

temperatures resulting in an ir-Lcrease in the available driving forces for the pseudo-

pinch rnatches.

It is exceedingly difficult to determine in advance if stream splitting is necessary.

Hence, two approaches are suggested. The first approach is identical to the pinch

design method out[ned previously. The stream splits may then be removed once

the initial design is generated. This will be discussed later. In the second approach,

we place the pseudo-pinch matches and see if the unmatched streams at the pseudo-

pinch can be satisfied. If the streams are matched with violation of At'*¿nthen
split a stream and re-do the pseudo-pinch matching. Thus, immediately adjacent to
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Figure 5.12: Stream population feasibiüty criteria in above ,real' pinch problems
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Figure 5.13: stream splitting may not be necessary in pseudo-pinch problems
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the pseudo-pinch for the sink problem, the design philosophy is summarized as

SINK PROBLEM

STAIÙT

If ¡,ii, > ¡f"

split a cold stream

place the matches

try removing the split streams later

OR

SINK PROBLEM

START

If ¡fi, > ¡t/"

place pseudo-pinch rnatcl'Les

match the remaining streams without violating atq^inconstraint

All streams at pseudo-pinch satisfled ?

if not usually split a cold stream and then go to start

6.7.3 The Temperature Feasibility Criteria

Four temperature profiles are possible for a match at the pseudo-pinch as shown

in Figure 5.14. These profiles are for the 'sink' subproblem. The match illustrated

in Figure 5.1a(a) possesses the same characteristics as that of an above ,real, pinch

match. However, for a pseudo-pinch, other matches of the type illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.14(b)' (c) and (d) are also possible. Therefore, the following criteria exist

at the pseudo-pinch which determine the maximum heat load. e^o, for a match

between a hot and cold stream.

Given that the amouttts of heat available above the pseudo-pinch for the hot and

cold streams are

Q¡ = C.p¡(T¡" - Tn r)
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Q": Cr.(T., - T.rr)

then Q^o' is determined by one of the following criteria, each of which correspond

to Figure 5.L4a-d

(a) Cen 1 Cp" i Q^o, = min(Qn,Q.)

(b) Q^",: Qn 1 Q" S C,p.(Tn"-ô,t1^in -T"ro)

(") Q^o,: Q" 1Q¡,/ Cen(T.tl\tø^¿n-Tnpp)

(d) Q^o, 1 Q" 1 Qn: Cpn(Tn - Tnoo)

wherern:W

and T¡ 1Tn" and ( T¿-AtE*i,n ) < T*.

The subscripts hs, hpp, ct and cpp denote the following temperatures- the hot stream

starting, the hot stream pseudo-pinch, the cold stream target and the cold stream

pseudo-pinch, respectively.

For a 'sink' subproblem, an arrangement of matches not fulfilling the first inequality

may necessitate stream splitting. The Co-Table [91] may be used to identify the

matches for which the first inecluality is invalid. Provided the remaining feasibility

criteria are satisfi.ed then stream splitting will not be required for these matches.

Violation of the last two criteria [(b) and (c)] usually indicates that a hot stream

will have to be split. Forcing a stream match fcondition (d)] may avoid stream

splitting.

5.8 Design of Source Subproblem

For 'source' subproblems the feasibility criteria are analogous.
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5.8.1 Strearn Population at the Pseudo-Pinch

SOUR,CE PROBLEM

START

If 1/¿ < ,nl"

split a hot stream

place the matches

try removing the split stream later.

OR

SOURCE PROBLEM

START

If ff¿ < l/"
place pseudo-pinch matches

match the remaining streams without violating Ltø^¿nconstraint

Are all streams at the pseudo-pinch satisfied ?

if not usually split a hot stream and go to start

6.8.2 Temperature feasibility criteria

For the soutce subproblem,

Qn=Cpn(Tnpp-Tn)

Q": C7r"(T.0, - T"")

The conditions to be satisfied can be defined in a similar manner to sink subproblems

(refer Figure 5.15) and are as follows:

(a) Cen) Cp" i Q*o, = min(Q¡,Q.)
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NO

YES

YES

Figure 5.16: Above pseudo-pinch design algorithm

(b) Q^", : Q" 1 Q¡" < Cpn(Tnoo-LtE^¡ -7"")

(") Q^"" = Qn 1 q" ) Ce"(T,rr*LtE^;n -Tnt)

(d) Q^"" 1 Q.1 Qn : C"(T"., - T")

where

tTt _lc 
-

Crn(Tn , - A,tø^¡n) - (Co.T-o\
(Cpn - Cp")

and 7: ) 4" and ( T"¡Lt6^;n ) ) Tnt

the subscripts cs, ht identify the temperatures of the cold stream starting and the

hot stream target,respectively.

dala
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Elthar Split a cold
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Usually split a
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Or

NO

NOYES

Cån a Í¡atá b€
fo@d ?

hot Glr€arE readl
thok pseudey'ncì
leflp€rdur€6 ?

The complete design procedure is summarized in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17
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NO

YES

YES

Figure 5.17: Belorv pseudo-pinch design algorithm

5.9 Design of the Remaining Netu¡ork

Once the pseudo-pinch matches are placed, the remaining problem can be designed

employing the above mentioned rules depending on the subproblem. It should be

noted that the remaining problern is still in enthalpy balance and only requires

either hot or cold utility depending on the subproblem. The utilities can be placed

at appropriate temperature level. The above outlined rules can also be employed in

selecting the non-pinch matches rvhen the pinch design method is employed.

5.10 Surnmary of the Pseudo-Pinch Design Procedure

1. For the given problem, the value of a ( the additional utility recluirement ) is

allocated by the designer.
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Nr, < N.
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2. The pseudo-pinch temperatures are f.xed according to the heuristics based on

the knowledge of plocess conditions. This step also divides the problem into

only two separate subproblems.

3. The design commences at the pseudo-pinch and develops by moving away

from th.e pseudo-pinch. Options regarding stream splitting and matching are

identifled using the feasibility criteria have been outlined. These criteria ensure

that the "ticking-off' heuristic is used.

4. Should the designer wish to force a match, its maximum heat load can be

calculated using the formulae outlined.

5. The remainder of the network may be completed by appropriately applying

the rules for the sink and source subproblems.

5.1- 1- Examples

The method will be demonstrated by designing the networks for two simple prob-

lems. The first example illustrates the simplicity of the method for generating a

network. The second exarnple illustrates the flexibility available to a designer when

employing the proposed design rnethod and demonstrates the ease with which alter-

nate topologies can be generated.

5.11.1 Exarnple 5.3

Problem TC2, previously solved by Colbert [25] is used as an example for comparison

purposes. The data for the problern is sumrnarized in Table 5.4. The values of

LtN*¿nand AtBn¿r,are 16.67 I( and 3.33 K respectively. The energy targets for

these Aú values are 80 kW and 40 kW respectively. I{ence, the value of a is 40 kW.

The pinch point is determined by the entrance of hot stream 2 at 150oC. Thus, the

pseudo-pinch temperature of all the cold streams is fixed at 146.ToC [150 - 8.33]. Hot

stream 1 is responsible for the heat transfer across the pinch. Hence, all the heat
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Table 5.4: Data for example 5.3 [25]

A'tN*¿n: 16.67 K and Atnrn¿n= 3.33 K

Stream

Number

ceßw lI()
""("c)

4('c)

1

2

3

4

180

150

60

30

40

40

180

130

2

4

3

2.6

leakage across the pinch will be associated with this stream. Thus, the pseudo-pinch

temperature of tliis stream will be 170"C [150 + 4012).

6.L1.2 Above Pseudo-Pinch Design of Example 5.8

There are only two streams in the subproblem and for these two streams the in-

equality Cen 3 Co.is valid. The resulting network is shown in Figure 5. j-8. The hot

utility requirement is identical to the target, viz. B0 kW.

5.11.3 Below Pseudo-Pinch Design of Example 5.8

Here there are two hot strearns and two cold streams. So, the stream feasibility

criteria are satisfied. Howevet, although for a'real'pinch situation stream splitting

is necessary, here as the feasibility criteria (b) below pseudo-pinch is satisfled for a
match between the hot stream 1 and the cold stream 4, stream splitting is unnec-

essary. Placing the pseudo-pinch rnatches results in a subset equality, reducing the

U*¿n sottrce to three units. Again, the cold utility requirement meets the utility
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Figure 5.18: A network for example 5.8
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target. The design is illustrated in Figure 5.18.

The final design is obtained on merging the above and below pseudo-pinch designs

as detailed in Figure 5.18. An identical design was also reported by Colbert [25].

By way of comparison, his solution to the problem required subdivision into six

subnetworks. The initial design had an energy consumption greater than the tar-

get, necessitating the merging of heaters and coolers and contained 12 units thus

requiring intra-subnetwork matching and subsecluent inter-subnetwork matching.

Furthermore, he has also reported that in other examples troublesome subnetworks

will have to be identifled ancl ovetcome using the troubleshooting table of Su [1a1].

The initial network is sirnplilied by breaking loops and merging units. In short, a

number of complex steps is require<l to generate the final design. Using the pseudo-

pinch design approach, these cornplexities disappear and only minor changes are

needed to the initial design. Using Colbert's algorithm for more complex problems,

a sophisticated computer program would be required and the identification of all

possible topologies can be a difrcult task.

To illustrate the efficient generation of alternative networks using the pseudo-pinch

method consider the following exarnple.

5.LL.4 Exarnple 5.1

The data for this problem is presented in Table 5.3. A frnal topology obiained by

employing the pinch design rnethod is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The initial MER

design for Ats*6: 20 K was sirnplified using the energy relaxation procedure

outlined in the previous chapter. For the given conditions of At¡1^¿n= 20K, the

pinch point is determined by tlie entrance of cold stream 4. Hence, the pseudo-

pinch temperature for the l-Lot streams 1 and 2 is 140'C and for the cold stream 4

is 120oC. As the energy consumed by the f.nal network corresponds to a value of

LtN,nin- 32K, a : 900 kW. Tliis additional heat load is carried by stream 3 and

hence the pseudo-pinch temperature of coid stream B would be g7.5"C.
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Figure 5.19: Above pseudo-pinch design 1 of example 5.1

5.11.5 Above Pseudo-Pinch Design of Exarnple 5.1

The two possible designs are illustrated in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. It is inter-

esting to note that the topology of Figure 5.20 would not have been identified if the

pinch design method rvere employed.

5.11.6 Below Pseudo-Pinch Design of Example 5.1

Again, two designs are possible as illustrated in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22. The

matches suggested in Figure 5.21 would not be identified by the use of the pinch

design rules.

The above and below pseudo-pinch designs can be combined to create four diferent

fixed energy designs as illustrated in Figure 5.23(a) to (d). These networks will

3
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Figure 5.20: Above pseudo-pinch design 2 of example 5.1
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Figure 5.21: Belorv pseudo-pinch design 1 for example 5.1
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Figure 5.22: Belorv pseudo-pinch design 2 for exampte 5.1

be simplified later. Even very complex problems featuring different topologies can

be rapidly generated by hand calculations and such an example using the outlined

algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.2L in the previous chapter.

5.L2 Simplifying the Fixed Energy Design

5.Lz.L Removal of Stream splits

Although stream splits can reduce total area requirements, they are normally avoided

as a network featuring them often proves difficult to control. F\rrthermore, the

piping cost of the netrvork rvill also increase. By not utilizing the pseudo-pinch

design method, the designer may decide to split a stream at the pseudo-pinch point

without checking the feasibility of a topology of the type shown in Figure 5.13.

Cp

I

2

97-5
3
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Figure 5.23: Different rìetwork topologies for example 5.1
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Once an initiat topology is devised, a linear program can be formulated for the total

network to minimize the total energy consumption ( i.e. maximize energy recovery ).

The solution to this problem may be used to determine the necessity of stream

splitting. If a solution to the LP exists rvith the minimum energy consumption equal

to the already specifled value, then this solution is the unsplit design. However, an

infeasible solution ( i.e. the minirnum energy requirement calculated by solving the

LP is not equal to the desired energy consumption ) indicates that stream splits are

unavoidable at that energy level. Splitting may still be avoided by forcing stream

matches at the pseudo-pinch point or by incurring an energy penalty or by repeated

matclres as in typical crude oil preheat trains Í24,251.

5.L2.2 LP Formulation

Objective Function

min EC61*^^ = n1,in Qn * Q. (5.6)

Constraints

1. Equality Const¡aints:

(a) Enthalpy balance over all natches for an individual stream:

Ncot¿ Nsni¿

t lQ;¡*=Q;
j=l À=1

i,=L...Nho,
Nrrot Nr.ic

t I Q;t*=Qt
i=l ß=1

j=L...NcoM

(5.7)

(5.8)
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(b) Enthalpy balance for streams in an exchanger.( For & = 1...N.rr.,¿" )

C p¿(T¿x¡n - T;t,out) : Q ¿jx

i=I...Nho,

C o¡(T¡*,out - T¡n¡n) : Q ;jx

j : L "'Ncolct

162

(5.e)

(5.10)

2. Inequality Constraints:

(a) LtB*¿nconstraints on each unitl

T;*,¿n - T¡k,out ) At B*;n

Tit ,out - T¡*,;n ) Atø*;n

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

for i = l...Nhot,i = L..Ncoìd., and k - 1.. .Nunit

5.L2.3 Decreasing the Number of lJnits

The target minirnum number of units that a network can have is given by equa-

tion( 2.3) The total number of units in an initial FER ( fixed energy recovery )

design will be

U-in r pn = U^in"¡nx * U*i.,'"ou,""

U^;n 1U^inrpn

This inequality indicates the presence of loops in the network. The previous chapter

analysed thd problem of loop breaking and energy relaxation in 'real' pinch MER

networks and a loop netrvork interaction algorithm ( called LONITA ) was proposed.

lThis formulation implies units solely employing counter - current llow
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Tlie algorithm can be involçed here to identify the possible exchangers to be elimi-

nated. It can also be used for identiflcation of constraints for loop breaking. Since

energy consumption is not relaxed, a systematic search may have to be conducted

in order to identify the optimal network. For the proposed method the definitions

of the different key exchanger types are modified and given below:

Type A:

such a unit is located on a stream entering the network and has a tem-

perature difference eclual to AtE^¿n. Such units will often be found

immediately adjacent to the pseudo-pinch and their loads can only be

decreased.

Type B:

This unit is necessary in the network for one of the streams in this match

to achieve its target temperature. Therefore, the heat load of unit of type

B may be either increased or decreased but the unit cannot be eliminated.

Type C:

During the loop-breaking process, Type c units may not be able to ab-

sorb the available load without violating the Lt¿^¿nconstraints. Hence,

identification of type C units will dictatê the amount of heat load that

can be shifted around the loop. This is very important as the heat-

load shifting can result in cb.anges in the number of shells and the total

network area without decreasing the number of units.

With the units in a loop so identifled, the designer can then investigate all the

possible options or based on experience and scïeen the a,lternatives in order to discard

the unattractive ones.
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Figure 5.24: LoNIf i\ a¡r¡rlie<l r,. to¡rology 1 of example 5.1 [aú¿m¡n= 20r{]

5.L2.4 fllustration of Loop-Breaking Algorithm

Consider the netrvork previously developed and shorvn in Figure 5.2Ja. Units 3 and 5

can be merged. A second level loop (2,3,6,4) can be easily identified in Figure 5.24.

Unit 4 is of Type A ancl so thc loa,d on this unit should d.ecrease. Allocation of
the'+'and'-'signs to tlte units shorvs that unit 3 is the only additional unit
rvhose heat loacl shotllrl llc <lecrcased. Ilorvcver, unit B cannot be removed as it is

of Type B and is nccessarv fol' st.rea,rn 1 to rea,ch its target temperature. Thus, the
only candidate for rcnroval is unit, 4. Ilorvever, unit 6 is of Type C and can have

an additional hear load of onl.y 100 k\\/ [(40 _ 37.5)x40]. So in the network the
loop cannot be brolien, bttt a load of maximurn 100 kW can be transferred around
the loop and its effect olt tlte nulnllel of shells and the total cost of the network
can be investigated. Figure s.23(b) a,ncl Figure 5.23(d) can be simplified to the
network shorv'in Figure 5.6. 'rhc final network obtained by applying LONITA to

I

I I
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I
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Figure 5.25: Design 3 for example 5.1

Figure 5.23(c) is illustlated in Figure 5.25.

Thus, by ernploying s.ystcrnatic ana,lysis, tlrree dilTerent topologies have been easily

identified qsing hand calcula,tions. lt shoulcl also be noted that the method is simple

in concept a.nd the designer rel,airrs conrplete coutrol of the evolution as all the

possible options are quickly arrd ca,sil.y identilìecl. These can then be screened on the

basis of the total capital cost using the equa.tions presented earlier or by employing

'in-house' cost estimation ¡rroceclrrles. Opera,bility analysis can now be pelformed

on the promising clesigns to selecl, t,he lìnal netrvork.

I
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Table 5.5: Costs and Topology Changes - problem TC2 ( AtN*¡n= 50 K, 20 I( )

AtN*¿n: 50 K

Ltø^¿n Stream

splits

Units Shells Area Capital

Cost

Bnergy

Cost

Total

Cost

20

25

30

35

40

45

50 2

5

6

6

6

7

8

8

B

8

7

7

B

I
I

47.L2

42.L4

43.5L

43.48

43.08

41.39

42.t6

61 170

59090

58790

58770

62920

70200

73980

15585

15585

15585

15585

15585

15585

15585

27700

2t490

27460

2t460

21880

226L0

22980

AtN^in:20|(

6.67

10

10

15

20

2

2

5

7

6

7

7

t4

I4

18

t7

16

86.8

79.3

108

84.2

75.6

101060

103390

131410

118940

1 14330

5925

5925

5925

5925

5925

16030

16260

19070

t7820

17360

5.1-3 Network Costs & Optimization: Capital- Energy

Tþadeoff ( Influence of Lt¡¡*¿r, Ltn*¿rand Eco-

nomic Conditions )

The definition of a pseudo-pinch point and the identification of candidate streams

capable of 'slipping' a,cross the pinch provicles the designer with powerful insights into

the capital-energy tradeolf underlyilg netrvork design and evolution. To illustrate

this point, consider Table 5.5 rvhich summarizes the results of cost calculations for

tlre problem (TC2) given in example 5.3 with Atx^¿n.fixed at 50I( and 20K. The
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cost data is summarized in Appendix A.

From Table 5.5 sorne interesting observations can be made. Consider the capital cost

of the network when Aú.¡y-¿,, is 50 K. In this case, the pinch design cost is $ z3gg0.

However, the optimal capital cost network has a At*^in: J5 I( which is 21% lower

than the pinch design network, but the total annual cost of the optimal network

is only decreased by 7%. Similarly when Aú¡¡min= 20I{ the cost of the optimal

network is decreased by 12% and the total annual cost is decreased by 7.6% when

compared with the pinch design.

Two designs are possible when the value or At¡¡^¿nis 20 K and the value of AltB^;nis
10 K. The difference in the capital cost of both the designs is due to the presence

of stream splits in one of the designs rvhich subsequently increases the network area

and the total number of shells required. Though the split stream design has a

lesser nurnber of units its cost is higher which further justifies that a design having

near minimum number units and the same ereïgy recovery need not be the optimal

design' This is also observed the netrvork when the value of Atp^¿,-is 50 I( and the

value of LtE*¿nis 35 I(.

The data also clearly illustrates the discontinuities ( "kinks" ) in the cost curve re-

sulting from topology changes. Clearly, tlie designer need only consider ,,ki¡k point,,

designs il the initial phase. This reduces the solution space and consecluently the

computation load. As rvell, the prevailing economic conditions ( i.e the relative costs

of capital and energy ) will strongly influence the network topology and the different

optimal network structures in differing economic situations are readily screened.

Schematic cost cutves illustratirig the effects of variation of both AtE^inand Aú¡¡-¿, 1or

one such set of economic couditiorls are presented as Figure 5.26. It can be seen that
the cost curves are not monotonic a,nd do not follow any general trend. As a result

of ' topology traps ' [3] noted in the previous chapter, the selection of the initial
starting point is critical to the location of the global optimurn. For this example, the

global optimum occurs at the combination of Aú¡¡-¿n:25I( and r'rtl^in: g.J3 I{
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Table 5.6: Comparison of Total Costs - Pinch design and Optimal Design

LtN^in

K

Total Cost

(Pinch Network)

LtE^in

K

Total Cost

(Optimal Network)

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

22980

21530

20720

t9326

18060

L7540

17360

17480

17770

35

34.33

20

20

18.66

9.33

6.67

3

10

21460

19980

18680

17200

16490

15530

16030

t74I0

L7770

( Table 5.6 ). In the above example, for At¡¡,r¿n= 20K, Lt7*6= 6.62 K, repre-

sents a threshold point for the given energy consumption, as below which a minimum

unit design is always possible. The threshold value for r'rt¡1^¿nis dependent upon

Atvr',in.

Again another interesting observation can be made from Table 5.6. Here the pinch

design for Aú¡¡-¿r¿ = 10 I( is the optimal design. This is because as the value

of L'tp*¿nis decreased, the num,ber of shells increase without any decrease in the

number of stream splits as well as the number of units which results in an increase

in the total network cost.
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Table 5.7: Cornparison of Optirnal Designs based on Topology

5.L4 Comparison of Optimal Designs

Figure 4.20 illustrates a globally optirnal design reported by Ahmad and Linnhoff

[2]. This network was obtained using the pinch design method. The capital cost was

calculated by the following co-relation:

Installecl unit cost ($) = 700 A0'83(n22)

An alternative network featuring the same energy consumption is illustrated in Fig-

we 5.27 which is obtained by the design method reported in this chapter. Table 5.7

compares both the designs. The network obtained by employing the pseudo-pinch

design method has less units and shells. Futhermore, it has no stream splits. Due

to these reasons, it is a sirnple design and is likely to have good operability charac-

teristics. However, it has a slightly greater area (0.32 m2).

Table 5.8 compares the capital cost of both the topologies for different cost equa-

tions. These figures clearly indicate that designs obtained by the method repolted

in this chapter have a distinctly comparable costs. Furthermore, the simple network

topologies are obtained and so are good candidates for further investigation based

on operability.

Design Method Units Shells Area S tream spl-its

Pinch Design Method

Design I (Figure 4.20) 18 24 6.33 1

Pseudo-Pinch Method

Design II (Figure 5.27) 13 23 6.65 0
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Figure 5.27: An alternative design to Ahmad and Linnhoff's problem
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Table 5.8: Cost Comparison of Optimal Design

1. Cost parameters reported in Appendix A

5.15 Conclusions

A simple, new design algorithm is presented. It incorporates the clear specifi.ca-

tion of two approach temperatures (network and individual exchanger Lt^¿n) and

additional utility consumption a prior to design. The method, by employing the

concept of a pseudo-pinch with subsequent a.llocation of excess utility c, enables the

designer to rapidly generate (normally by hand calculation) a large set of promis-

ing topologies for the network. It also displays considerable promise for extension to

multiple-pinch situations, integration of utility and power systems and to retrofitting

problems.

Cost Equation Pinch Design Method

Design I (Figule 4.20)

Pseudo-Pinch Method

Design II (Figure 5.27)

Design II as a %

of Design I

7gg¿o.zs

7gg4o.as

Eq( E.8 )r

4650

5300

89310

4515

5544

84020

97

104

94



Chapter 6

Synthesis of Heat Exchanger

Networks With Designer

I-posed Constraints

6.1 fntroduction

The pinch design method [91] employs the concept of a pinch point to synthesize

unconstrained networks. It utilizes the following three principles for generating MER

networks:

¡ Don't use cold utility above the pinch point

o Don't use hot utility below the pinch point

o Don.'t transfer heat across the pinch point for maximum heat recovery.

1,73
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Using the above principles, unconstrained networks can be easily generated. How-

ever, t1'Le designer may desire to impose constraints resulting from a variety of pro-

cess, mechanical or operating factors. For example, it may be that a match between

two streams may be prohibited to maintain process safety, or to avoid incurring

excessive piping costs associated witli a particular match. F\rrther it may be the

case that one may not wish to rnatch strearns when both are in the vapour phase.

Many other instances of such constra,ints are possible. When such constraints are

imposed, extra hot utility may be recluired. Tliis implies that additional heat will

have to be removed by tlie cold utility. In other words, contrary to the standard

'pinch' design method, cold utility may be employed above the pinch point and hot

utility below the pinch point. The pinch clesign method cannot be used to generate

systematically such constrained networks.

Mathematical-programming algoritl'Lms have been used in the past to predict the

minimum energy requirements of problems subject to constraints. Cerda et al. [20]

have proposed a solution methodology based on a transportation model formulation

and a trans-shipment model was proposed by Papoulias and Grossmann [112]. These

techniques are effective in setting targets, but they fail to provide detailed insights

for design and network generation. To synthesize networks, Cerda and Westerberg

[22] lrave solved the tra'nsportation model by ernploying the " reuerse steytping stone

L.P. algorithm " and Papoulias and Grossmann [117] and Saboo et al. [180] used

mixed-integer linear prograrnming rnethods. These methods, though effective, do

not ideltify all possible solutions when multiple solutions exist. In such cases, it
is important to be able to generate a variety of solutions, as for example different

network topologies satisfying the same constraints may have extremely different

operability characteristics [44].

In this chapter, a new sequential, evolutionary design method is proposed for the

synthesis of heat exchanger netrvorks with designer-imposed constraints. The design

parameters fol generating the netrvork are obtained with conventional algorithms by

solving a modifled trans-shiprnent formulation of the tr.ansportation linear program.

Candidate network topologies can then be easily configured by hand computation

and the '(best" desigls are quickly identifled even for large problems. The proce-
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dure also identifies problems which may have multiple topologies, characterized by

minimum energy consumption as well as minimum number of units.

6.2 tans-shiprnent Model Revisited

One of the modifications of the transportation problem which deals with the opti-

mum allocation of resouÌces is the trans-shipment model [54]. Papoulias and Gross-

mann [117] have used this model for targeting the minimum energy requirements

for a given set of constraints. According to this model, heat is transferred from the

hot streams to the cold streams through intermediate temperature intervals, set by

the thermodynamic constraints, i.e. the rninimum exchanger-approach temperature

Ltq*in.

6.2.L Modified Terr- perature Intervals

The temperature intervals can be defined in a variety of ways, for example by the

rules proposed by Linnhoff and Flower. [g6], Grimes et al. la2] and Cerda et al.

[20] (for a detailed discussion see chapter 2). The flrst procedure yields approxi-

mately twice as many intervals for the same problem when compared with the latter

methods. To reduce the number of temperature intervals, it was recommended by

Papoulias and Grossrnann that the rules laid out by Grimes, and subsecluently modi-

fied by Cerda, be employed. These rules divide the problem at candidate pinch point

temperatures i.e. where the problem is likely to be thermodynamically constrained

or at the temperatures where streams enter the network.

Depending on the nature of the problem, when designer-imposed constraints are to

be implemented, the unconstrained pinch division may no longer be a relevant factor

in the design of constrained maximum energy recovery ( CMER ) networks. Hence,

for constrained match problems locating the pinch point is only useful in rare special

cases, viz. when constlaints have no effect on the maximum energy recovery.
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Table 6.1: Data for example 6.1

AtE^¡n= 10 K

Stream

Number

co(kw lK) ?i("c)
"r("C)

h1

h2

c1

c2

L.45

3.2

2.65

4.22

300

280

100

t40

140

100

225

250

The constraints placed on matches always involve temperature intervals. In the

proposed method these temperature intervals must be included in the L.P. formula-

tion, in addition to the temperature intervals specified by Papoulias and Grossmann.

These extra temperature ilteri]ak are normally fixed by the target temperatures of

the constrained streams. The importance of this division will be discussed later in
the detailed design procedure.

To illustrate the modified temperature intervals, let us consider the problem data

summarized in Table 6.1 (pinch temperatures = 150oC lt40"C). The temperature-

interval partitioning of the problern for the unconstrained case is presented in Ta-

ble 6.2. The hot stream ternperature intervals are fi.xed by adding Lt1^¿nto the cold

stream intervals. The modifled temperature intervals assuming a single constraint,

namely that stream h2 and stream c1 cannot be matched, are detailed in Table 6.3.

The additional temperature interval is set by the target temperature of c1 (2Zb.C).
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Table 6.2: Temperature intervals ( Unconstrained problem )

AtE*¿n: l-0 K

Temperature

Interval k

Hot Stream

Interval

Cold Stream

Interval

1

2

3

-oo to l-1,0

110 to 150

150 to oo

-oo to 100

100 to 140

140 to oo

Table 6.3: Temperature intervals ( Constrained problem )

LtE^6= 10 K

Temperature

Intelval k

IIot Stream

Interval

Cold Stream

Interval

1

2

3

3

-oo to 110

110 to 150

150 to 235

235 to oo

-oo to 100

100 to 140

I40 to 225

225 to æ

t77
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6.3 Model - The Modified Tlans-shipment Linear Pro-

gram

The target data (i.e. rninimum utility) required for designing a constrained network

is first generated by solution of the trans-shipment model of Papoulias and Gross-

mann [117], but reformulated to include the additional temperature intervals. The

first step is to partition the entire temperature range into a total of I{ temperature

intervals as detailed above. These intervals, labelled in descending order of tem-

perature, are identified by the index & ranging from 1 to K. The trans-shipment

model ( see Figure 6.1 ) is summarized below employing the notation introduced by

Papoulias and Grossmann.

The following sets are defi.ned in order to identify the location of all streams and

utilities relative to the temperature intervalsl:

H¡, =
C*:
Sn=

lVn =

{ilhot stream i is present in interval k}

{jlcold stream j is present in interval k}

{rnlhot utility nz is present in interval k}

{nlhot utility n is present in interval k} (6.1)

Let Q¿¡ be the heat load of hot strearn i entering temperature interval fr. This heat

load is given by,

Q;*=Ce;xLTf, (6.2)

where A"f is the ternperature change of strearn i in interval k. Similarly the heat

Ioad Q ¡* of the cold stream T entering interval k is calculated as

lTh" nomencla.ture is limitecl to this section only.
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Figure 6.1: The trans-shipment model for energy targeting
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Qi*=Co¡xATr¡ (6.3)

The lreat load of the hot and cold utilities in interval lc are Qn ¡ and Qn¡ respectively.

The residual heat flowing out of inte¡val k is ì?¡. The set of restricted matches is

specified for some process streams and is given by

RAI : {(i, j)li e II, j € C, match between i, and j is forbidden } (6.4)

The set of imposed matches is given by IM

IM:{(i,j)lieH, j €C, matchbetween iand. j isimposed} 
1O.S¡

The minimum utility cost problem for restricted matches will be given by the fol-

lowing trans-shipment model:

Objective function:

minz = !(Qsr. + ev/*)= t [(O;r);=s * (e¡x)¡=w) (6.6)
È È

Constraints:

IIot strcam enthalpg balance

R;,* -,|?d,ß-r + t Q;¡* = Q;*
ieco

ie II¡, ß - 1,......,1( (6.7)
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Cold stream enthalpy balance

D Qr¡r: Q j*
ieHr

jeC*,k:1,......,K (6.8)

Restricted matches:

Q;¡x: o

i,j e RM (6.e)

Imposed matches

Q¿¡* > 0

i,j € IÀ[

k = 1, ......r1( (6.10)

Positiue heat flows:

Q;¡x ) 0

i,jeOÃ[

& = 1, ......,, I(

Ad,o = RiK = 0 and.l?;,¡ ) 0

ß = 1, .....,1( - I

(6.11)

(6.12)

The reformulation of the L.P. with the additional temperature interval constraints

will give additional output information for the residuals (equation 6.7). It is these

residuals which provide the necessary insights for the creation of the sub-problems

which lead to a design solution. This development is discussed in the next section.

6.4 Design Procedure

Two types of constraints have to be considered when synthesizing a network:
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¡ Thermodynamic constraint ( Atø^¿n, the individual exchanger apptoach tem-

perature, limit should not be violated )

r Designer imposed match constraints over specifi.ed temperature intervals.

A more detailed discussion of the problem is warranted at this stage. Consider the

set of composite curves shown in Figure 2.3. Divide this pair of curves into an

arbitrary large number of temperature intervals. All the streams in any of these

intervals will satisfy the LtB,n¿," constraint. The heat cascade ( totat residual )

associated with these temperature intervals is shown in I'igure 6.2(a). The total

heat cascaded down ( see ecluation 6.13 ) from a given temperature interval k is

denoted by F¡,. For the unconstrained case, the subnetworks in each interval can

be designed independently using the TI method proposed by Linnhoff and Flower

[96]. But, the design of some of these subnetworks may be unobtainable when

designer imposed constraints are considered. As noted before, by employing extra

hot and cold utilities, a feasible design for each subnetwork can be achieved. Let

a be this minimum additiona,l utility recluirement. The same amount of heat will

be cascaded down in each subnetwork, as illustrated in Figure 6.2(b). This increase

in energy consumption enables the generation of feasible subnetworks obeyilg the

non-thermodynamic constraints. It should be noted that, if the same temperature

intervals where used to formulate the trans-shipment model then,

Da,r=Fnia
i € Hn, lc : Ir2,...1( (6.13)

This analysis suggests that any partitioning of the problem for designing the net-

work is acceptable. But, to reduce the design time, the number of subproblems

evaluated should be minirnal. We propose that the problem should only be sub-

divided at the candidate pinch points and in addition at the temperatures where

the number of constrailts changes. The solution of the reformulated trans-shipment

model gives inforrnation or the stream residuals at these temperature intervals.
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Figure 6.2: I{eat cascade
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The value of the residuals ( R¿r ) can aid the "correction" of each subproblem so

that a feasible design is generated. The correction recommended is to alter the

temperature of the hot stream/streams such that the heat that must be passed

through any subnetwork is extracted from the coldest part of the hot stream ( or

streams ) above the partition. This is the safest way to allocate it a priori since it
leaves the hottest heat for integration of the streams above the partition.

The other correction of the subproblem is implemented as the actual design pro-

gresses. The hot streams in a subnetwork whose exit temperatures have been mod-

ifled as mentioned above, will heat all the cold streams to a temperature less than

or equal to the subnetwork target temperatures. Hence, if the design of the net-

work is started from the cold end ( lowest temperature interval ), the temperature

to which all the cold strearns in this interval are heated can be fixed by placing

the actual matches in the subnetwork. These temperatures become the starting

temperature of the cold streams in the adjacent higher temperature interval subnet-

work. The process is repeated sequentially for all the subnetworks. This procedure

is adopted to maintain stream continuity and to keep the design procedure simple

and secluential, unlihe the pinch <lesign procedure where each subnetwork can be

designed independently. Any other method fr:r fixing the cold stream subnetwork

starting temperatures may also be used. For example, the heat available from the

hot streams can be employed so that the matches are placed at the hot end of the

subnetwork' Additional heat would be recluired at the cold end of the subnetwork.

This heat can be obtained fronr the hot streams in the adjacent higher temperature

subnetwork. I{owever, this will result in an increase in tire network area due to

excessive "ctiss-ctossing" [149] and a subsequent increase in the cornplexity of the

design procedure. I-Ience, the design is carried out secluentially starting from the

cold end of the network.

To illustrate the above procedure, consider the problem 4sp1, data for which is

presented in Table 6.4. For the unconstrainecl problern, the pinch point is located

at 249"Cf239oC. If we impose the constraint, that a match between the streams

h2 and c1 is prohibited [117], then the resulting problem can be further subdivided

into a constrained section and an unconstrailed section as illustrated in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.3: Constraint division of the problem 4sp1
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Table 6.4: Data for problern aspl [81]

Atn*in= 10 I(

Stream

Nurnbel

cr(kw lIr') '4("C)
",("C)

c1

i2
c3

c2

7.62

8.79

6.08

10.55

60

160

116

249

160

93

260

L38

Table 6.5: 1'cmperature intervals for problem 4sp1

LIE^;,= 10 K

Temperature

Interval h

I-Iot Stream

Interval

Cold Stream

Interval

1

2

3

4

'lr

-oo to 93

93 to 126

126 to 160

160 to 249

249 to x.,

-oo to 83

83 to 116

116 to 150

150 to 239

239 to oo

The temperature intervals for fblurulating the trans-shiprnent model are reported

in Table 6.5. The constla,ints a,le a,ctive in the hot stream temperature interval

160oC -g3oC and the cold strea,rn temperature interval 150oC-B3oC. The solution

of the trans-shipment moclel provides the valucs for the residuals of the hot streams

at the constraint division poilts a,ncl is tabulated in Table 6.6. The temperatures of

the individual hot streams ca,tr be nroclified so that they actually cascade this residual

heat to the lorver tempera,tule irrtel'vals. For exarnple, stream h4 in this problem has

a residual of 327 kW at the constl a,int point 160oC. I{ence, the stream temperature

at this point would be 190.4"C (160'+327110.55). Furthermoïe, it should be noted

that if all the external heating wele to be supplied at the highest temperature, say



No Temperature Rnz Rnq

1

2

3

93

160

249*

382.1

0.0

0.0

43.19

321.63

0.0
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Table 6.6: Stream residuals

* unconstrained thermodynamic pinch point

270"C, then the pinch point ceases to exist. However, if the hot utility requirement

corresponding to that required for the unconstrained problem was supplied at a

temperature of 270oC and the additional requirement for the constrained case \Mas

supplied at say 160oC, then the problem would still have to be divided at the pinch

point. i

Assuming all the hot utility is supplied at 270"C, the problem can now be subdivided

into unconstrained and constrained subnetworks as illustrated in Figure 6.4. The

subnetworks are delineated by the heavy lines and the modified temperatures are

also illustrated in the diagrarn. The problem is not divided at L26lLL6oC as the

unconstrained problern is not pinched at this point. There are four subnetworks to

be designed. These subnetworl<s are not in an entha,lpy balance, as is the case with
pinch division [91] i.e. heaters may have to be used below the unconstrained pinch

point ( 2491239"C ). This also supports the fáct that the design of the individual

sub-networks will be interdependent and the design procedure must be carried. out

sequentially.

The design of the network commences at the cold end. Subnetwork I has three

streams; h2 has to be cooled from 136.5"C to g3oC, h4 has to be cooled from 142"C

to 138oC, and cl has to be heated from 60oC to B3oC. As the exit temperature of c1

cannot be predicted before this subnetwork is designed, an upper bound of 8B.C is
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Figure 6.5: Constrained subnetwork I

fixed. The only legal process-process match possible in this subnetwork is between

stream h4 and cl. The heat duty of this matcrr is 43.lgkw ( Figure 6.5 ). This
increases the temperature of cl to 67oC, ticking-off st¡eam h4 [g1] in subnetwork I.
Stream h2 has no other process stream available for heat transfer except the cold

utility. A cooler of heat duty 328.21 kW is placed on this stream. This cooler duty
corresponds to the minimum energy requirement under the imposed constraints.

There are two possible approaches to deal with stream cl:

¡ Place a heater on this stream to increase its temperature to ggoc.

¡ Design subnetrvork II rvith stream cl starting at 67"C instead of g3oC.

The first option will degrade heat by incurring a large exergy loss and hence will
not be pursued. It is assumed for convenience that the hot utility will only be used
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Figure 6.6: Constrained subnetwork II

at the highest temperature required.

Subnetwork II has four streams: h2 has to be cooled from 160'C to 186.5oC, h4

has to be cooled from 190oC to r42"C, cl has to be heated from 60oC to 150oC,

and c4 has to be heated from 116oC to 150oC. An upper bound of 150oC is fixed

on the cold streams cl and c3 for the reasons discussed above. The matching rules

proposed for the dual temperature approach design method, can be employed for

finding all possible matching combinations, whilst accounting fo¡ the const¡aints

( Figure 6.6 ). Subnetworks III and IV are unconstrained and can be designed

using the same matching rules ( Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.3 ). The different possible

design combinations are illustrated in Figure 6.9. The final design can be evolved

by simplifying these combinations. The presence of loops can be eliminated using

LONITA ( Loop Network Interaction and Load Tbansfer Analysis ). The final design

in Figure 6.10 features both minimum energy consumption and minimum numbe¡

of units for the given constraints. The same design was reported by Papoulias

\

6.08

h2

190
t14

c1

505.34
150

c3
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Figure 6.7: Unconstrained subnetworks III and IV (design 1)
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and Grossmann [117], howevet, their synthesis method required the solution of a

non-trivial mixed-integer [near prograrn [MILP]. ( The model in the unconstrained

state involves the solution of a problem with seven binary [0-1] variables, twenty-one

continuous variables and thirty constraints ). Figure 6.11 illustrates an alternative

final design if one assumes that 137 kw of hot utility were supplied at 160'C.

At times, the number of subnetworks can be reduced by making some simple obser-

vations. In the above example, subnetworks I and II, and subnetworks III and IV

can be designed as single subnetwolks. This is because both the hot streams in sub-

network I are to be cooled to their respective target temperatures. The same is true

for subnetwork IV in which stream c4 has to be heated to its target temperature.

( This type of problem reduction is only obvious in simple cases ).

The following examples will further illustrate the simplicity and flexibility of the

proposed design algorithm.

6.5 Examples

6.5.1 Example 6.2

The data for this problem is presented in Table 6.7 1201. A match between streams cl

and h2 is prohibited above the bubble point (180"C) of stream cl. The constraint

division of the problem is located at 200'CfIBOoC, as beyond this temperature

the constraint applies. The unconstrained problem requires 116.5 kW of heating

utility and 168 kW of cooling utility. The pinch point is located at 200'C f I80oC.

( Coincidentally, this is also the imposed constraint division point ). Solution of the

trans-shipment model predicts a hot utility consumption of 170 kW. The stream h2

has a residual heat of 53.5 kW at the constraint division point thus modifying its

temperature at this point to be equal to216.7oC . In general, a number of possibilities

may exist for allocation of such residuals. In some instances, it may be possible to

generate different topologies by varying the individual stream temperatures so that

one of the stream 'slips' from one section to the next section (see previous chapter).
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Figure 6.10: Final design with matches (cl,h2) forbidden for problem 4sp1
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Table 6.7: Stream data for example 6.2l20l

Ltqrn¿n:20K

Stream Number ce Gw lK) Temperature

Interval oC

c1

c2

h1

h2

2.0

2.2

10.0

8.0

1.0

3.9

4,5

0.6

100

I.2

3.2

100

L40

180

190

200

140

180

300

200

199

280

140

180

190

200

250

180

225

200

199

740

100

The constrained and unconstrained sub-networks for this problem along with the

final designs are illustrated in Figure 6.12 - Figure 6.17. Two different topologies

have been evolved, both possessing identical energy consumption.

6.5.2 Example 6.3

This example illustrates that multiple topologies featuring the characteristics of

minimum number of units and minimum eneïgy consumption may exist. It also

illustrates the method for problems involving multiple constraints.

The data for the problem is summarized in Table 6.8. Matches ( c2-h5 ) and( c6-hz )
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Figure 6.12: Unconstrained subnetwork 1 for example 6.2
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Figure 6.13: Unconstrained subnetwork 2 for example 6.2
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Figure 6.16: Constrained network 1 for example 6.2 featuring minimum number of

units and maximum energy recovery
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Table 6.8: Data for example 6.3 [22]

Ltø^¿n= 10 K

Stream

Number

ce$w lK) 7"("C) rr('C)

c1

c2

h3

c4

h5

c6

h7

8.45

8.44

t2.53

19.65

8.32

15.50

6.96

93

38

310

I49

244

66

238

205

22L

149

205

93

138

66

are forbidden. The sub-network divisions are presented in Figure 6.18. Prohibition

of the above matches does not increase the utility consumption beyond that required

for the unconstrained case. Multiple solutions are easily generated by successive re-

formulation of the trans-shipment linear program resulting in a theoretically-infinite

number of solutions. Howevet, in practice a large but finite set of different topologies

exists. This aspect has not been reported before by any of the authors employing

mathematical programming techniques [1L7,130], as the computer package LINDo

[134] which is normally employed, fails to generate all possible solutions. Figure 6.19

- 6.2L illustrates a small variety of different topologies satisfying the imposed con-

straints. The previously proposed algorithm [22] failed to identify the latter two

possibilities Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21: MNU, MER design 3 for example 6.3 with matches (c2,h5) and (c6,h7)
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6.6 Conclusions

A simple yet flexible design method for the synthesis of heat exchanger networks

incorporating user-defrned constraints has been proposed. The logic ofthe synthesis

procedure is summarized as Figure 6.22. The outlined strategy, namely, dividing

the problem at the temperatures where the number of imposed constraints changes

and then sequentially designing the network from the cold end, is an entirely new

approach. The dual approach temperature method which incorporates explicit rules

for identifying all possible matching combinations and indicates when stream should

be split, may be employed to generate a set of feasible network topologies. The ease

of application and the realization of the fact that multiple solutions exist for a given

enetgy consumption, allows the designer to quickly explore alternative practical

topologies and evolve the fina^l "best" solution with minimal effort.
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Figure 6.22: Summary of the proposed design procedure
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Conclusions and

Recommendations for Fbture

Work

7.t fntroduction

In this chapter some of the problems which did not fit into the general discussion of
the previous chapters are considered. Some problems are discussed in detail and for
others plausible schemes for further investigation aïe presented. Extensions of the
pinch design method and the dual temperature design method (setting targets of
some important design parameters, extension to tota,l plant integration and retroflt
situations) are discussed. Finally, ideas for a proposed new design procedure for
the constrained match case is introduced including extensions to total process plant

integration.

208
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7.2 Handling Match Dependent Aú

Cerda et al. [20] introduced the concept of match dependent Ar. For energy tar-
geting, they have moclilied the projection rules proposed for targeting the energy

consumption for a global value of Ltn in(see chapter 2). Townsend and Linnhof

[152] have suggested the use of a Al "contribution" method and have successfully

applied the concept for targeting and design of heat exchanger networks. How-

ever, other targets such as area, shell and the optimum value of Aú are yet to be

established for this case.

In this thesis, the importance of composite curves for obtaining an area target, a
shell target, and locating the region in which the optimum value of /lt^¿,.is likely to
be found has been reported. It could be rewarding to develop composite curves to
handle the match dependent A,tn incase as it represents a rnore practical situation.

The assumption of global A't*i,-is overly restrictive. In practical situations match-

dependent At^,¿nmay be recluired due to the following:

r refrigeration

o flowrate variations

o corrosive materials

o to incorporate vapour'-vapour matches and/or vapour-liquid matches

7.2.L Proposed co'rposite curves for Match Dependent aúrs

The generation of the composite curves is based on the concept of Lt*¿n,,contribution,,

[tSZ]. ttere a new method is proposed which introduces the idea of effective con-
tribution. It can best be illustrated by an example. Table 7.1 details the stream

data along with their indiviclual strearn contribution.

stream 1 and 4 have a at,,;nof 10 I( (5+5) which is the minimum for all possible
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Table 7.1: Data for example 7.1

Stream

Number

ce$w lK) 7"("C) 7r("C) Lt"on

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

1.5

20

t70

BO

150

135

60

140

30

5

10

20

5

matches. Hence, this problem has a global minimum match dependent Ltff¿n of.

l-OK. The efrective contribution of stream 2 towards a match Aúwill be 5 K and

that of stream 3 will be 15 K. The starting and target temperatures of these streams

can be reduced/increased by their respective effective contributions. The "modif.ed."

data is tabulated in Table 7.2.

The effectiue Lt contribution of streams 1 and 4 is 0 K. The starting and target tem-

peratures of the hot strea,m are recluced by their respective effective Aú contribution

and that of the cold stream are increased. The data modified in the above table

has a global minimum approach temperature of 10 I(. The composite curves can

be generated in the usual way and are illustrated in Figure 7.1 for the example un-

der consideration. It should be noted tl-Lat the energy targets from the composite

curves are the same a,s tliose obtained by using the modifled problem table analysis

of Townsend and Linnhoff [152]. Henceforth, these curves sha,ll be referred to as

match dependent composite cu,rl)es.
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Figure 7.1: Composite curves for data of example 2.1
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Table 7.2: Modified data for example 7.1

AtX^^: 1o K

Stream

Number

ceßw lK)
"i("c)

T;("C)

1

t

3

4

2

3

4

1.5

20

165

95

150

135

bb

155

30

7.2.2 A Proposed Area Target for Match Dependent Lt^¿nrs

A method similar to tirat of Townsend and Linnhoff [151] can be developed for
obtaining an area target to handle the match dependent Lt*¿nsituation. The match

dependent composite curves can be divided at the kink points into different sections

(see clrapter 2). A "spaghetti" network as illustrated in Figure 7.2 canbe designed

for each section [101]. This design is obtained by splitting each cold stream such

that the number of stream splits on any stream is equal to the total number of hot

streams in that section. Hot stleams are similarly split. A simple network in which

all the cold streams are matched with all the hot streams can be generated and

is illustrated in Figure 7.2. The effectiue contribution of hot and cold streams is

denoted by Lt|,j" and Ati!. respectively.

The C, values of the individual stream splits is dependent on the match in the

spaghetti design. Thus, tlteC, of split strea,m 3 which exchanges heat in exchanger

1 (Figure 7.2) is given by
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(7.1)

Alternatively, the Co of the split hot stream 1 is given by

(7.2)

In general, theCu of the split cold stream j which exchanges heat with the spJit hot

stream i in exchanger e is given by,

rtll'11 = X Co"

cls:#xco,

o,=h"(#-å)

Similarly,

The area of this section k is given by

A*:At*Az*As*AqtArlAa

Consider exchanger unit 1. The area of this unit A1 is,

ne9pi =

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

It can be conservatively assumed lhat AT¡¡¡a = ATou. Thus,

A,=&*(#.å) (7.8)
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ATo, =

But,

ri =T::"+ l;t!:

r! = r!!.+ At!:

r!-r$"-at1""
r!-r!!"-/]t22

Substituting these into the previous equations we get

215

+
2

(7.e)

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

(7.13)

+

aT"":"+ t + 44f;

+ +ATou =
2

L Tou = 
4I""" + At1: + ,'tZ2 '-

LTou = AT!!"+ ¿rt1: + A¿::

Therefore,

But,

At= lr 1\
(.a * a,)

Qt:
celxces(T!-rå)

(cr, + co,) (7.r4)

Ifence,

At= Co,xCÞ,(Tå-TÊ
(c,, t Co)(LTgg.+ Ltll + Arg!)

Substitutin8 Aãs = Cp"(T8 - 
"d) 

which is the heat load of stream B in this section

in the above equation,

x Af/g

) (#. å) (7.15)

At:
(Co, + Cr,)( 9ec +A + 443)

lr 1\(.a*a/ (7.16)
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Similarly,

Az: x AHa
(C^ICr")(LTg¿¡L + a4!)

Az= x a¡15
(Cr, * C\)(LT"":.+ + at3!)

/t 1\
\x* n)

^ _ CorxLHs (L 1\= (cr, + cr,)(aTg¿+ at!3 + LtlÐ \h, ' h")

^ _ CrrxLHa
tt' 

-

lt 1\
(.a * ç,/

/7 1\
\,, + o^)

2t6

(7.t7)

(7.18)

(7.1e)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

Ae: Cr" x a/{s
(Co, * Cr")(LTg¿ + Lt!? + rrISZ)

/1 1\
\;+ o,)

The total area of the section k is

But, the minimum area of the network A^¿n is

Amin : Ð lr

or:#lllffi(,i.i.)]

k

A*¿n =D(*l;t (;.;)l).
k

It is speculated that shell targets can be predicted using a modification of the pro-

cedure outlined in chapter 3. Assuming an exponential cost equation, the optimum

value of LtX¿, can also be predicted by a procedure similar to the one outlined in

the same chapter.
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7.3 Pinch Point and Threshold Problems

Linnhoff and Hindmarsh [91] have classifred the problem data into two types. Designs

of the first type (problerns in which a pinch exists) have been discussed by them in

detail. The second type are known as threshold problems. This type of problem

only needs one utility i.e. eitlier hot or cold, but not both. The problem does not

have a pinch point. In arriving at this classification they deflned the pinch point as

the temperature at which there is zero heat flow in the heat cascade of the problem

table anaiysis.

Another definition of the pinch point was given by Saboo and Morari [1BB]. They

employed the cumulative deficit method of Raghavan [126]. Cumulative deficit is

deflned as follows:

h(r): t:- ce(Tt)drl (7.25)

H : marT h(T): rnarT t:' ce(Tt)drl (7.26)

The pinch point according to this method is deflned as the temperature at which

å,(?) reaches its global maxirnurn H. According to this defrnition there will always

be a pinch point.

If the pinch point is defined as the point of closest approach temperature of the

composite curves, then a pinch point will always exist (wìth the iimiting case at

one end). In such a situation, contrary to the existing theory, cold utilities will be

used above the pinch point and hot utilities will be used below the pinch point. But
instead of degrading heat ald using extra utilities, heat can be transferred across

the pinch point, thus reducing the total utility requirement. As the positions of the

heat source and sink are opposite to the ones exhibited by the conventional pinch

problems, these type of problems are referred as "sink-source ilversion problems,'.

This concept and the design of such problems will now be illustrated by examples.
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Table 7.3: Data for example 7.2

At^¿n: 1"0 K

Stream

Number

c,,(kw/r()
",("C) "r('C)

I

2

,)

4

1

2

3

2

310

450

40

115

50

280

720

290

The pinch design rules as well a,s the pseudo-pinch design rules can now be used for

designing the network.

Consider the data tabulated in Table 7.3. As foreshadowed above, the problem

table analysis ilLdicates tha,t l;hele is no pinch point. A cold utility of 10 klV is

recluired. According to the cunulativcr clel'Lcit method, the pinch point is predicted

as 450-440 oC which is erroneous. The predicted cold utility consumption is the

same as that found by the problem table analysis. The cornposite curves for the

above data is illustrated in Figure 7.3. The pinch point on these curves is 50-40 .C.

Ilence, all the above rnethods predict three different pinch points. If a At^¿nof 5 I(
is assumed, then the cornposite culves illustrated in Figure 7.4 show that the pinch

point is 50-45 oC ancl 15 l<\A/ ol hea,ting wìIl be recluired below the pinch point and

25 kW of cooling rvill be rcc¡uircd above thc pinch point. As the 25 kW of cooling is

recluired at a higher ternpela.l;ule i1; ca,n be used for the heating required below the

pinch point. Thus 15 k\A¡ of heat rvill liave to be transferred across the pinch point

and the total utility requirenent rvill clecrea,se to 10 kW of cooling. Employing this
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Figure 7.3: Composite curves for example 7.2 with /rt^¿,-= 10 K
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Figure 7.5: Netrvork obtained using the pinch point as 50-45 oC

c
p

10

2

240 115

10

pinch point for Aú-¿n = 5 I(, a grid diagram illustrating the network obtained is

shown i¡ Figure 7.5. Trvo different topologies can be evolved from this initial design

as illustrated in Figure 7.6 and Figule 7.7. The later one is obtained by seeding the

netrvork rvith a dummy cooler. It should be noted that the proposed new method is

more systematic than the existing pinch design method for threshold problems.

To illustrate this concept further consider the data tabulated in Table 7.4 [47]. This

is a special case of a threshold problem. The pinch point on the composite curves

is located at 360 - 350 "C. The problem table shows a zero heat flow at 330 -

1

22s
290

4s

20 3

2

340

Figure 7.6: Bvolved network 1

I

2

3

4
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c
P

2
10

240

3

2
115

330 20

Figure 7.7: Evolved network 2

Table 7.4: Data for example 7 3 [a7l

Lt*¡n = 10 I(

1

2

3

4

Stream

Number

ce(kw/r() 7ì('C) ?¿("C)

1

2

3

4

1

L.2

1

2

450

450

320

350

350

350

400

420
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50
3 35

I
450

7
320

420
12 10 I 3So

32

Figure 7.8: Pinch design for example 7.3

320 "C which obviously is not the pinch point. A design for this data with the pinch

division is illustrated in the Figure 7.8. The final evolved design features four units

as illustrated in Figure 7.9. A design rvith less than this number of units cannot be

obtained for this problem. The existence of a pinch point gives an explanation to

support this statement. The final design is generated by removing the heaters and

the coolers rvhich have the same heat load. These can be easily predicted from the

sl,art. Hence, the Ua¡n.n" target rvill be 5. IIowever, units 3 and 6 form a first

level loop and the streams in these matches have the same Co value, so they can be

merged rvithout any energy penalty. The loop present in the final design is a locked

loop (refer chapter 4) as units 2 and 3 are adjacent and are of type A. Assigning

8 kW of heat that is transferred across the pinch point to stream 2, the final design

can be directly obtained rvithout any evolution using the dual temperature approach

design method.

360 c
p

1

12 6

35
1.2

2

04 350
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Figure 7.9: Evolved netrvork for example Z.B

7.4 Energy Relaxation

In chapter 4 the problem of energy relaxation in an MER design was d.iscussed.

It was assumed that the desiguer's objeciive was to minimize the energy penalty

when a unit was removed as a step in lorvering the total effective cost. However, a

better objective would be tlie direct minirnization of the overall cost of the network.

The same formulation and search technique (see chapter 4) can be employed in

the modified problem rvith the objective of minimizing the overall network cost,

provided a suitable heuristic estimator for predicting a conservativel estimate of the

network cost can be developed. Such an estimator could be obtained from the area-

energy cutve [56]. For a given total energy consumption, the minimum network area

can be obtained from this curve and can be used in the cost equation to pred.ict a

conservative cost estim¿te. The 'best-lirst' search can then be applied in the usual

2
c

p

1

54
450

00

1.2

1

2

1

2

340
3

60
4

lfor a'best-first' search
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way to artive at a'n optimal solution. Further investigation is needed along these

lines.

7.4.1 Genetic Algorithm

As the problem of unit reduction rvith minimum enelgy penalty is quiet complex

and the solution to a MINLP is not a trivial task, better solution methods are

required to handle this ploblem. Recently, Genetic Algorithms (GA), have gained

a lot of popularity in solving problems rvith sirnilar attlibutes, eg. as an alterlative

to MINLP for solving the travellìng salesrnan problern [12].

The initial MER design can l)e replesented as a bit string. For example the MER

design in Figure 4.16 can be represented as 111111111111111111. Removal of units

2,4,6,7 will transform this oligina,l stling to 101010011111111111, by replacing the

1's by 0's at the appropriate positions. The GA starts with a ranclom population

of suclr arbitrary strings ot'clt,ront,o.son'tes'. Bach chromosome represents a unique

topology and has an associa,tecl cost which is calculated by solving the NLP deduced

from the original MINLP.

GA consists of three operators

1. R.eproduction

2. Cross-over; ancl

3. Mutation

Reproduction is an operatol u,here a,n old stling is copied into the new population

according to that striug's cost. Lowel cost (ie. more flt) strings yield a higher

number of offspring ir the ma.l;ing poo1. It irlplements the survival-of-the-fittest by

natural selection philosophy.

'These are also knowl a-q 'schcln¿1, o¡>tiurization procedures
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During cross-over, chtomosomes are mated by random selection from a fi.tness-

modifled population distribution function [59]. These mated chromosome pairs

cross-over as follows: An integer position k along the string is selected uniformly

at random in the interval (1,/-1) (/ is the bit string length). Two new strings are

created by swapping all characters between 1 and k inclusively. The cost function

for the new topologies is then evaluated. This is repeated for all the chromosomes

in the mating pool.

Mutation is the occasional random alteration of a string position. For the code

employed in this discussion, this simply means changing 1 to a 0 and vice versa.

The last two operators have a certain probability associated with them.

Goldberg and I(uo [40] while combining pipeline systems, have reported that a near

optimal solution can be easily reached within 100 generations. For a search space of

1.1 x 1012 approximately 3500 points where explored to find the optimal solution.

This approach certainly looks promising and could even be used for total process

plant synthesis for deriving a practical confrguration from an initial superstructure

which has all the solutions ernbedded in it as an alternative to the mathematica,l

programming techniclues proposed by Grossmann [13] for this problem.

7.4.2 Method of Sirnulated Annealing

Simulated alnealing was f.rst incorporated by Metropolis and co-workers [102] for

the solution of a minimization problern. It is further described by Press et aJ. [125]

and it has four elernents:

1. A description of possible system configurations.

2. A generator of random changes in the configurations

3. An objective function E (analogous to energy) to be minimized which is an

ensemble property of the configuration.
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4. A control parameter T (analogous to temperature) and at annealing scheclule

which tells how the control parameter is lowered from high to low values ie.

after how many random changes in conliguration each downward step in T is
taken and how large that step is.

The method of simulated annealing is analogous with thermodynamics, specifically

with the way that liquids freeze and crystallize or metals cool and anneal. A detailed

description of the procedure is given by Press et al. The minimization procedure

utilizes an analogue of the so-called Boltzmann probability distribution

Prob(E) - eXp
_E
KT

(7.27)

In this equation & is the 'Boltzmann' constant which relates 6temperature'and ,en-

ergy'.

To implement this algorithm for heat exchanger unit reduction, an analogy between

the heat exchanger network and the annealing procedure described above is re-

quired. A MER design gives the description of the possible system configurations.

Units/matches can be removed/added at random. The objective function is the to-

tal network cost. The number of iterations is the control parameter and the number

of units removed is the annealing schedule.

Steps 1 and 2 of this algorithm are similar to GA. Step 2 corresponds to the cross-

over and mutation procerlures of GA. A combination of GA and simulated annealing

could also be further investigated.

7 -5 Dual Temperature Approach Design Method: Av-
enues for Further Research and Potential Applica-
tions

Chapter 5 presented a systematic method for the synthesis of HEN which feature

an enelgy consumption greatel than the minimum requirement. The network is
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represented by two parameters Att^¿nand Aú¡¡rr¿,r. Given the value of these two

parameters, rnethods are proposed for estimating the minimum number of shells, the

minimum network area. Ilence if the network costs can be estimated from these shell

and area targets, the best cornbination of. LtB^¿'and At¡¡*incaî be determined by

a suitable optimization process.

7.5.1 Shell Target

The pseudo-pinch (see chapter 5) divides the stream system into two independent

problem sets. Independent shell targets for each subproblem can be derived em-

ploying the method proposed in chapter 3. The total minimum number of shells

required by the whole networl< will be the addition of the targets obtained for both

subproblems.

7.6,2 Area Target

Three approaches are plausible. Each approach has excellent potential and each

should be investigated in detail. A separate area target using the conventional

formula of Townsend and Linnhoff [151] can be obtained for above and below pseudo-

pinch point stream data which on combining will give the required target. Another

approach is to use the composite curves, combined with the fact that the extra

utility consumption a is cascaded down, as shown in Figure 7.10. The temperature

of all the streams in a section can be modified depending on how a is clistributed

among all the streams. The area of each section can then be calculated by utilizing

the "spaghetti" design.

An approximate target ca,n a,lso be obtained by the following observation

A/'tøn ¡n ) Aarr,nrn /at¡,tnr¿r" ) Aatu^;n

Hence,

Aort*6 /Atw*;n = (7.28)
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Figure 7.11: Area-energy curves using dual temperature approaches

where Alrt^6rAr',t*^,n are calculated using Townsend.'s formula [151]. A set of
area-energy curves would norv be obtained as illust¡ated in Figure 7.11. The point ,X,

represents the minimum area of the netrvork featuring ð;tE,,"i,-= 10 I( and Aú¡y*¡,. :
30 I(.

7.5.3 Best Value of A,ts*;nfor a Given Value of ôlt¡¡^;n

The basic aim of the dual temperature approach design method is to reduce the

number of matches (units) and if possible the number of shells. Hence, an accurate

method is required to estimate the number of shells in a unit. Bell's method is a
good approximation for estimating the number of shells required in a unit. The

analytical expressious for this method developed by Liu et al. [10S] are as follows:

Let R be the heat capacity ratio and P be the thermal effectiveness defined as:
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(7.31)

(7.32)

(7.33)

n (7.2s)

P _T: _T"
Tn-7" (7.30)

where 7j is the outlet temperatule of the cold stream from an exchanger unit. Hence

it can be shown that

Co"

crn

Àr t"(##)
1, sner¿ _ 

hR

The above formulae are not valid when R : 1. For such a case,

RP Tn-
- rR + R2 + .. .* -RN"¿"¡¿r- RP Ti-7"

when R = 1,

(7.34)

where ?f, is the outlet temperature of the hot stream from an exchanger unit. From

the above ecluations one calr. easily predict the number of sheils required in a unit.

As discussed in chapter 5, from the energy targeting curve and the pinch temperature

fot A,t¡¡^¿n r one can easily calculate the amount of heat that should be transferred

acloss the pinch point by an individual stream so that a stream 'slips' and thus can

reduce the target minimurn number of units (refer chapter 5).

At times it may not be possible to reduce the number of units as stated above.

Howevet, using certain assumptions one can calculate the value of Lt1*i,.where

the number of shells can change. A close look at the design method reveals that

in the preliminary design normally only one match has an approach temperature

P
; . = Nshell
L- f
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Table 7.5: Data for example 7.4

Lt*in: 10 I{

of At6n ¿,.. This match can be easily identified based on the Co rule of the pinch

design method. Th.us, it is always possible to fix a likely match that would have

an approach. temperature of At7^in. I{ence the value of R is known. For this

match, and for the corresponding value of LtN^;nthe number of shells is given by

equation( 7.32). This rvill be the minimum nurnber of shells required for this match.

The value of N can be increased incrementally to get different values of P from

which the value of Ltqrn;ncan be decided. This heuristic is used to concentrate a

large number of shells'in one unit assuming the shells in the rest of the units in

the network will remain the same or decrease. Thus, with the above assumption we

are locating regions in rvhich the number of sliells is likely to change. This will be

illustrated by the follorving example the data for rvhich is tabulated in Table 7.5.

Assuming AtN^;n- 17 I(, tlie pinch point is determined by stream 4. Therefore

the hot stream pseudo-pinch temperature is 150oC. A possible match of this stream

below the pseudo-pinch point is rvith stream 1. For this match R = 0.75 and P

= 0.81. The minimum number of shells for this match is two. Assuming that all

Stream

Number

ce(kw/r() 7:("C) Tr('C)

1

2

3

4

3

2

2.6

4

60

180

30

150

180

40

130

40
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Table 7.6: Lt6^¿,, targeting

N Colcl Pinch Temp. Atn^in.

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

133

136

140

143.5

745.4

r47.64

149

17

I4

10

6.5

4.6

3.33

1

the cold strearns transfer the sa,rne a,mount of heat across the pinch point Table 2.6

details the likely values of A'L¡¡n ¡r,which should be investigated for design.

7.6.4 Optimal Combination of At¡v^;nand At6^¿n

For a given value of Atw^in, the va,lue of AtB^¡nmay be selected by the procedure

outlined in the previous section. For these combinations shells, units and area targets

can be independently preclictecl. Solr. e sirnplifying assumptions may have to be made

for combining these targets to ca,lculate the actual cost. Optimal allocation of a a.lso

needs further investigatiou.
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7.6 Retrofitting Heat Exchanger Networks

Retrofitting of an existing pla,nt rnav be undertaken

¡ to save erìergy

¡ to increase throughput

¡ to overcome operability ancl ma,intenance problems

The following discussion focuscs on the retrofitting of IIEN with the aim of saving

energy

Recently, Tjoe and Linnhoff [t,lO] and JorLes et al. [66] have reported systematic

procedures for retrolitting heat exchangel networks. Both have followed the same

philosophy ie. set ta,rgets fol pa,vba,clt period and then redesign the network.

Tjoe and Linnhoff use the a,rea,-erÌergy curve for targeting. They draw a constant

B curve on th.e area-energy plot to target for the payback period as illustrated in
Figure 7.12. This target sets an economic global value of Ltrninbased on pay-back

period. Cross pinch exchangeils ale lernoved and the network is redesigned using tlie
pinch design method. The design obtained is then 'relaxed' to reduce the number

of units.

The above targeting tnethocl does rrot a,ccount for the capital cost variations associ-

ated with the uumber of units L<rntoved ancl a,dded. This is a serious drawback as,

depending on the number of units lernoved ancl then subsequently added, discontinu-

ities will be observed on the ta,rgcting c.uÌve. I'urthermore, simplified cost equations

are used for pay back period targeting. As pinch design rules are employed in the

redesign of the network follorvecl by further evolution by loop-breaking, topology

traps identified in cha,pter 4 rvill exist.

Jones et al' have emplovecl the ctua,l ternperature approach method. They ,,obtain a

number of energy efficjent grassloot uctwolks from repeated runs covering a number
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of temperature approacltes" [1a9]. Tjoe and Linnhoff object to this approach and

consider it to be fallible as it may miss better solutions. It is in the author's opinion

that both these methods have this limitation. Furthermore, Tjoe and Linnhoff agree

that their method is only good for small payback periods, where the area added is

inclemental. For higher payback periods, the method of Tjoe and Linnhoff could

lead to non-optimal solutions. A nerv method is proposed which may lead to better

targets and designs. The proposed design philosophy is sirnilar to that of Tjoe

and Linnhoff's design procedure, ltorvever, it uses the dual temperature approach as

discussed in chapter 5.

7.6.L Retrofft Targeting

Previously, a speculative method rvas proposed for area targeting when the dual

temperature approach design method was used. The possible paths for retrofitting
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are illustrated in Pigrrle 7.13. The nctrvork that has to be retroíitted normally fea-

tures a dual temperature a,pploa,ch. Trvo a,¡rproaches can be employed. First, the

network can have the same AtDn ina,s the original design (curve 1) and d.ecrease

LtN^;n. In the second apploach, both af¿,r,;r, and LtN^;nare simurtaneously de-

creased (curúes 2 and 3). Thus, therc rvill be a farnily of minimum area curves along

which the network can be rctrofitted. Actual targeting curves are generated by the

arect fficiency procedure [149]. '['he 'kinks' in these curves can be located by in-

specting the netrvol'k a.ncl idcnl,if'yirg t,lrc e,xchangels that are "cross-pseud.o-pinch"

units.

7.6.2 Retrofit Design

Proper judgement and the dcsigncls interaction is required at this stage. The de-

signer can assign appropria,te values of a to the streams depending on the target

Nnún
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Table 7.7: a values of units in Figure 7.14

Unit a

1

2

3

4

5

4

0

2

2.4

0.72

Total 9.12

values of Ltg^¿nand Aú¡¿,,"¿r,. Minimizing the number of units that are removed

from the original design can be one of the criteria for assigning the value of a to
individual streams. The method is illustrated by solving the problem reported by

Tjoe and Linnhoff. The initial design is shown in Figure 7.14. They have predicted

that a global Lt^6 of 26 K would have a payback period of 2 years. Four exchangers

are removed and the flnal evolved design featured Ltq^6: 10 K and /rt¡¡*¿n-
26 K. The target value of Ltq^in and Aú¡¡-¿,, predicted by Jones et al. for this

problem is 20 K and 26 K respectively. The initial design features Atø^¿n: 10 I{
on exchanger 5. I{ence, the design procedure will be illustrated with Aú¿-in: l0
K and At¡v^¿n- 26 K. For these conditions the value of a is 5.52 k\M. The original

design had an a of 9.12 kW.

Each exchanger in the original design can be replaced by three exchangers, one above

the pinch point, one below the pinch point, and one across the pinch point. The

duty of the cross pinch exchanger is the heat load that the particular exchanger

under consideration transfers across the pincir point. Such a split of exchanger 4 is

illustrated in Figure 7.15. Table 7.7 shows the amount of heat transferred by each

exchanger unit across the pinch point in the existing design.
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Figure 7.15: Calculation of the heat transferred across the pinch point by a

cross-pinch exchanger

The retroflt design transfers 5.52 kW of heat across the pinch point. Depending on

the units that are to be kept the designer can now remove the exchangers and fix

the pseudo-pinch temperatures. In the existing design, units 2,3,4,5 cascade a total

heat load of 5.12 kW. Thus, these exchangers need not be removed. An a of 0.4 kW

can be assigned to hot stream 1 or cold stream 5. Assume that it is assigned to

cold stream 5. Remove exchanger unit 1 from the original design. The pseudo-pinch

temperatures are now fixed by the exchangers remaining from the original design

and are detailed in Figure 7.16. The existing exchangers which are pseudo-pinch

matches are placed first. Then the matches which are removed from the original

design are given preference. Lastly, new matches are introduced. The final design

obtained is the same as reported by previous authors [66,149].

This method has a distinct advantage over existing methods. Only one exchanger

was removed from the original design as opposed to four exchanger matches removed

by Tjoe and Linnhoff. The method of Jones et al. relies on a "black box" search, as

the information which the problem "tells" is not exploited by them. The proposed

method offers more flexibility in comparison with rigidity of Tjoe and Linnhoff's

method. In this method the designer could have kept units 1,2,5 and allocated the

residual a appropriately. This would have removed units 3 and 4 and an entirely
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new topology which might have better operability characteristics could be evolved.

Lastly, if the targets are accurate, the initial design requires no evolution. These

distinct advantages in targeting as well as flexibility of the above method indicates

that the designer has a better control of the retrofit procedure and certainly needs

further developrnent.

7.7 Total Process Plant fntegration

Discovery of the pinch point and the three fundamental rules of pinch technology

has led to the development of total plant integration. The main developments are

in the field of heat and powel iltegration, heat integration of distillation columns

and sequencing etc. These procedures are based on the development of the pïocess

grand composite curve proposed by Townsend and Linnhotr [152] and Itoh et al.

[63]. In deriving the grand composite curves they have assumed a global value

of At^¿nand that the associated heat exchanger network features maximum energy

recovery corresponding to this Af-¿r, . However, as noted in this thesis, as well as the

designs reported in literature, practical networks feature two different temperature

approaches' The concept of pinch is no longer valid under such a situation. There is

no pinch point (in the sense of representing minimum network At^¿n) in the actual

network unless it is a MBR design. Hence, total process plant integration should

not be done using the pinch concept and the fallibility of this approach has not been

reported in the literature todate. I{owever, the methods developed are flawless for a

MER network. llere modifications are suggested which require further investigation.

As noted in chapter 4, heat transfer acloss the pinch point led to cheap and elegalt

final designs. Fol optimal results the plant design and the network design should be

carried out simultaneously.
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7.7.L Sink and Source Grand Composite Curves

According to the pseudo-pinch approach any network can be divided into two sub-

problems. These subproblems can be designed and evolved without any constraint

relaxation. Two sets of separate stream data can be generated for which independent

networks can be generated. Tlle network above pseudo-pinch point will require only

hot utility and is referred as the 'sink' network. The network below pseudo-pinch

point requires only cold utility and is referred to as the 'source' network. For each

network a separate gr-and composite cutve can be generated by using the procedure

outlined by Townsend and Linnhoff [152]. For a hypothetical case these curves are

illustrated in Figure 7.17. The superimposed curves are shown in Figure 7.L7(c).

LtE^¿nis used for generating these curves.

7.7.2 Multiple Utility Targeting

The procedure of Townsend and Linnhotr [151] can be used for targeting multiple

utilities employing the sink/source grand composite curves. The advantage of the

proposed method ljes in tlie fact that certain opportunities missed by the existing

method are identified. Firstly, lowel temperature hot utilities can be used. Addi-

tionally, more stïeam can be genelated as illustrated in Figure 7.18. Furthermore,

the designer can fi.x the pseudo pinch temperatures in such a way that the furnaces

can be operated with 100% effi.ciency 187] thus avoiding wastage of avaliable energy.

7.7.3 Heat and Power Integration

Systematic procedures for the placement of heat engines and heat pumps have been

reported by Townsend and Linnhoff [152] and Colmelares and Seider [26]. In the

case of the pseudo-pinch approach the principles are similar. The superimposed

culves will be used to illustrate the appropriate placement of heat engines and heat

pumps. Figure 7.19 illustlates the placernent of a heat engine to achieve 100%

efficiency. It is worth noting that the 'free-ride' obtained in one of the cases has not

/.
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been reported in literature. The appropriate placement of a heat pump is illustrated

in Figure 7.20. It should be placed so that it takes heat from the source network

and transfers heat to the sink network. Placement of distillation columns is similar

to heat engines.

The generation of the above profiles will also affect the selection of practical heat

pumps and heat engines. These concepts need detailed investigation as it represents

a practical situation. Especially the case when a heat engine or a distillation column

is placed such that it takes heat from the source network and rejects it in the sink

network. Work or separation would be achieved at absolutely no energy penalty!

7.8 Handling Designer Imposed Constraints

Chapter 6 proposed a method for handling designer imposed constraints based upon

the insights obtained by solving a modifled trans-shipment model. The network

is divided into subproblems, where the number of constraints are changing, and

then the Letwork is sequentially designed from the cold end. The method is simple,

effective, flexible and is easily implemented. It can readily identify multiple solutions

and large problems are handled efficiently. However, a large number of subnetworks

may have to be designed in order to obtain the final network for a highly constrained

industrial network.

Hete, mote fundamental insights into the nature of heat exchange taking place in

the constrained network are elaborated, These insights are then used to evolve a

systematic method for the synthesis of constrained heat exchanger networks.
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7.9 Effect of Constraints on the Energy Consumption

of the Network

The energy targcts l'ot'a, consl,¡'¿rirrccl retrvorli can be obtained by solving a trans-

portation urodel ol tla,ns-shiprrrerrt model of a, lilear program. These will be dis-

cussed in detail in the next section. liilst the factors coltributing to the increase in

enelgy consumption of a, constr¿r,ined nctrvor'l< are discussed. The three major factors

are:

o Number of constraints

o Type of constraints

o LtN*in

7.LO Number of Constraints

Consider the data presented in Table 7.8 (rvith the assumed value of At¡¡^¿n= 10 K).

For the unconstrained case the hot utility recluirement is 15400 kW. Should a match

between stream 4 and sttea.m T be prohibited, then the hot utility consumption

increases to 16819 kW. Thìs colres¡roncls to an energy penalty of 1419 kW above

that for the uncolstrainecl ca,se. T,iliervise, should another constraint be added, (for

example match (t,Z) is prohil;itc<l) then the energy penalty increases to 3032 kW.

Thus, as the nrrmbel of consl,ra,ints increase the energy penalty is likely to increase.

7.1o.1 Additivity

In the above example, i['a, rna,tch betu,ecn stlearn I and stream 7 is the only pro-

hibited match then the erìergy pcrra,ìty is 675 klV. I{owever, when this restriction is

coupled with the adclitional r:onstla,ìnt (match (4,7) prohibited) the energy penalty
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Table 7.8: Data for example 7.5

Ltrn¿n = 10 K

Constraint s : (7,4),(7,7),( g,g),( 5,9)

249

Stream

Number

ce$w lK)
""("c)

4("C)

1

2

3

4

5

6

I

I
I

10

156.3

50.0

23.9

1250.0

1500.0

50.0

466.7

600.0

195.0

81.3

ð5

120

t25

,)o

90

225

40

55

65

10

45

40

35

46

85

75

55

65

165

170
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increases to 3032 kW. Tliis penalty is greater than the sum of the energy penalties

ofindividual constraints. Therefole, the total energy penalty resulting from a set of

constraints is not additive. In general if a¡ denotes the energy penalty associated

with the k fä constraint then the total penalty (a1r,2..*)) is given by,

(7.35)
k

where, Nconstraint is the total number of individual constraints.

7.LL Types of Constraints

7.LL.L Key and Redundant Constraints

Consideration of the problem data of Table 7.8 demonstrates that the constraint

(3,10) has no effect on the energy consumption. Whereas the constraint (1,7) and

(4,7)have a signiflcant effect. Cleally, sorne constraints are redundant. To under-

stand this phenomenon consicler the C, tabIe, for above and below pinch matches,

tabulated in Table 7.9. The pinch point (56 - 46 " C) is determined by hot stream

4 fot At^¿n: I0 K. It is evident frorn the Co tables that the matches (t,Z) and

(4,7) are unavoidable as they constitute the pinch matches and no other a.lternative

matches for streams 1 and 4 a,re possible. Hence, constraints of the type (1,2) and

(4,7) are binding and will be identifled as key constraints. Imposing key con-

straints will always result in an eÌergy penalty. Forbidding (3,10) alone will not

have any effect on the energy consumption of the network as it does not violate the

C, rule. Constraints of this type shall be referred to as redundant constraints.
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Table 7.9: Co table for example 7.5

(a) Above pinch C¡,n S Cp.

(b) Below pinch Cpn2Cp.

25L

Hot streams Cold streams

Stream

Number

ce$w lK) Stream

Number

ce $w lIK)

1

2

3

156.3

50.0

23.9

7

10

466.7

81.3

Hot streams Cold streams

Stream

Number

ce$w lK) Stream

Number

ce ßw lIK)

4

1

2

3

1250.0

156.3

50

23.9

I

10

466.7

81.3
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7.LL.z Active and Passive Constraints

A characteristic of redundant constrairrts that demands careful attention is the syn-

ergistic effect of combinations of redundant constraints. Il the present example, the

constraints (1'10) and (4,10) are redundant constraints when considered individu-

ally and so are passive or inactive constraints. However, when they are considered.

simultaneously, both becorre active ancl the energy consumption will increase. A

passive constraint will become a,ctive only in combination with its complementary

constraint e.g. (1,10) ancl (4,10) are cornplementary constraints.

Detailed analysis of constraint types is important as the engineer can "assess" the

relative importance of the constraints imposed. Identification of redundant con-

straints can dramatically reduce the search space and may aid in the identification

of the different options for strearn matching eg. careful application of stream split-

ting may be recluired to rnaximize energy lecovery. As well, the characterization of

constraints as 'active/passivet identifres complementary constraints which result in

the increase of energy consumption of the networl<.

7.LZ Effect of Aú¡¿,.,inofr Constraints

As the value of A,tN*¿nis increa,sed the stream determining the pinch point changes.

As well, streams may'slip'through the pinch. Due to this the stream population

above and below the pincli point will change. This has a significant impact on the

type of constraint. Constraint (5,8) is not associated with an eneïgy penalty when

LtN*¿n: 10 I(, for the data tabulated in Table 7.8. However, with an increase to
LtN^in= 30 K this constra,int chalges type and results in an additional penalty

a of 2381 kW. I{ere, streant 5 determines the pinch point and the match (5,8) is a
pinch match and hence a key constraint. With LtNrn¿n: 10 K, the match (5,g) is

a redundant constraint as alternative matches for these two streams can be easily

found' Such analysis is critical to the location of the optimum value of the ¿rt¡¡*¿nfor

constrained networks, as a kinl< will be observed on the constlained energy targeting
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plot for those values of Af¡¿-¿r, where redundant constraints become key constraints.

7.L3 Minimurn Energy Targets for Constrained Net-

works

For an unconstrained network four methods are used to compute the energy targets

They are:

¡ Composite curves

¡ Feasibility table analysis or Problem table analysis.

o Transportation model

¡ Trans-shipment model

Each of these techniques shall be discussed and if possible, they shall be modifled

to set the energy targets for the imposed set of constraints.

7.L4 Constrained Composite Curves

Umeda et al. [154] proposed the use of cornposite curves to target for the rninimum

utility consumption. Their methocl is illustrated in Figure 7.27 for a four stream

problem. Assuming no constra,ints the minimurn hot and cold utility requirement can

be determinecl by the'overshoot'of the hot and cold composite curves. This target

corresponds to tlie fact that 'veltical'heat transfer takes place in the network ie. any

infinitesimal heat dQ transferred by a hot stream to a cold stream has a minimal

exergy loss and consequently the resulting network features minimum area. As a
consequence of this assumption, the individual stream temperature enthalpy clttves

can be combined into a single composite curve whenever they are in temperature

contention. ff a constraint is irnposed, for example any match between stream B

253
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and stream D is prohibited, then the situation on the composite curves will be

signifrcantly altered. Consider the region ol the composite curves where streams B

and D are the only hot and cold streams. For minimum exelgy loss, stream B will

have to transfer all its heat to stream D. Unfortunately, this option is prohibited by

the designer and an inevitable heat loss results, thereby increasing the hot utility.

This could only be avoided by matching both the streams. Therefore, constraints

may be associated with an inevitable exergy loss and analysis of the composite curves

will fail to provide the energy target.

It should also be noted that the unconstrained composite curves predicting the same

utility requirement as for the constra,ined case do not model the actual situation

and hence cannot be employed in cleveloping a minimum area target or a target for

minimum number of shells. Futhernore, this also suggests that constrained networks

do not possess a conventional thermodynamic pinch point but still possess a zeto

utility heat flow point as will be demonstrated in the following section.

These conclusions are only valid if the imposed constraints are active. For a re-

dundant constraint, such as a prohibited match between stream A and stream D in

Figure 7.2l,lhe energy, area and sl-rell targets can be obtained from the composite

curves.

7.L5 Temperature Interval Analysis

Before we develop a formal method by modifying the problem table analysis or the

feasibility analysis of l{olima,nr [56], it is important to carry out a temperature

interval analysis. This a,nalysis has proved a valuable tool in comprehending the

fundamental principles governing the synthesis of unconstrained HEN. Furthermore,

it l-Las also provided a tool for total process plant integration.

The temperature interval analysis will be illustrated by solving the problem data

tabulated in the Table 7.8. The problem can be divided into a series of n subnet-

works defined by temperature intelvals. These intervals are obtained by the method
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discussed in chapter 2. For the problems illustrated in the following section a global

minimum approach temperature Lt¡,¡^¿nwill be assumed.

Each subnetworl< will include a subset of streams of the original problem data and

will represent a synthesis task rvith the irnposed constraints. Unlike the uncon-

strained case, each subnetworl< cannot be synthesized individually. This is because

the decisions made in any subnetrvork will interact the decisions to be made in the

subsequent networks. The synthesis task of each subnetwork is considerably more

difficult as the imposed matching colstraints have to be accounted for. This sug-

gests that the use of heuristic rules in designing each subnetwork should be explored.

Such rules may be developed from the experience gained by solving problems but

they often lack forrnal justification. Ilowever, the rules quoted in the following sec-

tion have been proved to yield consistent ellergy targets for the problems reported

in chapter 6.

7.15.1 Constrained Problem Table Analysis

The unconstrained problem table analysis was performed by dividing the stream sys-

tem into temperature intervals. The same intervals cal be used for the constrained

case. In this case, individual networks are designed using the following heuristics:

1. Stalt from the hot end subnetrvork.

2. In this subnetworl<, try to satisfy the cold stream having the minimum number

of possible matches (NPM).

3. Match the selected colcl stream with the hot stream having the maximum total

number of constraints (TNC).

4. If TNC of some hot streams are the same, match the cold stream with the hot

stream having the highest heat load in the interval.

5. If they have the sarne heat load then match the cold stream at random with

the hot stream.
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6. Repeat 2r3,4r5 till maxirnurn possible heat is recovered.

7. Cascade the heat of the individual hot stream which did not reach subnetwork

target temperature to the next adjacent subnetwork.

8. Satisfy the cold strearn talget ternperatures by external utilities.

9. Repeat the above steps for all the subnetrvorl<s.

The application of these rules is illustlated in Figure 7.22fot the temperature interval

70 - 60o C. Stream 5 is not in the ternperature interval under consideration and so its

Co is notionally set equal to zero. IIowever, its heat is now represented as cascading

from the interval above and so this stream is included in the current interval.

Heuristic 4 and 5 may prejudice the a,ssignment of heat loads to matches and hence

may lead to a fallible target. I{orvever, in such a situation the concept of maxi-

mum/minimum strea,rn enthalpy cascacling is suggested. According to this concept,

the maxirnum and minirnun amount of heat that can be cascaded by a stream

depending on how the stream is matched in the subnetworl< is calculated. Thus,

associated with each sttearn there rvill be a rnaximum and minimum residual heat

that is cascaded into the adjacent lower ternperature subnetwork. This concept is

not investigated in detail as it very difficult to code it, and furthermore, the infor-

mation generated by the this exercise can be easily obtained by using mathernatical

programming methocls such a,s the trans-shipment model [117].

Alternatively, energy targets can be obtained by solving the transportation model

[20]. The transpoltation moclel only gives the targets and does not generate any

extra information that can be employed for further development in design. The

problem table analysis outlined above using the heuristic rules can be tedious, but

it gives information about multiple solutions. Multiple solutions can also be found

by successive reformulations of tlie tlans-shiprnent model.
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Table 7.10: Da,ta for example 7.6

Atrrin: 20 K

Stre¿r,rrr

Numbel

cr,(kw/I() '1"('C)
"r('C)

1

2

td

4

5

6

7

7.032

8.44

11,816

5.6

9.r44

7.296

18

160

249

227

27r

96

116

t40

110

138

106

r46

160

2t7

250

Constra,jnts:(1,6), (2,5), (3,6), (4,7)

7.L6 Design of constrained HEN (Att Alternative Ap-
proach)

The subnetworks getrela,ted in 1,he ploblem table analysis can be evolved using evo-

lutionary rules cliscussecl in chapl,cr 2 a,rr<l cha,pter 4. I'Iowever, this could be a very

tedious and lengthy pt'ocerlru'er. 'ì'ìrc desi¡in nrethod outlined in the previous chapter

is effe'ctive, but if the number ol' constralnts is large then a large number of subnet-

works will have to be clesigrecl. il,'o lenove this limitation some modifications aïe

needed. The problem table a,ncl thc trans-shiprnent model give information about

the total residual frorn each subnctwolk and the total amount of hot utility used in

eaclr subnetwork. These ca,u be plotted separ:r,tely as illustrated in Figure T.2Sfot
the problem in Table 7.10.
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The heat demand curve illustrates a point below which no heating utility would

be required. This point is called the constrained, pinch point. An unconstrained

thermodynamic pinch point can also be identified in the usual way. The lowest tem-

perature of the constrained and unconstrained pinch points, is called lhe dominant

pinch point. For designing the network the constrained data should be divided at

this dominant pinch point. The hot strearn temperatures should be modified so that

the streams actually cascade the heat residuals at this point as seen in Chapter 6.

Matching is done by constructing a match tableau and is illustrated by the following

example.

In the example considered above, the constrained pinch point occurs at237 - 217 "C

and the unconstlained pinch point is 160 - 140 oC. Hence, the stream system should

be subdivided at the dominant pinch point 160 - 140'C. At this point stream 3 has

a residual of 28.08 kW so its ternperature at the dominant pinch point would be

t62'C.

7.L6.L Feasible Match Analysis

A matrix representation will be used. The stream matching ptocess is illustrated in

Figure 7.24. The hot streams are the rows and the cold streams are the columns of

the matrix. A'x'implies that a match between the two streams is not possible. 'R'

indicates a restricted match. '/' indicates that a match may be possible. The rules

outlined in chapter 5 should be employed to find all the possible matches. For the

example under consideration, streams 2 and 3 can match with stream 7 only. Hence,

stream 7 has to be split. The new matrix M-2 is obtained. Stream 7a represents the

split stream. Now the hot strearn 4 and cold stream 6 can be matched to "tick-off'
stream 6. The resulting matrix M-3 is now used to decide the next match. A match

between stream 4 and 5 is possible. Matrix M-4 indicates that a match between

stream 2 and 7 is possible. The only possible match in matrix M-5 is between

stream 3 and 7. This will be a forced match. Stream 5 can be satisfied by matching

it with stream 3. Finally, strearn 3 and 7 can be rematched. As all the hot streams

have reached their target ternperatures, hot utility will be used on stream 7. The
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resultant above dominant pinch design is illustrated in Figure 7.25. Below dominant

pinch design is illustrated in Figure 7.26 along with the feasible match analysis. The

heuristic rules for constrained problem table analysis are used for conflict resolution

and deciding the order of placing the matches. Multiple design topologies can be

easily identified.

This example illustrates that the "ticking-off' heuristic should be used with caution

and the normal pinch design method is invalid when considering designer imposed

constraints. Furthermore, it also illustrates the complete control of the designer over

the evolution of the network. It ('tells" the options available and can make appro-

priate decisions based on the knowledge about the problem at hand. Preferences

can be easily included.

7.LT Heat and Power fntegration With Designer fm-

posed Constraints

The lieat supply (IISC) and heat demancl (HDC) curves illustrated in Figure 7.23

form the basis for heat and power integration with imposed constra,ints. The princi-

ples outlined by Torvnsend and Linnhoff [152] apply to the appropriate placement of

heat engines, heat purnps and distillation columns. However, the actual placement

is more complex than the unconstrained case. Figure 7.27 illustrates the appropri-

ate placement of heat engines and distillation columns. A heat engine could also be

placed such that heat is tal<en frorn tl'Le heat supply curve and rejected to the heat

demand curve. Another approach for appropriate placement is illustrated in Fig-

ure 7.28 using the heat cascade diagram which rnay result in a'free-ride'. Distillation

columns can be placed similarly.

Tlrê above placement of heat engines suggests an option shown in Figure 7.29 in

which indirect heat transfer tal<es place between the restricted hot and cold streams

via another heat transfer medium. Two exchangers ate used and hence may not be

economical.
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Heat transfer
media.

Figure 7.29: An indirect heat exchange for a prohibited match

The heat pump is said to be appropriately placed when it decreases the hot and

cold utility requirement. It rvill have to be placed such that it takes heat from the

heat supply curve at a lorver temperature and transfers it to a higher temperature

releasing its heat to the heat demand cu¡ve. This case is illustrated in Figure 7.30.

7.LB General Conclusions

This study has presented nerv concepts and methodologies for the synthesis of heat

exchanger networks. The targeting approach first proposed by Hohmann an{ later

exploited by Linnhof and co-rvorkers has proved to be very effective in the solution

of complex HEN synthesis problems. The design philosophy of Masso and Rudd was

employed for the synthesis and has also proved to be very effective. Fundamental

understanding and analysis of the problem gives valuable insights, exploitation of

I

,4
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which gives simple design procedures leading to simple and elegant networks for

practical heat integration problems.

The study of HEN synthesis is now a mature area and the concepts put forward in

this chapter need to be further investigated. However, the rules and the approaches

developed in this study are ideal for the development of an expert system. This

will soon be a body of technology of considerable depth especially while considering

practical constraints. The concepts put forward for total process plant integration

are of considerable importance as they reflect real life situations. This in combination

with the plausible retroflt design procedure could be employed to achieve simple and

elegant overall process plant designs.
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Cost Data

The following data was used for cost estimation in chapter 3.

A,t^in

Steam Temperature

Latent Heat

Cooling water Temperature

Heat Transfer Coefficient

Exchangers and Coolers

Heaters

Cooling Water Cost

Steam Cost

Cost coefrcient

Cost exponent

Rate of return

: Ll.L K for all problems.

: 555 K for problem 4sp1-.

= 508 K for rest of the problems

= L527.25 kJ /kg for problem 4sp1.

= 1785.205 kJ/kg for rest of the problems.

= 311 - 322K

= 0.8517 kw/(m2 K).

= 1.1356 kw/(m2 K).

=1 .1 x 10-a $/kg.

=2l x 10-3 $/kg.

= 1456

= 0.6

= 0.1 for calculations in Table 4.1

= 0.4 for optimum A.t^¿n prediction

computations

= 8500 tulyrOperating time
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The following data was used for costing the designs reported in chapter 5.

Energy Cost

272

Steam

Cooling Water

Steam temperature

Cooling Water temperature

= $ 50000/MW yr

: $ 7500/MW yr

= 200oC

= I2oC - 25oC

Plant Data

Rate of Return

Lifetime

Operating Time

Heat transfer coefficient of all streams

= 0.1-

: 5 years

= 8000 hr/annum

=LkW/m2K.

Cost Parameters

a : 1000; b : 0.6; m = 5000; n = 0.1; þ = 0.4;7 = 0.07; ó = 0.2for tables 5.5,

5.6, and 5.8.

a=1; b=0.6; m=5; n=0.1; þ=0.4;7 =0.07; ó=0.2; M=10 forfigures 5.6,5.18c,5.28,

5.25 and 8.1.
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Nurnber of Shells Required by

an Exchanger flnit

A shell and tube exchar-Lger may possess a number shells in series to meet the recluired

performance. The number of shells required is dependent on the LMTD correction

factor ,F¿. This factor is deiined as the ratio of the actual mean driving force A?-
for any flow systern to the best possible value for counter-current flow LT1¡a. If

the exchanger is operatecl at too low a value of F¿, it falls in the region where large

decrease in .F¿ occurs for a small difference in capacity ratio. This results in poor

operability of the exchanger. To overcome this situation, often multiple shells are

used for the same duty.

The value of -F¿ is fixed by the designer', who determines the tradeoff between A?-
and the exchanger cost. Normal design practice recommends a minimum value of

-F¿ of about 0.8. " This criterion provides a reasonable value for TMEA E and J

shells, but is too restrictive for units in series and multitube-pass cross flow ( 1r-¡,
: 0.95 ), where larger -F¿ penalties can be tolerated and are econornically justified.

However, the best generalized recomrnendation that can be given is to use Ft*,n :
0.8. " [144].

Consider an exchanger unit shown in Figure 8.1. The relationship for tr'¿ can be
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T
c¡

co

Figure B.1: A heat-exchanger unit

formulated by defining trvo parameters, R ( heat capacity ratio ) and P ( thermal

effectiveness).

T
h.

I

T

R- (B.1)

P (8.2)

Equation 8.3, although only strictly correct for a, l-2 exchanger, is a reasonable

approximation for all types of TEMA shells and flow arrangements [144].

Fr=
áln 12-PG+.R-nìil/[2- +¿+?)l) (8.3)

where

,¡=1,,@t (8.4)
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Now, if Tho: [, then from equation B.1

R_T It 
- 

-l

" ln(1 - P)lQ - PR)ln+t

1-Pt,: p-l*_,

P: L

R+T

TrLi:(Ã+1) yT"o-RxT.,

(8.5)

(B.6)

(8.7)

Substituting this in equation 8.2 we get,

(8.8)

Hence, 4 = f(R).

Figure 8.2 is a plot of J'r values for different values of R for the condition stated

above. It can be seen that the value of ,F¿ is always greater than 0.8, for any value

of R. This condition implies that no temperature cross occurs and only a single

shell will be required for the unit. However, if the above condition was not satisfied

then multiple shells should be recluired, for the reasons discussed above, with no

temperature cross occurring in each shell. Thus, a single shell can be represented

by the horizontal line on the composite curves in Figure 3.11. This simple graphical

representation of the condition ensures that there will be no temperature cross. This

construction was first suggested by Bell [12], without proof.
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Graph Theory

In this appendix some defrnitions and results in Graph Theory which are used in

chapter 4 are listed. A graph is any collection of points, some of which are connected

by li,nes.If a graph has p points and g lines then it is called a (p,q) graph. In heat

exchanger networks the points correspond to the streams and the lines correspond

to the heat exchanger units.

A graph is acyclic if it has no cycles or loops. A tree is a connected acyclic graph.

A tree T is said to be a spanning tree of a connected graph G if T is a subgraph of

G such that T contains all the points of G. Fol heat exchanger networks a spanning

tree corresponds to àUmin topology. The lines of G not in a spanning tree are called

chords.

Let us now consider a spanning tree T of a connected graph G. Adding any one

chord to T will create exactly one loop. Such a loop, formed by adding a chord to

a spanning tree, is called fundam,ental loopt.

A graph G is labeled when the p points are distinguished from one another by names

suclr as 'Dt¡'u2¡. .. rap. Lines are represented by u r, t2t. ..rtq,

An orientation of a graph G is an assignment of a direction to each line of G. In

heat exchanger networks the direction can be arbitrarily assigned as the direction
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of heat flow ie. from hot stream to cold stream, giving a d,iagraph.

C.l" Kirchhoff's Theorem

Let B be the p x g incidence matrix of an arbitrary orientation D of a given labeled

graph G, so that the entry b¿¡ of B is *1 if the oriented line o¡ is incident to the

point u¿, -L if n¡ is incident from o¿, and 0 otherwise. Then the common cofactor of

BBT is the number of spanning trees of G [õ3].
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Exergy Efficiency and

Loop-Breaking

A thermodynamic analysis of the loops should give considerable insight into the

process of loop breaking. The second law analysis of systems has developed the

concept of exergy.

For flow systems, exergy is given by

LEr:LH-?04,5 (D.1)

where,

A.Eu is the change in exergy flowrate

All is the change in enthalpy flowrate

4,5 is the change in entropy flowrate

76 is the environmental temperature.

The change of exergy associated with a change in stream temperature from Tt to Tz

is approximately [88] given by
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Table D.1: Exergy analysis

(?o : 290 I( )

A Ex = LH x [1 - (Tol(Tz - ?t)) x ln(T2lr1)]

The exergy efficiency of a heat exchanger is defined as [28,t+S]

280

(D.2)

(D.3)

Referring back to the two MER networks in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4, an exergy

analysis based on the exelgy efÊciency of the units in the loop is shown in Table D.1.

From this table it can be noted that unit 4 in both,cases has the lowest exergy effi-

ciency. Previously, (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.6) it was observed that removal of this

unit incurred the smallest energy penalty. I{ence it seems that the unit in a loop

which has the lowest exergy efficiency should be removed so as to give the smallest

energy penalty on network simplification. This provides a new, more soundly-based

heuristic for the identification of a unit to be deleted from the network. However,

it still lacks formal justification. Liapias and Walter [83] have also noted that "
networks synthesized to minimize lost work (while satisfying approach temperature

constraints) should incur minimum cost of utilities, since they will recover the max-

Unit Heat Load

(kw)

Efficiency

rþ

Figure 4.2:

2

4

90

30

87.01

19.5

Figure 4.4

2

4

15

30

88.82

19.5
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imum technically feasible arrount of heat and cold."

28t



Appendix E

Cost Equation

The major defect of previous cost formulations is the neglect of a number of impor-

tant variables. These include:

¡ the recognition that units are composed of individual shells and capital and

maintenance cost estimation should be based upon the area of individual shells.

¡ costs associated with network connections ( e.g. pumps, pipe-runs, valves, tees

associated with stream splits, etc. ).

The traditional power-law expressions do include some local contribution for piping

and it is extremely difficult to estimate pipework contribution reliably without any

ideas of topology and layout in the initial stages of design. In his thesis, Linnhoff

[88] proposed the following ecluation, correcting for the additional equipment cost

and maintenance, but its use does not seem to have been cited for estimating the

capital cost of heat exchanger networks.

Ð
Equipment

þ(No¿o"" I Nno¿l""

l(# +o)Y'c,)
4Nunit

Annual Cost: 1+

282

(E.1)
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The equation includes a correction to the pipework cost BlNno¿"rl4Nun,r1to account

for network complexity introduced by stream splitting. This results from the im-

plementation of the simple observation made by Linnhoff [88], namely:" the number

of pipe runs and junctions in ct sinlple networlc is o,bout four times the number of

units", / is amaintenance factor and it corrects for the fact that complex networks

require more maintenance than simple networks.

Again, this equation refers to units rather than the shells which constitute them.

Obviously, a new improved cost ecluation is required to estimate the relative capital

cost of different networks including those importalt features previously neglected.

As noted, the capital cost of a network, depends on the total area, number of units

and shells over which it is distributed and the total pipe work required. Let us now

outline the essential elements of a new cost function accounting for these variables.

1. Purchase cost

The purchase cost C" of. the units ( purchased as shells ) recluired in the

network can be calculated using ecluation( 5.5) and applying it to individual

shells rather than units.

c" (E.2)

where A;¡ is the area of'the jth shell in the ith unit.

2. Installation cost

Since units are usually made up of shells installed in vertically-aligned pairs,

the installation cost C¡ can be conveniently split into two contributions. As-

suming tb.e usual porver-larv dependelce of cost on area and as each pair of

insta,lled shells only incurs one foundation cost, then

JV¿n¡¿ Ns¡¿e¿¡

Ð Ð "Al¡i=l j=7

N. Iy'"t"¡¡

C I"r.n : 0'5 D Ð *¡T¡
i=l j=t

for those units [1...1ü"] r.vhere the number of shells is even, and

(E.3)
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0.5t mAi¡*mAi¡
j=L

È-1

(E.4)

for those units [1 . . .1ür] where the number of shells [= k] is odd

The total number of units:

Nunit-If"+¡f, (E.5)

If in any shell the area A¿¡ is less than An ¿n, then the cost of installing this

shelT lmAi¡] is replaced by lmA|,¿^ + d,l as discussed previously. The total

installation cost is then calculated as

CI: Cl"r"n I C¡o¿¿ (E.6)

3. Piping and maintenance cost

To account for the additional piping costs incurred, when streams are split into

parallel branches ( recluiring additional tees, controllers, etc. ), we will utilize

a modified form of the correction suggested by Linnhoff [88] and discussed

previously. The additional cost Co¿¿ resulting from the stream-splits is:

ca,d.: þ,1-!¿r'"" + Al!^"0""1'Y 
/ r '\ -Lø  Nunit ' - l. ffij (ø + Ó ) 

C" (E'7)

wlrere C" is the purchase cost as calculated in equation E.2 and Nnod." repre-

sents the number of splitting and mixing junctions. The first term accounts

for the additional piping costs and the second term includes the amortiza-

tion factor M and the maintenance charges /. The second contribution in the

flrst term is rnocliflecl tu P (W)t to 
"rl.o.e 

that stream splitting does not

become more attractive as the number of units increases. A pipework scale

exponent 7 is also included.
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E.1 Overall Cost

The overall cost C¿ may now be calculated by combining the three contributione to

produce a more realistic formula for estimating the cost of the network.

Ct=CrlCt*C,¿¿ (E.8)

It is felt that the equation is more representative of the likeþ contributions to the

total network cost. Whilst its absolute accuracy may be open to challenge, it should

provide a reliable estimator of relative cost trends.

8.2 Illustration of capital cost estimation

Consider the network shown in Figure 8.1. Details of the area and number of shells

per unit are listed in Table E.l along with the relevant cost data.

For this network, the capital cost of the whole network is 115.17 units.
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Table 8.1: Details of the network shown in Figure E.l

b=0.4r4=1,n=0.1
1=0.A7,b:0.6,ó=0.2

M=10, m = 5

Code I{"r."¿¡" Heat Load

kw

Area

m2

cp

$

C¡

$

H3

8103

8204

D203

ci2

8104

c1

1

2

4

5

1

4

1

80

60

80

220

140

180

40

5.15

5.88

6.23

30

7.04

17.8

2.37

2.67

3.82

5.22

14.65

3.22

9.79

1.69

5.87

11.14

41.81

89.72

6.08

46.44

5.45

Total 41.06 206.5
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